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INTRODUCTION

C

apital improvements programming and budgeting is the multiyear scheduling of public physical improvements
and the development of a long–term plan for capital expenditures. While a capital improvement project is
defined as a major, nonrecurring, expenditure that is made infrequently, its definition may be different from
community to community.

The common definition of a capital improvement is an expenditure that includes new or expanded physical facilities
that are relatively large in size, expensive, and permanent. Some common examples include the construction or acquisition
of streets and expressways, public libraries, water and sewer mains, open space and park/recreation facilities. Other
examples include the purchase of land, major equipment, and other commodities that are of significant value and have a
useful life of several years. In smaller communities, certain expenditures, such as the purchase of a fire engine, may also be
considered a capital expenditure.
An affective capital improvement programming process can lead to many benefits to a local government.
Specifically, a CIP can ensure: (a) that plans for community facilities are carried out, (b) that improvement proposals are
tested against a set of policies, (c) better scheduling of public improvements which require more than one year to construct,
(d) financial planning for the land acquisition before cost increase, (e) help tax rate stabilization through intelligent debt
management, (f) avoidance of mismanagement such as paving a street one year and then cutting into it the next year to
install a sewer line, and (g) a contribution to a better overall management of city affairs.
The fundamental purposes of the capital improvements program are three–fold: (a) first, it provides the City of
Attleboro with a document which will make its officials cognizant of the physical, social, and environmental enhancement
needs of the City, as determined by the government’s department heads, (b) second, it helps to ensure that the expansion of
municipal facilities and services are linked with the rate of development and growth within the City and that the rate of
development keeps in pace with City's ability to maintain, at any given time and location, a satisfactory level of service, and
(c) third, as all proposed projects cannot be endeavored concurrently due to financial constraints, it affords a logistical
medium by which responsible decision–making may be applied in order to evaluate, prioritize, select, and schedule projects
for implementation and budgeting.
Evaluation of each proposed capital improvement should be conducted generally in relative terms rather than in
absolute terms, department by department. While one should utilize the categorization of each project (for example, urgent
or P1, as selected by the department head) and the project justification of each project as the basis for evaluating a project
for funding, the value of each project should be indicative, or relative, only to other proposed projects within a specific
department. In the evaluation stage, the priority of a proposed project should first be established within each department.
This will serve as a preliminary list that will require refinement in the next stage. While all of the projects have merit in
absolute terms, projects should be compared to each other to gain perspective; and this can be accomplished by perusing
the project justification and project description presented on the individual capital improvement project forms as provided
by the department head. An evaluation of each project is necessary for the following reasons.






To ensure that the necessity of the proposed capital improvement is “real”.
To ensure that the benefit of the proposed capital improvement is a manifestly realistic endeavor.
To ensure that the proposed method of improvement (not the proposed endeavor, but rather the corrective
measure) is appropriate.
To ensure that the capital outlay to be expended for a corrective measure will be maximized (such that the
selected corrective measure is the most economical).
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Prioritization, which is a two step process, should occur only after projects, within each department, have been
completely evaluated. The first step is to prioritize projects within each department – “Step I Prioritization”. Once this has
been established, the second step, which is somewhat more difficult, is to now refine the “Step I Prioritization” by
prioritizing these projects with respect to all departments. In the “Step II Prioritization” stage, the needs of each
department are no longer judged department by department, but rather the needs of each department are now judged
against the needs of other departments. In the “Step II Prioritization” stage, face–to–face meetings with departments
heads, inasmuch as the “project justification”, are extremely important.
Selection should be predicated on a number of factors, two of which are: (a) the benefit to be gained, and (b)
financial resources. Such decisions should be made based on a cost–benefit analysis. While several projects in the “Step II
Prioritization” stage may have tremendous value, inherent or otherwise, and may warrant funding, decision–makers must
decide which project(s) will provide the greatest benefit to the City with respect to both the service which will be delivered
or realized, either in the short– or long–term, and the amount of the expenditure.
Scheduling, essentially a capital improvements budget, should be predicated on studies of available fiscal resources
and the choice of specific improvements to be implemented over a period of five to six years. The capital improvements
budget refers to those facilities which are scheduled in the succeeding five–year period. An important distinction between
the annual operating budget and the capital improvements program/budget is that the one year budget may become part of
the legally adopted annual operating budget, while the longer–term program does not necessarily have legal significance,
nor does it necessarily commit a municipal government to a particular expenditure in a particular year. Also, once selected
projects are scheduled, the capital improvements program should be flexible to be changed/re–prioritized, at any necessary
time, to ensure that the necessity of a service, which has been deemed to provide a greater benefit to the City, be
implemented.
There is an extremely important fiscal planning principle underlying this definition which is that capital
improvements should include only those expenditures for physical facilities with relatively long–term usefulness and
permanence. Capital improvements should not include expenditures for equipment or services which prudent management
defines as operating budget items that ought to be financed with current revenues. A capital improvement should fall
within one of the following categories:








The construction, or expansion, of a public facility (e.g., a school, fire station, or recreation facility/playground
apparatus).
The installation of new, or the repair of existing, infrastructure (e.g. sewer, water, or drainage pipes).
The acquisition of real estate for the public benefit.
The rehabilitation of nonrecurring, or major repair, of a municipal building or facility (e.g. something which is
infrequent and would not be considered annual or recurrent).
The purchase of major equipment which have a useful life of at least five years.
Any specific planning study or design work related directly to an individual project.

The capital improvements program lists each proposed capital item to be undertaken, the year in which it will be
started, the amount expected to be expended in each year, and the proposed method of financing these expenditures.
Based on these details, summaries of capital activity in each year can be prepared as well as summaries of financial
requirements, such as amounts of general obligations, bonds to be issued, and amounts of general operating funds
required.
The capital improvements budget is enacted annually based on the capital improvement program. It encompasses
enacting appropriations for the projects in the first year of the capital improvements program, and authorizing necessary
bond issues to fund these improvements. The actual capital budget enacted may vary from the amount programmed.
Financial constraints may make it impossible to budget for the entire amount programmed. Conversely, unexpected
financial availability may make it possible to begin projects that were scheduled for future years. Whatever the case, the
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capital program must be updated after the enactment of the capital budget to: (a) make any adjustments in future program
years arising from changes in the current amount funded, and (b) add a year of programming to replace the year funded.
As the proposed capital improvement projects, both individually and collectively, will involve substantial outlays of
monies, Attleboro would not be able to pay for the entire package by way of current local operating budget. The following
is a list of funding sources and strategies, some of which are currently employed, which may be utilized as financial
instruments to pay for the proposed improvements.
✓

Bonding: Through this method, the taxing power of the jurisdiction is pledged to pay interest and principal to retire
debt. These can be sold to finance permanent types of improvements such as schools, municipal buildings, parks and
recreation facilities.

✓

Lease Purchase: Local governments using the lease purchase method prepare specifications for a needed public
works project that is constructed by a private company or authority. The facility is then leased to the jurisdiction. At
the end of the lease period, the title of the facility can be conveyed to the local government without any future
payments. The rental over the years will have paid the total original cost plus interest.

✓

Project Phasing: Capital improvement projects should be phased, where applicable, in order to lessen the onus of the
expenditure in any one given year.

✓

Reserve Funds: With reserve fund financing, funds are accumulated in advance for capital construction or purchase.
The accumulation may result from surplus or earmarked operational revenues, or from the sale of capital assets.

✓

Current Revenue: Pay–as–you–go is the financing of improvements from current revenues such as general taxation,
user fees, service charges, or special assessments.

✓

State and Federal Grants

✓

User Fees
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A CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM ADOPTION PROCESS
I

A PROPOSED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROCESS

A sound capital improvement process should be predicated on the following seven steps, each of which is discussed
briefly. Detailed procedures of each step are presented in subsequent sections.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish the administrative and policy framework for the capital improvements program process.
Prepare an inventory of existing facilities.
Determine the status of previously approved projects.
Perform a financial analysis and financial program.
Compile and evaluate project requests by agencies.
Adopt the capital improvements program.
Implement the capital improvements program.

STEP 1:

Establish the Administrative and Policy Framework for Capital Programming and Budgeting
The first step in implementing an effective capital improvement planning and budgeting process is to
establish the underlying organizational and policy framework within which the process must operate.
Firstly, an administering, or coordinating, organization for the capital improvement program process must
be established. Currently, the Municipal Council, and more specifically, its Finance Committee, and the
City’s Planning Department, serve this function. It is important to provide for centralized coordination of
the capital improvements program process. All requests for capital improvement projects should be
submitted to, and evaluated by, a central unit; and again, the Municipal Council, its Finance Committee, and
the City’s Planning Department serve this function. Other responsibilities, incumbent upon this unit,
include:

•
•

Coordinating funding for projects.
Monitoring project implementation.

Secondly, the criteria for determining what types of expenditures will be included in the capital
improvements process must be set forth. While it is obvious, it must be noted that expenditures, such as
land purchases and construction costs, must be included as capital outlays. However, one may ask what
about expenditures for equipment not associated with a construction activity? In general, a capital outlay
expenditure will be made for an item of sufficient size to command special attention from decision–makers.
Detailed issues to consider in establishing criteria for capital outlays are presented in subsequent sections of
this document.
Thirdly, it is necessary to determine the number of years to be included in the capital improvement–
programming period. Note that the City’s capital improvements plan is prepared for a five–year horizon.
Since the plan sets forth the amount to be expended for an approved project in each future year, these
annual amounts will become the basis for the annual capital budget as each fiscal year in the plan arrives.
Details of this analysis are presented in subsequent sections of this document.
Fourth, a detailed calendar of events, to guide each step in the annual capital programming and budgeting
cycle, should be established.
Fifth, general financial policies, to establish the overall fiscal constraints, within which the plan must
function, should be established.
Finally, procedures should be established to obtain citizen input into the capital planning and budgeting
process. Capital outlay decisions tend to lead to be keen citizen interest because such represent large
expenditures for facilities that often have a heavy impact on a community. As may be noted, Attleboro’s
ordinances requires that a public hearing be held. Citizen ideas can help ensure that the most desirable
projects receive the highest priority. Involving the citizens directly in the process can also help gain citizen
support for the capital plan and budget and for any funding measures such as bond issues that are required
to support it. Approaches of gaining citizen input are discussed in subsequent sections of this document.
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM, FISCAL YEARS 2023–2027
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STEP 2:

Prepare an Inventory of Existing Facilities
Each municipal department should compile an inventory of its own physical plant. This will help to indicate
the eventual need for renewal, replacement, expansion, or retirement of some of the physical plant.

STEP 3:

Determine the Status of Previously Approved Projects
The next step in the capital improvement program process is to prepare a report on the current status of
previously approved projects. Two reasons exist for preparing this status report. First, it specifies which
projects are being continued, how much additional funds will be required to continue these projects, and the
amount of funds left over from completed projects. Second, this status report is prepared to keep the
Mayor’s Office, the Municipal Council, and the City’s Planning Department informed of the progress of
projects approved in prior years.

STEP 4:

Perform a Financial Analysis and Program
Financial analysis involves the determination of the City’s financial capabilities for major expenditures by
examining past, present, and future revenue, expenditures, and municipal debt. The selection and scheduling
of funding sources for these major expenditures is known as financial programming. Some of the important
objectives of financial programming include:

•
•
•

Maintaining a preferred balance between debt service and current expenditures.
Determining debt capacity and debt service levels.
Maximizing intergovernmental aid for local expenditures.

The goal of the financial analysis is to derive a level of capital expenditures the City can safely afford over
the next several years (new capital financing potential) and show its impact on the property tax rate and on
other sources of municipal revenue. The City’s future revenue, operating expenditures, and debt service
have to be projected because:
Revenue - Operating Expenditures - Debt Service = New Capital Financing Potential
Commonly used projection methods are discussed in subsequent sections of this document. It should be
noted that in the course of financial analysis, certain trends, symptomatic of potential fiscal trouble, may
surface, thus prompting decision–makers to change a policy decision before crisis conditions develop.
STEP 5:

Compile and Evaluate Project Requests
Initial project proposals are solicited by the coordinating unit, again, in this case, the City’s Planning
Department, in the form of “project requests” which are submitted on the “Capital Improvement Project
Form”. The “Capital Improvement Project Form” includes, among other things, the project title, a brief
description of the project, a justification, the expected expenditure, the method of financing, the desired
scheduling fiscal year, its expected useful life, and the annual maintenance fee. Requests are checked for
completeness and accuracy of information and are supplemented, or corrected, as necessary. Pertinent
information is then summarized for all departments and activities.
As the sum of the total proposed capital expenditures will exceed available resources, or the new capital
financing potential, an extensive and substantive evaluation of all proposed projects must be conducted.
Many requests will have to postponed, and other eliminated, to bring capital expenditures into balance with
available and/or anticipated capital resources. When evaluating proposed capital projects, emphasis should
be placed on relative need and cost. The following criteria may be used as a guide in the evaluation:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achievement of existing plans, policies, and work programs.
General benefits of existing plans, policies, and work programs.
Refinement of cost (as departmental estimates will generally not be accurate on a year to year basis).
Analysis of debt.
Affect on the tax rate.
Acceptability by voters.
Research into legal requirements.
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STEP 6:

Adopt a Capital Improvements Program and Budget
The Municipal Council plays a role in developing and approving the policy guidelines from which the capital
budget and program is developed. It needs to instill specific input during the program formation phase. At
this stage, however, it is the ultimate responsibility of this body to “approve in principle” a capital program,
and to adopt a proposed capital budget.

STEP 7:

Monitor the Capital Improvements Budget
Monitoring the approved capital budget requires appropriate actions from the City’s financial administrators
such as the Treasurer, Auditor, Assessor, Collector, and Purchaser. Since capital projects often involve time
consuming activities, such as bidding, site selection, and sometimes lengthy purchasing and construction
delays, the actual implementation of a project may be completed somewhat later than the designated year. If
funds are insufficient, it may be desirable to complete the project planning and design in an earlier year and
then initiate construction or acquisition in a subsequent year.

II

THE NEXT FISCAL CYCLE

Once the first “start–up” fiscal cycle is completed, the work required becomes considerably less demanding. At this
point, the updating of the capital budget and program involves only three basic tasks:

•
•
•

Complete Steps 3 through 7 to establish the information and policy base needed to revise the capital improvement
program.
Review and revise the entire program as necessary to ensure that it continues to reflect the City’s latest impressions
regarding social and environmental conditions, municipal development policy and financial resources.
Add an extra year of projects to the end of the capital program to extend the program after the first year has been
budgeted and the remainder of the plan updated.

PART I:

The Organization for Capital Improvements Planning and Budgeting

Part I discusses the logistics to organize for capital improvement programming and budgeting. Before an effective
capital improvement program process can be implemented, an organizational and policy framework must be established.
First, an administering, or coordinating, organization for the capital improvement program process must be established.
Next, the criteria for determining which expenditures are capital and which are operating must be set forth. Third, the
length of time to be included in the capital programming period should be determined. Fourth, a calendar of key events to
guide, and give structure to the capital improvement program process, is necessary. Fifth, the annual financial policy
guidelines that will govern the capital improvement program process should be stated. Finally, citizen participation and
input should be actively solicited.
A.

Organization For Capital Improvement Programming and Budgeting
There are many possible ways to organize for capital improvement programming and budgeting. In all cases,
however, it is important to coordinate all activities at a single focal point. The lead responsibility should be given
directly to an official either in the Chief Administrator’s Office, to a financial officer or team, or to the City Planning
Department — as is the case in Attleboro. A second approach that is helpful is to establish a Capital Improvement
Program Committee to provide assistance to the lead agency. A committee of five to ten persons is desirable. The
Capital Improvement Program Committee may consist of such officials as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Department heads,
Elected officials, such as the Municipal Council’s Finance Committee,
Private citizens,
School officials,
Members of the Planning Board, and/or
Members of the City’s financial team.
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Each of the suggested approaches has both advantages and disadvantages. The first approach may be a more
efficient process such that issues can be considered and processing made in a more rapid fashion. Conversely, the
second approach provides for greater participation of interested officials and, therefore, may enhance the ultimate
acceptability of the capital improvement program.
B.

Isolate Capital Budget Items From Operating Budget Items
The classification of items as capital versus operating can be determined by just two criteria – cost and frequency.
The cost of an item should be at a level such that it would require special attention. It would not be appropriate to
give special attention to small expenditures that would have little effect, for example, on the tax rate. Thus, a
minimum cost for items to be included in the capital improvement program should be established. The larger the
community, the tendency is to establish higher minimums. For example, a city like Chicago considers the purchase of
a ladder truck to be part of its Fire Department’s annual operating budget. In addition, it would be inappropriate to
include, in the capital improvement program, expenditure items that occur every year such as salaries or office
supplies. By definition, only major, nonrecurring items should be included in the capital program. Examples of
capital projects include the following.

•
•
•
•
•
•

New and expanded physical facilities for the public which are relatively large and expensive.
Large scale rehabilitation or replacement of existing facilities.
Major pieces of equipment which are expensive and have a relatively long period of usefulness.
Purchase of equipment for any public improvements when first erected or acquired.
The cost of engineering or architectural studies and services relative to a public improvement.
The acquisition of land for a community facility such as a park, street, or sewer line.

A town or city hall, fire station, library, police station, parks, playgrounds, street lights, sewer and water lines, storm
drains, community buildings, swimming pools, sidewalks, streets and curbs, sewage treatment plants, school
buildings, waste disposal sites, airports, cemeteries, and fire engines are examples of capital facilities and
improvements found in any community across the country:
C.

Determine The Capital Programming Period
The capital programming period refers to the number of years ahead of the current capital budget that the City’s
capital items are scheduled. How far ahead? It is recognized that projects scheduled in the first two or three years can
be evaluated quite effectively; but, beyond that timeframe, it becomes increasingly difficult to make evaluations.
However, to stop project evaluation at two or three years would impede full analysis of certain long–term projects
which may take more than three years to complete. Uniformly distributing, as best possible, the impact of these
projects on the tax rate, or coordinating long–range and short–range projects is extremely difficult to achieve. The
experience of small communities indicates that a projection of capital needs and resources can be meaningfully
accomplished over a five to six year period. When the first year capital plan is adopted as the forthcoming fiscal
year’s capital budget, there are only four years lead time for the remaining proposed capital projects. It is important
to note that in order to maintain this four year lead time, it is necessary to annually extend the future program one
additional year.

D.

Establish A Capital Programming Calendar
The capital improvements planning calendar is a useful coordinating device such that it identifies “who does what,
and when?” in the entire capital improvements program process. It is essentially a “tickler sheet” which helps to
ensure that each required step is being accomplished in a timely fashion so that the capital improvements program
reflects the exhaustive analyses, skills, and interest of all participants in the process. The following is a
suggested/sample capital improvements program calendar.
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September 1

•

Coordinating unit (City Planning Department) distributes the “Capital
Improvements Project Forms” to municipal departments.

September 2–November 29

•

Coordinating unit compiles/prepares inventory of current facilities.

November 30

•

Deadline to submit “Capital Improvements Project Forms” to the coordinating
unit.

December 1–30

•

Coordinating unit compiles the information solicited in the “Capital
Improvements Project Forms” and prepares five–year schedule.

Mid–January

•

Coordinating unit files the Capital Improvements Program with the City Clerk’s
Office, and submits copies of the program to the Mayor’s Office and to the
Municipal Council.

February

•

Public hearing is held.

February–March

•

Planning Board comments on all projects.

March

•
•

All appropriate persons identify possible projects.
Coordinating unit surveys status of previously approved projects.

April 1–30

•

Financial team prepares financial analysis.

April 15–May 15

•

Decisions regarding the types of financing options, predicated on the financial
analysis, are made.

May 1–June 15

•

The Municipal Council reviews and considers the five year schedule and
the one year capital budget.

June 1–June 15

•

The draft Capital Improvements Program is finalized and projects
scheduled for the upcoming year are incorporated into the capital budget.

June 15

•

The Capital Improvements Program, and the first year capital budget, is
adopted, followed by the preparation, review, and establishment of
acquisition and development plans.

July 1

•

The beginning of the fiscal year.

E.

Financial Policy Development
The development of a general financial policy is helpful as it can be the basis upon which the capital
improvements program is predicated. This policy should be developed and stated publicly to serve as a way of
communicating preferences for certain types and levels of revenues, expenditures, and debt for the City. The
policy should deal with issues such as:

•
•
•
•
F.

Holding the line on property taxes.
Limiting debt service levels.
Setting service levels.
Using grant funds.

Citizen Participation
The preparation of a capital budget involves the determination of which capital improvement projects are
needed to upgrade inadequate existing facilities as well as to identify facilities which will be needed to
accommodate future growth and development in the City. As this is a tremendous task to undertake, to
accomplish the task, it is prudent to solicit the input not only from department heads, but also from citizens.
This can be accomplished by two approaches. First, the Municipal Council can conduct more than one public
hearing to solicit public opinion on the capital improvements program. Second, the City’s Planning
Department may be utilized to gather citizen comments and suggestions and to help organize project requests
into some kind of order for final review. In some communities, a special governmental unit is created to serve
as a citizen advisory board on community development.
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PART II:

Inventory of Existing Facilities

Part II discusses the logistics of an inventory of existing facilities. An inventory format can be developed relatively
easily. There are several sources available for compiling the capital program. Sources may include: buildings listed for
insurance coverage, the fixed assets schedule of the annual audit report, and reports such as the Comprehensive Plan,
engineering studies, and community facilities studies. Compiling the list requires coordination that should consist of the
coordinating unit and the municipal department heads. The inventory should list each facility along with its age, condition,
estimate of the extent of usage, and a target year for replacement/expansion of present facilities and the provision for new
facilities. Once the inventory has been completed, each department head should re–examine the listing to ensure that all
existing capital facilities and improvements are included and their condition accurately described.
PART III: Determine Status of Previously Approved Projects
Part III discusses the logistics for determining the status of previously approved projects. A report needs to be
prepared to elucidate the status of projects approved prior to the current fiscal year. The coordinating unit should prepare
this report during the early stages of the capital improvements program process. It includes the status of projects at year
end. The report should be updated at the end of the fiscal year to reflect, as nearly as possible, the year end balances. This
document serves two purposes. The first is to report the progress of prior approved projects for the purpose of monitoring
the capital improvements program and budget; and the second is to aid in updating the capital improvements program and
preparing a new budget.
The report should consist of three sections.
Section I:

In this section, a list of projects, completed during the fiscal year, is prepared. It provides, among other
things, project titles, project identification numbers, and the amount of remaining funds.

Section II:

The second section provides a listing of projects to be continued into the coming fiscal year. For the
purpose of preparing the new capital budget, all that is needed is the list of projects and their respective
identification number along with an estimate of the amount of funds which will remain in each account at
year end. These projects are to be re–evaluated for inclusion in the new year budget and additional monies
appropriated where necessary.

Section III:

The third section includes a list of projects to be deleted from the capital improvements program along with
the amounts of monies to be released. For monitoring purposes, a statement for the reason for the deletion
should be included.
It is also advisable to show the amount of money available from completed projects so that they can be
more easily allocated into the new budget.

PART IV: Performing Financial Analysis and Programming
Part IV discusses the logistics for performing a financial analysis and programming and the decision–making which
should be performed in the capital improvements program process. The following, (A) and (B), suggests a method to
analyze the fiscal capacity of the City to support future capital outlays and describes typical methods used to support capital
outlays, respectively.
A.

Analyzing Fiscal Capability
The capital budget is only as good as the plan for financing the proposed projects. The number of public
improvements the City can finance generally depends on:

•
•
•
•

The level of recurring future operating expenditures.
The current level of debt (bonded indebtedness).
The legal limit of debt which may be incurred (bonded capacity).
Any potential sources of additional revenue available for capital improvement financing.
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Revenues: All current revenue sources and past collections must be examined. This review will help establish
historical revenue patterns that are critical in forecasting future revenue levels. Generally, historical data for the past
six to ten years is needed to be able to adequately analyze current revenue sources and future potential levels. The
past data may be obtained from municipal financial reports. An important point to remember when analyzing
current revenues for their affect on the capital program is to project only recurring revenue sources. Thus, grants,
special appropriations from other governmental units, and other revenues which are not assured of being in the City
Treasury each year should be excluded. To estimate future revenue, all possible factors that may have affected past
trends must be taken into account. One must consider such matters as the general national economic picture,
changes in the local job market, and demographic changes. The following questions may be helpful in assessing the
revenue picture:

•

Are the revenue sources, which are linked directly to the growth and demography of the City growing at an
increasing rate each year (examine gross receipt taxes, sales and business licenses, and ad valorum taxes)?

•

May any large increase in a particular revenue source from one year to the next be attributed to a rate change,
new way of billing, or other procedure which would account for an appearance of growth?

Once the past revenue pattern has been identified, revenue estimates for the upcoming five years should be
prepared. These figures are not meant to be exact, but only an indication of a general range.
Expenditures: As with revenues, past expenditure levels must be analyzed. Historical expenditure data should be
obtained for as many years as revenue data is obtained. Six to ten years of data is suggested since expenditure
projections will be needed for five future years. The expenditure data should be examined by three general types:

B.

•

Normal Recurring Expenses – Normal recurring expenses should be subdivided into the following categories
for each department: salaries, supplies, utilities, equipment, and miscellaneous expenses. In most cases, it will
be possible to project future expenditures based on an average of the expenditure increases experienced over
the past five to ten years. Judgment must be exercised however, as the growth of some departments may be
accelerating while others remain static or are declining.

•

Public Debt – In addition to expenditures required for operating expenses of departments, a certain amount
of each year’s funds must be used to retire the debt incurred in the past years for capital facilities
improvements. The amount of debt service payments required in each capital improvements program plan
year, based on current debt levels, should be specified. This figure should first be compared to any legal
ceilings that have been imposed by the state or the City. The City should then assess the level of additional
debt service payments that can be reasonably afforded by it in light of other operating expenditure
requirements. This will provide a basis to determine the potential impact of new debt on the future property
tax rate.

•

Past Capital Improvements – An analysis of past capital improvement expenditures might also be helpful.
More than likely however, this item will be of limited use in the analysis of future capital improvement
expenditures. This is because past expenses in this category have more than likely fluctuated a great deal over
the past year with perhaps no identifiable pattern other than the availability of state or federal grants.

Approaches To Financing Capital Improvements
There are numerous way to finance capital improvement projects; and some of the most common methods of
financing capital improvement projects are listed below.
Pay–As–You–Go: Pay–as–you–go is a method of financing capital projects with current revenues – paying cash
instead of borrowing against future revenues. The amount available to spend is the difference between what is
collected currently and what is required for operating expenses and prudent reserves. Pay–as–you–go works well
when capital needs are steady and modest and financial capability is adequate. The method may include
appropriations in the budgets of two or more years to pay for projects which take that long to build without
borrowing. The technique can also provide for a fund for future expenditures amassed by annual increments, or by
setting aside unanticipated, windfall income, until the balance is large enough to undertake the capital improvement.
Note that such a fund will also earn interest.
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Pay–as–you–go has several advantages. First it saves interest cost. Interest on long–term bonds can more or less
equal the original capital cost, depending on interest rates and repayment schedules. Thus, one can pay twice for a
capital improvement even though the annual bill, over an extended period, is low. Second, pay–as–you–go protects
borrowing capacity for unforeseen major outlays that are beyond any current year’s capability. Third, when coupled
with regular, steady completion of capital improvements, and good documentation, pay–as–you–go fosters favorable
bond ratings when long–term financing is undertaken. Finally, the technique avoids the inconvenience and
considerable costs associated with marketing of bond issues such as advisers, counsel, and printing. However,
despite its favorable characteristics, pay–as–you–go is not a panacea as it has both a practical and theoretical
disadvantage, such as:

•
•
•
•

Where capital projects are rarely undertaken, pay–as–you–go places a heavy burden on the project year. It
creates awkward, fluctuating, expenditure cycles that do not occur with extended financing.
A long–life asset should be paid by its users throughout its normal life, rather than all at once or by those who
may not have the use of it.
If tax rates have to be increased to pay for a series of capital improvements in a short period of time, it would
not be fair to people who leave after a brief residence. It would constitute a subsidy for those who came after
the capital improvement was completed.
When inflation is increasing construction costs, it may be cheaper to borrow and pay current prices rather than
wait and pay “tomorrow’s” prices.

Regardless of the argument with which one sides, pay–as–you–go places a premium on advance fiscal planning. The
five year capital improvements program allows not only for scheduling physical improvements prudently, but also
for scheduling the financing so as to take advantage of accumulated surpluses and windfall income that may become
available.
Bond Issue: The use of bond issues, borrowing, is the major alternative to pay–as–you–go. The following is a brief
description of the different types of bonds:

•

•

•

General Obligation Bonds are backed by the full faith and credit of the City. Payment on these bonds may
come from the general fund. The advantage of general obligation bonds is that because the City’s credit is
pledged, a lower interest rate may be obtained. Note that this kind of bond issue, generally, must be approved
by a majority of voters in a special referendum.
Special Assessment Bonds may be used to finance the construction of streets, sewer lines, storm drains, or
other improvements. Special assessments are levied against the owners of the property and this income is
pledged to the repayment of the bonds. Note that improvements actually improve the value of the adjacent
property. Such bonds usually carry a higher rate of interest than general obligation bonds, but have the
advantage of not being charged against the City’s debt limit.
Revenue Bonds are those to which the income from a specific enterprise is pledged. Such bonds might be
used, for example, to finance the extension of watermains to interconnect with another community. Charges
made to the recipients of the service are then committed to repayment of the borrowed money. Such bonds
would not be considered as being part of the City’s debt and may usually be issued without a public vote.

Short–Term Notes: When pay–as–you–go, or bond financing, of local capital projects are not appropriate, short–
term notes, issued by, for example, local banks, are a viable financing alternative. Aside from the interest cost of the
temporary borrowing, there are no appreciable disadvantages to this approach. Advantages of short–term notes
include:

•
•
•

A substantial lump–sum can be borrowed at the moment of need and repaid in installments over the next few
years.
A prospective bond issue can be shortened in years and reduced in amount with consequent interest savings.
Interest on notes is generally less than interest on bonds and there are no marketing costs such as those for
bond counsel or printing.

Joint Financing: Multi–jurisdictional investment for joint financing of a project is also a viable alternative (Note 1987
joint venture with North Attleborough for the purchase of 26 acres along Metcalf Avenue for the preservation of
our water supply). Examples include resource recovery facilities and land purchases.
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Reserve Funds: Reserve fund financing is a variation of the pay–as–you–go method. Under this procedure, funds are
accumulated in advance for the construction of capital projects. The accumulation may result from surplus or
earmarked operational revenues that are set aside, or from the sale of capital assets.
Lease–Purchase: This method necessitates the preparation of specifications for a needed public works project to
have it constructed by a private company or authority. The facility would then be leased by the City at an annual or
monthly rental. At the end of the lease period, the title to the facility would then be conveyed to the City without any
future payments. The rental, over the years, will have paid the total original cost plus interest.
Authorities and Special Districts: Authorities and special districts can be created to manage facilities that are
supported by user fees. Toll roads and water and sewerage systems are examples of such facilities. Special districts,
with power to tax, are also created for the purpose of issuing bonds and constructing facilities that may not be self–
supporting.
Special Assessments: Public works projects, which benefit certain properties more than others, may be financed
more equitably by special assessment (betterment fees). Improvements often financed by this method include
sanitary sewers and watermains.
Tax Increment Financing: An area may be designated as a tax increment financing area for redevelopment purposes.
In this form of financing, the additional taxes generated by new developments are used to retire incremental bonds
issued by the City for acquisition, relocation, demolition, administration, and site improvements.
State and Federal Aid: Another major source of funding is state or federal financing assistance. Note that when
contemplating the use of state or federal aid, it is important that local priorities still be maintained such that a project
should not be undertaken simply because funds are available. Also, since most aid programs require a local match of
funds, or at the least, a percentage, too many lower priority projects could be undertaken without adequate planning
and thereby severely impair the financial condition of the City.
PART V:

Compile and Evaluate Project Requests

Part V discusses the procedure to be used to compile project requests. All key personnel, especially the coordinating
unit, need to be involved and uniform information on all projects must be obtained.
A.

Develop Project Information
When preparing a list of capital improvements projects, it is necessary to involve all key persons and municipal
departments as the people who staff the departments have years of experience in maintaining and operating the
physical facilities and improvements in the City; and therefore, these people can provide valuable guidance in
appraising the adequacy of the existing physical plant and in helping to visualize the kinds of capital improvement
projects to suit future operating needs. The City’s Planning Department currently distributes “Capital Improvement
Project Forms” to nearly all of the municipal departments to solicit project requests. A copy of the form, along with
a set of instructions, are presented in the Appendix. By utilizing this form, there is some assurance that careful
thought will be employed for each proposed project and such will lead to a realistic appraisal of need. It is also
beneficial for department heads to “compare notes” to:

•
•
•

Identify all conceivable, worthwhile, projects.
Coordinate projects.
Avoid the overlap of requested projects to avoid artificially inflating the program (such as two or more
departments requesting the same piece of equipment, such as a dump truck; such equipment should, perhaps,
be shared and thereby avoid unnecessary expenditures).

With the inventory serving as the basic starting point, department heads are encouraged to use their imagination to
help ensure that all possible projects are covered, or at the very least, considered. There are two restrictions placed
on this “project–idea” phase, and they are:

•
•

Only projects that fall within the definition of a “Capital Improvement Project” should be included.
All projects must be supported by completing “capital improvement project forms”.
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Lastly, when developing proposed projects, department heads need to consider at least the following questions.

•
•
B.

Is the proposed project one that will benefit the operation of the department?
Will the proposed project cost more to build, equip, and staff than the benefits (both tangible and intangible)
which the citizens will realize from the project?

Evaluate and Program Projects
The evaluation and programming of proposed capital projects for a capital budget and program is a critical step in
capital programming. It is necessary to:

•
•

Evaluate each project proposal according to a standard set of criteria, including interviews with the department
heads.
Determine the overall project priorities, scheduling, and financing for the total package of capital projects.

Four different, but related, tasks can be distinguished in the project evaluation and programming step. Each of the
following four tasks depends to some degree on the conclusions drawn on the other tasks. It is useful to recognize
which task is being emphasized at any point in time, since different criteria are being applied during each task.

•
•

•
•

The evaluation of the general project design.
The evaluation of the relative need and cost of each project. All proposed projects for the entire five year
period are to be compared and evaluated (in terms of need and cost) with the objective of selecting those
which are both desirable and feasible for the City to implement during the coming five years. Scheduling and
financing methods should be considered generally at this point, with the more important and “Urgent”
projects scheduled earlier in the program.
The final determination of the most appropriate implementation schedule for the selected projects.
The final determination of the most appropriate financing methods for the selected projects, that is, financial
programming.

PART VI: Capital Improvements Plan Adoption By The Municipal Council
Part VI discusses the logistics for program adoption by the Municipal Council. Once a capital improvements
program has been prepared, it is to be forwarded to the Municipal Council for final review and subsequent adoption. The
advantages of presenting the entire five year capital program to the Municipal Council are as follows:

•
•
•
•

Members of the Municipal Council are informed of the need for large capital expenditures.
Members of the Municipal Council are given the opportunity for forethought to the future with respect to
capital planning.
Members of the Municipal Council can place citizens on notice up to five years in advance of the City’s intent
to acquire and/or develop capital facilities.
Members of the Municipal Council play a significant role in setting future capital programming and budgeting
policy.

Adoption Process: A copy of the capital program is made available to each member of the Municipal Council prior
to the formal discussion during the public hearing and subsequent business meetings. This will allow each Councilor
time to examine each of the proposed projects under consideration. Besides considering the need of each proposed
project, the Municipal Council should take into consideration the following aspects of the financial arrangements,
including:

•
•

Assuring that the operating budget contains the amounts required for any initial payments or other kinds of
financing of capital projects from current revenues in the general fund and other funds included in the
operating budget.
Determining, on the basis of the most recent estimates, that sufficient funds will exist in a capital reserve fund,
or other special accounts, to meet that portion of the financing not to be paid by debt financing.

In addition to the public hearing, it is prudent that business meetings be conducted during which time the
department heads and the Municipal Council discuss each project in detail. To approve the capital improvements
program, the usual procedure is to adopt the first year, capital budget , and include this budget as an adjunct part of
the annual operating budget. The remainder of the program (the other four years) is to be accepted by resolution,
subject to annual authorized revision. The acceptance of the five year plan.
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PART VII:

Monitoring The Capital Improvements Budget

Part VII discusses a system for monitoring the implementation of the capital projects. It presents the information
necessary for preparing a monthly, or quarterly, progress report and summary sheet. These reports, which may be prepared
by the Auditor, Treasurer, or City Planning Department, should be submitted to the Mayor’s Office and to the Municipal
Council on a monthly, or quarterly, basis.
Phase I:

Capital Improvements Implementation and Coordination
Once the Municipal Council has adopted the capital improvements budget, and departments are given a
list of those projects approved for the coming fiscal year, it is necessary to implement the following:

•

Project Manager: A project manager should be assigned with the responsibility for coordinating all
activities involved in implementing projects as well as be the source of information on their
progress. Project managers must be aware of the project schedule and its related deadlines and
make every effort to anticipate, and deal with, possible problems. In addition, project managers
must keep a file on all contracts, agreements, and other correspondence germane to the project and
serve as a general source of information.

•

Project Schedule: For each project, there should be an estimate of the amount of time that will be
required for each of the following phases.

•

Phase II:

✓
✓
✓
✓

land and right–of–way acquisitions,
preparation of plans and specifications,
contracting, and
construction;
Related Agencies: The project manager should prepare a list of all municipal departments and
outside agencies which will be involved in undertaking the projects. Departments are to be given a
list of those activities included in the five year plan for which they will be responsible. This list
should include the approximate date, to the nearest month/year, the project is anticipated to be
undertaken.

Project Progress Reporting
Regular monthly, or quarterly, reports should be prepared by the project manager on the progress of each
active project in the capital improvements program. These reports should summarize progress made to
date on each task of the project, identify any changes in targeted completion dates, identify any problems,
and identify the financial status. These reports should be submitted to the Mayor’s Office, Municipal
Council, Auditor, Treasurer, City Planning Department, and to the appropriate municipal department.
They in turn should review the report to determine if progress is sufficient, and if project costs are
reasonable for work completed. Also, a summary status sheet, for each project based on these progress
reports, should be compiled and maintained. These summary reports would provide easy reference on the
status of each project throughout its life.

Phase III:

The Project Review Process
The project review is designed to aid management in identifying and dealing with problems involving
capital projects before they become serious. The review process involves reporting on project activity to
administrative officials. The status of the capital projects should be presented, and persistent problems
encountered in the progress reports should be noted. This review may also point out any problems
involved in financing projects and any delays in progress. The review should update the status of funds
available for the capital improvements program, including updated revenue projections and status reports
of the availability of grants and other revenue sources.
Based on the review, steps, necessary to correct or prevent any problems occurring in the progress or
financing of capital projects, are identified. Findings and recommendation are to be reported to the
Mayor’s Office and to the Municipal Council. Their review of the capital improvements program will
include the review of all prepared materials and recommendations. Based on these recommendations,
these officials may take any appropriate action to alleviate any problems delaying the implementation and
progress of the capital improvements program. Even if the action to be taken does not require the
Municipal Council’s approval, it should still be briefed on the status of the projects.
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III

FINANCIAL ANALYSES and PROGRAMMING

The following is a suggested, step by step, procedure of how to conduct a financial analysis, including a discussion of
necessary information such as financial variables and computations, which is needed to assess the City’s capacity to pay for
additional capital improvements. Also, a discussion of various methods for projecting changes in financial variables is
presented.
A.

Accumulating and Analyzing The Data

The information needed to assess the financing capacity of the City may be developed through the following four–step
process:

•
•
•
•

Collect data on key financial variables (such as history on assessed valuation of property, tax rate, property tax
revenue, revenue sources other than property tax, and of operating expenditure) for the past five to ten years and
establish historical trends.
Based on historical trends and on other information, extrapolate the trends of key financial variables for five future
years.
Compute the amount of available monies to finance new capital outlays in the five future years based on the
information derived in STEP 2.
Determine how recommended capital outlays may affect the tax rate.
STEP 1:

Determine Historical Trends For Key Financial Variables
The first step in the process in assessing the City’s capacity to finance capital outlays entails
assembling and determining historical trends for key financial variables. Financial data for each
variable should be assembled for the preceding five to ten years.

STEP 2:

Project Trends For Key Financial Variables Into Five Future Years
After assembling historical data, it is necessary to extrapolate trends for all key variables into the five
future years that comprise the capital improvements program. Knowledge of the “anticipated” future
course of key financial variables requires the application of sound techniques and good judgement.
Four methods that may be employed to make such projections are discussed in subsequent pages of
this document.

STEP 3:

Compute The Amount Available To Finance New Capital Outlays In The Future Five Years
After projecting the value of the key financial variables for the coming five years, it is possible to
prepare an estimate of new capital financing capacity for each future year. Such an estimate may be
derived from the following formula:

STEP 4:

Projected Revenues - Projected Operating Expenses - Existing Debt Service = New Capital
Financing Potential
Determine How Recommended Capital Outlays May Affect The Tax Rate
The precise impact of how proposed capital outlays may affect the property tax rate depends upon the
magnitude of the proposed capital program and the method(s) of financing selected. For example, a
capital program supported by state and/or federal grants or long–term debt will have a less immediate
impact on the tax rate than a program financed on a pay–as–you–go basis. The following is a method
to determine the potential impact of proposed capital outlays on the tax rate:

•
•
•

Determine the amount required to finance all selected proposed capital projects in each future
year.
Determine, as best possible, the amount of capital financing required from “own source” funds
by subtracting the amount to be derived from grants and other “outside sources”.
Compare this amount to the “New Capital Financing Potential” calculated in STEP 3 (Note
that if operating costs are to be associated with a new project, it should be deducted from the
new capital financing potential in the appropriate year(s)).
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•
•

B.

Determine the method for financing capital project costs which cannot be supported by “New
Capital Financing Potential”. Financing methods may include: short–term financing/notes or
long–term bonds.
Identify the potential impact that each alternative method of financing would have on the tax
rate in each year as this provides a fairly good idea of the impact of alternative capital financing
methods.

Making Financial Projections
Based on the historic trend analysis, the City needs to determine which financial projection method(s) is most
appropriate. As the primary purposes of the financial analysis are to determine the City’s Capital Financing Potential
and the Tax Rate Impact, the projection of the financial variables will allow for the projection of the City’s new
capital financing potential and the tax rate impact, if any, of the recommended capital program for each year of the
five year period. Note that the four alternative projection methods described below respectively assume the
following:

•
•
•
•

No change in the financial variable being projected.
Change by constant amounts.
Change at a constant rate.
Correlation with a population or economic variable.

Method I:

No Change: This method assumes the present level of the financial variable will remain constant,
hence unchanged. The procedure, therefore, is simply to project a constant absolute variable based on
a recent year. This method may be appropriate if the historical trend analysis of a financial variable
indicates little change, and there is no reason to expect any alteration of the pattern. Also, this method
may be appropriate to provide a conservative estimate of an uncertain revenue source.

Method II:

Change By Constant Amounts: This method assumes yearly changes of a constant amount. The
historical trend analysis of assessed valuation may indicate that fairly equal amounts of change have
occurred each year. For example, if the mean yearly change appears to be an increase of, for instance,
$100,000.00, this amount would be added to the current year to obtain next year’s projected assessed
valuation. When estimating the amount of yearly change, the following allowances should be made:

Method III:

•

Recent shifts which have occurred during the past several years. If the first seven years in the
historical trend analysis shows approximately $100,000.00 yearly increases in assessed valuation,
but the last three year indicates changes of $125,000.00, the latter may be the more realistic
figure to use.

•

Anticipated future changes in conditions, policies and resources that are not reflected in the past
trends of the financial variable being projected. For example, an expected increase in residential
development for the third and fourth years in the capital program should be allowed for in
projecting assessed valuation for those years.

•

Different estimates for different portions of the upcoming five year program period. For
example, a $110,000.00 yearly change may be used for the first three years, and $135,000.00 may
be used for the last three years. This approach may be used to allow for an expected period of
“unusually” high inflation. It should be noted, however, that the effect of the past rate of
inflation has already been included in the historical trend. Therefore, only the “unusual” portion
of the future rate of inflation should be given special allowance in the projection.

Change At A Constant Rate: This method assumes yearly changes of a constant rate. The historical
trend analysis of a financial variable may indicate that, although the absolute amount of yearly change
has been greater each year, the yearly percentage change has been about the same each year. The same
three considerations described in Method II, above, also apply to the selection of a “percentage
change” estimate to be used in making the projections for the five year period. The selected
“percentage change” estimate (0.5%, 1.2%, 3.2%, etc.) is multiplied by the current year amount to
determine how much is to be added to the current year amount to derive the first program year’s
projection.
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If the yearly percentage change in a financial variable, however, has been relatively stable over the past
several years, one suggested way of obtaining a uniform yearly “percentage change” figure for the
period is to compute the compound annual rate of change. Again, the same three considerations
described in Method II, above, also apply.
Method IV:

Correlation With A Population Or Economic Variable: This method assumes a constant relationship
between a demographic or economic variable and the financial variable. The historical trend analysis
of a financial variable may, when extended to include additional data, indicate a close correlation
between the financial variable and certain demographic and economic variables. Note that if this
projection method is selected, the results may require adjustments to reflect special developments.
One way to examine this relationship is to divide the particular financial variable by, for example, the
population variable considered to be closely correlated with it. The first step in this procedure is to
determine which reference variable is to be used in the projection. Using an example, if the “number
of dwelling units” is selected as the reference variable from which the assessed valuation is to be
projected, a conversion factor needs to be determined. This figure represents the expected numerical
relationship between the assessed valuation and the number of dwelling units over the five year
period. The figures for the past several years are computed by dividing the assessed valuation
(including commercial and industrial property) by the number of dwelling units for each year. After
examining the historical trend of the “assessed valuation per dwelling unit” figures, it might be
concluded that $10,000.00 is the appropriate conversion factor to be used for projecting the assessed
valuation for each of the next five years. Once again, the same the considerations described in Method
II, above, also apply to the selection and application of the conversion factor to be used. The actual
projection of the assessed valuation is then based on the expected number of dwelling units for each
of the projected years. For example, if an additional 500 net dwelling units are expected to exist in the
third year of the program, then one multiplies 500 x $10,000.00 in order to compute the projected
increase in assessed valuation for that year.
Population (per capita) could also be utilized as the conversion factor for the projection. Whether
population or economic variables are used, it will be necessary to have fairly accurate projections of
that reference variable. For example, if “assessed valuation per dwelling unit” is to be used, then the
number of dwelling units will first have to be projected for each of the years of the five year period.

IV

EVALUATION and PROGRAMMING

This section offers criteria that may be used in evaluating and programming/scheduling requested projects. The
criteria may be summarized into five categories, as follows: (a) general project design, (b) relative need and cost, (c)
scheduling, (d) financial programming, and (e) legal requirements.
A.

General Project Design Criteria

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The following elements should be considered during the project evaluation stage.
Is this project an appropriate means of providing the intended service?
Is there a better, or more economical, alternative?
What are the positive and negative effects of the project on other existing or planned facilities and services?
Are there any positive or negative environmental impacts associated with the proposed project?
Are there other potential negative effects, such as relocation of residents businesses, damage to the
environment, overloading existing facilities, and/or nuisance effects? The distribution of negative effects, over
different citizen groups and areas, should also be considered.
Is the engineering and/or architectural design satisfactory?
Is the implementation schedule feasible in terms of proposed timing and phasing?
Are the cost estimates reasonable?
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B.

C.

D.

Relative Need and Cost Criteria

•

The following elements should be considered during the project evaluation stage.

•

What is the proposed project’s net contribution to the achievement of current municipal, regional, and state
plans and policies?

•

Plans and policies include not only those contained in an officially adopted development or master plan, buy
also any goals and objectives expressed in generally accepted statements. The plans and policies may simply be
statements of preferences, or they may be more detailed short–range and long–range plans in such areas as
conservation, growth levels, or housing. When considering the contribution of a project proposed in light of,
for example, the City’s goals, consideration should be given to consequences if the project is not implemented.

•

What general benefits can be expected from the project, and how can they be assessed, if corresponding goals
and objectives do not exist to which to gauge the relative necessity of a proposed project?

•

One needs to consider the impact the project will have on the quality and/or level of service to be provided to
the public. Priority should be given to those projects necessary to eliminate hazards to health and safety of the
citizens. Also, priority should be given to projects that will conserve the City’s resources. One also needs to
consider whether the project’s contribution will result in an equitable distribution of benefits over different
citizen groups and areas, the length of time benefits will be derived from the project, and any negative effects.

•

Consideration should be given to the following cost implication of the proposed project.

•

One needs to establish not only the total direct cost of the project, which includes, for example, purchase or
construction costs, but also, and more importantly, net direct cost to the City (net direct cost being direct cost
less any available non–municipal funds such as reimbursements and grants). Further, consideration should be
given to the impact on the property tax rate. While emphasis at this time should be on the project’s general
desirability and feasibility, tentative scheduling and financing decisions will have to be made. Each project’s
detailed scheduling and financing method will be determined later as the proposed program takes its final
shape.

•

Consideration should be given to the voters’ acceptability of a project.

•

One needs to consider the immediacy, directness, and visibility of a potential project benefits as well as
whether the project is acceptable to those it is intended to serve.

Scheduling Criteria
•

Consideration should be given to the timing, or scheduling, of a project.

•

One needs to consider whether there is an urgent need for the project in addition to the amount of time
required for implementation and the suitability for phasing the project, the compatibility of the
implementation schedule with other planned facilities and services, and whether there are timing and phasing
constraints imposed by financing methods such as awaiting for intergovernmental aid or the scheduling of
obligated debt service payments.

Financial Programming Criteria
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•
•

E.

The objectives of financial programming should be to lessen the impact on the tax rate, maintain a balance
between debt service and current expenditures, and maximize intergovernmental aid. Question to be
addressed in meeting these objectives are:
What are the alternative sources of financing for the project? These include non–municipal funds, such as
reimbursements and intergovernmental grants transfer aid, current departmental revenue, trust funds,
earmarked reserve funds, and debt (both short– and long–term). What is the schedule of obligated debt
service payments (consider that the retirement of outstanding debt may allow additional debt to be incurred
during a certain year without increasing the total debt service costs)? When deciding to bond for a project, the
following guidelines should generally be considered.

•

Do not bond for minor recurring expenditures.

•

Observe applicable financial policies, such as those pertaining to the maximum desire debt service level.

•

Observe applicable laws of the Commonwealth regarding what can be bonded, bond terms, and debt limit.

Legal Requirements
•

Consideration should be given to the fact that some projects may be either mandated, precluded, or limited, in
some way, by the City ordinances, by higher levels of government, or by the courts. For example, the
requirement of a project, and/or its design, may be required by the federal government.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM, FISCAL YEARS 2023–2027
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CAPITAL PROJECTS CLASSIFICATION DEFINITIONS
The following are the four capital project classifications and their respective definition. Each proposed capital
project contained in the CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM – FISCAL YEARS 2023–2027 is assigned a classification.
URGENT:

An URGENT project is one that would address a situation which could impose a hazard to life,
safety, or cause disruption of a vital service if not carried–out immediately. A project will also be
considered URGENT if it is required for immediate compliance with any city, state, and/or federal
regulation(s). This would have to be an FY 2023 project.

PRIORITY 1:

A PRIORITY 1 project is one that would address a situation, which, if deferred, could become a
financial burden resulting from increasing maintenance expenses, severely reduce service delivery, or
increasingly pose a public safety hazard such as deteriorated road, sidewalk or bridge conditions, unsafe
municipal buildings, or other similar physical deterioration. This would typically be an FY 2023 or 2024
project.

PRIORITY 2:

A PRIORITY 2 project is one that constitutes a preventive/maintenance measure which if not
undertaken as scheduled, could lead to physical deterioration, curtail economies of operation, pose a
significant economic hardship or a downgrade in service. Examples include repairs, renovations or
construction of facilities that, if postponed, could hamper program activities and service delivery and
potentially lead to a PRIORITY 1 project. This would typically be an FY 2024, 2025, or 2026 project.

PRIORITY 3:

A PRIORITY 3 project is one that can be deferred or which anticipates long–range city
development. Examples include, but are not limited to, projects which will provide a higher level of
service, improve existing operations, enhance efficiency or productivity, or ensure that the delivery of
services and performance of daily departmental operations will, in the future, generally reflect modern
standards, methods, and concepts. Projects could include (a) land acquisition, (b) road or infrastructure
expansion, (c) building replacement, or (d) advance planning for capital projects. This would typically be
an FY 2027 project (or beyond).

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM, FISCAL YEARS 2023–2027
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TABLE 1 - CAPITAL PROJECTS SUMMARY
FISCAL YEAR 2023
DEPARTMENT

P

Capital Project

FISCAL YEAR 2024
Estimated Project
Cost

DEPARTMENT OF
BUDGET AND
ADMINISTRATION

COUNCIL ON AGING

FIRE DEPARTMENT

2

Repair Sanford Street Parking Garage, Phase 2

New Senior Center Facility: Phase 2, Design and
$400,000.00 U Engineeering

New Senior Center Facility: Phase 1, Feasibility
U Study
1 Replace Ruibber Roof

$100,000.00
$40,000.00

1 Upgrade Roof Drainage/Runoff Drainage System

$100,000.00

U Replace Rescue

$441,000.00 U Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 3, Construction

FISCAL YEAR 2025
Estimated Project
Cost

TBD 2 Replace Ladder Truck

U Briggs Corner Fire Station: Major Renovations

TBD 2 Replace Rescue

$441,000.00

U Storage Area for Personal Protective Gear

$50,000.00 2 Replace Fire Engine

$735,000.00

Replace HVAC System at Union Street Fire Station
U (Headquarters)

$30,450.00

Replace HVAC System at South Attleboro Fire
U Station

$63,000.00

Replace Front Apron at Union Street Fire Station
U (Headquarters)

$20,000.00
$457,000.00

Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 2, Site
U Engineering and Architectural Design

$200,000.00

1 Replace Steel Entry Doors at various Fire Stations
1 Replace Rescue
2 Replace Appliances at all Fire Stations

Capital Project

TBD 1 New Senior Center Facility: Phase 3, Construction

TBD 1 Replace Roof at South Attleboro Fire Station

Replace Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
U (SCBA)

P

FISCAL YEAR 2026
Estimated Project
Cost

P

Capital Project

FISCAL YEAR 2027
Estimated Project
Cost

P

Capital Project

Estimated Project
Cost

$10,000.00

U Twin Village Fire Station: Major Renovations

Replace Breathing Air Cascade System at South
1 Attleboro Fire Station

MAYOR'S OFFICE /
CITY-WIDE

Capital Project

U Replace HVAC Units at Larson Senior Center

1 Expand South Attleboro Fire Station Parking Lot

LIBRARY

P

TBD 3 Replace Rescue

TBD

$1,500,000.00 3 Replace Rescue

$440,000.00

$451,500.00

TBD
$60,900.00
$15,750.00
$441,000.00
$41,410.00

U Replace Carpet
2 Outdoor Drive-Up Book Drop-Off

$175,000.00 2 Children's Room: Phase 1, Re-Design
$25,000.00 2 Children's Room: Phase 2, Rehabilitaiton

3 Performance Art Pavilion

$700,000.00

$150,000.00
$625,000.00

3 Automated Self-Check-In/Self-Check-Out System

$175,000.00

Vehicles:
COA - Transportation Van

Fire - Command Vehicle

$69,300.00

Fire - Command Vehicle

$200,000.00
$63,000.00

Animal Control - Transit Connect Van

$34,000.00

Fire - Command Vehicle

$66,150.00

Recreation - Ford F350 4x4 Pick-Up Truck

$57,500.00

Health - SUV

$31,000.00

P&F - Ford Transit Cargo Van

$49,500.00

Recreation - Ford F350 4x4 Pick-Up Truck

$57,500.00

Cisco Switches

$76,657.00

Fire - Command Vehicle

$72,450.00

Fire - Command Vehicle

$75,600.00

Recreation - Ford F350 4x4 Pick-Up Truck

$57,500.00

MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
DEPARTMENT OF
PARKS AND
FORESTRY
PARK & FORESTRY

ZOO

ANIMAL CONTROL

Repair Fencing and Walkway at Woldfenden
U Fountain

$110,000.00 1 Repair Newell Shelter ans Surrounding Park Area

Park and Forestry Maintenance Building: Phase 2,
$500,000.00 1 Construction

Park and Forestry Maintenance Building: Phase 1,
U Design

$300,000.00 1 Compostable Restrooms

$160,000.00

1 Ferris Hurricane Stand-On Blower

$16,200.00

1 Walker Mower

$24,960.00

Main Entrance Building: Phase 1, Site Engineering
U and Architectural Design

$250,000.00 1 Replace Asphalt Paths and Roadways

$96,000.00 1 Replace Concession Stand Building

U Zoo Master Plan

$140,000.00 1 Replace Rainforest Building Roof

$36,000.00 2 Replace Roof at Sadler Building

U Install Walking Path at Pond

$24,000.00

1 Construct Sidewalk at Animal Shelter

$18,000.00 1 Pave Parking Area at Animal Shelter

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

Renovate Park and Forestry Administration
TBD 1 Building
2 Repair Ray Coniff Bandstand

$550,000.00 2 Replace HVAC System at Sadler Building
$36,000.00 2 Repair Exterior Wall at Sadler Building
2 Main Entrance Building: Phase 2, Construction

TBD 2 Restore World War I Veterans Memorial Avenue

$65,000.00

TBD 3 Kubota Mower

$17,400.00

$175,000.00 3 Demolition Pavilion Building
TBD 3 Replace Barn at Kangaroo Exhibit

TBD
$84,000.00

$2,500,000.00

$22,000.00
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TABLE 1 - CAPITAL PROJECTS SUMMARY
FISCAL YEAR 2023
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
PLANNING &
DEVELOPMENT

P

Capital Project

Downtown Flood Mitigation and Resiliency: Phase
1 1, Engineering Assessment
2 Update Comprehensive Plan
Housing Needs Assessment and Implementation
2 Plan

FISCAL YEAR 2024
Estimated Project
Cost

$125,000.00 3 Office Renovations
Cranberry Pond Network Restoration: Phase 2,
$45,000.00 3 Management Plan

Mechanics Pond Dam and Dike Structural
2 Improvements

Judith H. Robbins Park Expansion: Phase 1,
TBD 3 Construction

Dodgeville Pond Restoration: Phase 2,
2 Management Plan

TBD

3 Pond Invasive Species Management Program

TBD

Redesign, Expand, and Renovate Government
2 Center Parking Lot

TBD

2 Document Storage and Retrieval System, Phase 1

TBD

Judith H. Robbins Park Expansion: Phase 1,
Design, Permitting, Bidding, Easement, and
3 Construction Oversight

$147,000.00

Upgrade Parking Area and Canoe Launch at
Conservation Commission Open Space Site on
3 Holden Street

$12,500.00

Upgrade Access and Create Parking Area at
Conservation Commission Open Space Site on
3 Handy Street

$12,500.00

Land Management Plan for Conservation
3 Commision Lands

$10,000.00

$600,000.00 U Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 3, Construction

Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 2, Site
U Engineering and Architectural Design

$200,000.00 2 Convert Police Documents to Digital Storage

Firearms Traning and Police Vehicle Driving
1 Simulator

Direct Pass-Through Evidence Storage Lockers for
$205,000.00 2 Temporary Evidence

EQUIPMENT

FISCAL YEAR 2026
Estimated Project
Cost

TBD 2 Replace Cell Block Flooring
$125,368.00 3 Management Study

FISCAL YEAR 2027
Estimated Project
Cost

P

Capital Project

Dodgeville Pond Dam Rehabiliation: Phase 2B,
$220,000.00 2 Construction and Construction Oversight Services

Estimated Project
Cost

$2,220,000.00

Hebronville Pond Restoration: Phase 1, Baseline
TBD 3 Biological Survey

TBD

3 Blackinton Pond Park: Phase 1, Design

Chartley Pond Restoration: Phase 1, Baseline
TBD 3 Biological Survey

TBD

Farmers Pond Restoration: Phase 2, Management
3 Plan

TBD

$59,456.00
$85,000.00

$41,235.00

$95,868.00 2 Repave Parking Lot at the Police Station

$116,200.00

$126,000.00 3 Citizen Police Report Online Filing System

$25,000.00

$35,000.00

1 Evidence Storage

$20,000.00

1 Motorcycle

$55,000.00

1 Repoint Police Station Brick Façade

$24,000.00

Space Needs at the Police Station: Phase 1,
1 Architectural Design

$19,000.00

Space Needs at the Police Station: Phase 2,
1 Construction

TBD
$1,800,000.00 U NPDES, Part 2
TBD 1 Sidewalk Reconstruction and Repair Program

$1,500,000.00 1 Street Resurfacing Program

TBD
$200,000.00 1 Sidewalk Reconstruction and Repair Program

$800,000.00 1 Street Resurfacing Program

1 Sidewalk Reconstruction and Repair Program
$200,000.00 1 Street Resurfacing Program
Bank Street Bridge Rehabilitation: Phase 1, Design
$1,000,000.00 3 and Permitting

Peckham Street Culvert:Permitting and
1 Construction, Phase 2

Traffic Signal Coordination Review and Design:
From Attleboro/Norton Corporate Line to
$175,000.00 2 Interstate 95

Traffic and Pedestrian Improvements on South
Main Street (Route 152): Phase 1, Engineering
$200,000.00 2 Design

$50,000.00

Farmers Pond Dam Rehabilitation: Design and
1 Permitting, Phase 1

Simmons Pond Spillway and Dam Improvements:
$152,000.00 2 Phase 2, Construction

Traffic and Pedestrian Improvements on Park
$210,000.00 2 Street (Route 118): Engineering Design, Phase 1

$50,000.00

Simmons Pond Spillway and Dam Improvements:
1 Design and Permitting, Phase 1

Farmers Pond Dam Rehabilitation: Phase 2,
$118,000.00 2 Construction

$480,000.00

1 Sidewalk Reconstruction and Repair Program

$200,000.00

1 Street Resurfacing Program

$700,000.00

U Vactor Truck

$525,000.00

1 Sweeper III

Capital Project

Downtown Streetscape Improvement Initiative:
TBD 3 Phase 3, Design and Construction

$850,000.00

1 Replace Roof at the Police Station
Professional Standards Early Warning System
1 System

1 Dump Truck - G2

P

Dodgeville Pond Dam Rehabiliation: Phase 2A,
Design/Engineering, Permitting, and Bidding
TBD 2 Services

TBD

1 De-Escalation Interactive Training Simulator

Traffic Signal Improvements at County Square and
U Rathbun Willard Drive: Phase 2, Construction

Capital Project

$25,000.00 3 Lake Como Restoration: Implementation, Phase 2

$125,000.00

Replace Pitas Avenue Bridge: Phase 2,
U Construction

P

TBD 2 Document Storage and Retrieval System, Phase 2

$39,495.00 2 Replace Front Staircase at the Police Station

U NPDES, Part 2
CONSTRUCTION

FISCAL YEAR 2025
Estimated Project
Cost

TBD

U Police Cruiser Cameras and Officer Body Cameras

1 BolaWrap

DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS

Capital Project

$249,500.00 2 Document Storage and Retrieval System, Phase 2

Open Space Land Acquisition - Bungay River
3 Basin
POLICE
DEPARTMENT

P

$200,000.00 1 Sidewalk Reconstruction and Repair Program
$1,500,000.00 1 Street Resurfacing Program
Bank Street Bridge Rehabilitation: Phase 2,
$160,000.00 3 Construction

$200,000.00
$1,500,000.00

$1,500,000.00

$90,000.00
$230,000.00

1 Dump Truck - G3

$90,000.00

1 Hot Mix Truck

$84,000.00

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027
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TABLE 1 - CAPITAL PROJECTS SUMMARY
FISCAL YEAR 2023
DEPARTMENT

P

Capital Project

RECREATION
DEPARTMENT

Implementation of IHCD's ADA
U Recommendations

FISCAL YEAR 2024
Estimated Project
Cost

P

Capital Project

Replace Roofs and Gutters at the Fredrick M.
TBD 1 Bartek Recreation Center

Install Pick Ball Courts a South Attleboro Veterans'
3 Memorial Park

Roof Repair of Filter and Guard Buildings at
$60,753.00 1 Spatcher Pool

3 John Deere 1600 Series III Turbo Mower

$58,835.00 1 Bleachers

3 Screener

U Hill Roberts - Repair and Resurface Parking Lot
ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE

WASTEWATER
DEPARTMENT
CONSTRUCTION

Renovate and Expand Parking Lot at Tilda A.
TBD 1 Stone Playground
Renovate and Expand Parking Lot at Hayward
$40,000.00 2 Field and Spacher Pool
$100,000.00 2 Dump Truck - R3
$55,750.00 3 Public Restrooms at Recreational Facilities

$19,342.00 3 Replace Playground Structure at Hayward Field

Install Pick Ball Courts at South Attleboro
$50,000.00 3 Veterans' Memorial Park

Install Stationery Exercise Equipment at
3 Recreational Facilities
Hill Roberts - Replace Original Air Conditioning
U Units

Capital Project

$41,250.00 2 John Deere 320G Skid Steer Loader

Improve Drainage and Irrigation Systems at
3 Finberg Field #1

SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT

P

FISCAL YEAR 2026
Estimated Project
Cost

P

Capital Project

FISCAL YEAR 2027
Estimated Project
Cost

P

Capital Project

Estimated Project
Cost

$600,000.00

Upgrade HVAC System at Fredrick M. Bartek
U Recreation Center

Upgrade Baseball Fields at the Poncin-Hewitt
3 Recreational Facility

FISCAL YEAR 2025
Estimated Project
Cost

$140,000.00 1 Studley - Install Fire Suppression System

Twin Village Pool/Bathhouse/Rilter Room: Phase
$125,000.00 1 1, Design
Replace Gymnasium Floor at Fred M. Bartek
$125,000.00 3 Recreation Center
Install Irrigation Well Connection at Poncin-Hewitt
$57,500.00 3 Recreational Facility
Renovate Soccer Field at the Tilda A. Stone
$300,000.00 3 Playground, Phase 3
$80,000.00 3 Dump Truck - R5
Recreation Center at Hayward Field Complex:
3 Phase 1, Design

$30,000.00

$220,000.00 1 Hill Roberts - Enhance School Entrance Security

$35,000.00 2 Hill Roberts - Repair Concrete

$80,000.00 2 Hyman Fine - Repair Concrete

$50,000.00

$40,000.00 1 Thacher - Repair Masonry

$50,000.00 2 Thacher - Replace Roof System

$1,600,000.00

$140,000.00 1 Willett - Repair Concrete Walkways

Hyman Fine - Repair and Resurface Parking Lot
U and Ring Road

$100,000.00

Hyman Fine - Repair Building's Exterior Wood
1 Trim

$40,000.00

1 Hyman Fine - Enhance School Entrance Security

$35,000.00

1 Studley - Repair Parking Lot

$45,000.00

1 Studley - Repair Interior Areas

$55,000.00

U Thacher - Reconfigure "Front" Parking Lot

$40,000.00

1 Thacher - Evaluate Concrete Foundation

$20,000.00

U Willett - Repair Building Façade

$60,000.00

$1,250,000.00

$200,000.00 3 Reel Sweeper

$47,190.00

$42,500.00 3 Leaf Vacuum

$15,000.00

Recreation Center at Hayward Field Complex:
$50,000.00 3 Phase 2, Construction

$3,500,000.00

$80,000.00
$100,000.00

$100,000.00

$50,000.00 U Thacher - Replace Skylight System

Hill Roberts - Repair Building's Exterior Wood
1 Trim
Hyman Fine - Replace Original Air Conditioning
U Units

Twin Village Pool/Bathhouse/Filter Room: Phase
$50,000.00 1 2, Construction

$25,000.00 2 Thacher - Repair/Replace Ceramic Floor Tiles

$50,000.00

$35,000.00

U Willett - Install Additional Air Conditioning Units

$400,000.00

U Willett - Replace Roof

$900,000.00

1 Willett - Replace Carpet

$100,000.00

1 Brennan - Repair Carpet

$50,000.00

Brennan - Replace Doors at Main Entrance and
1 Gymnasium Entrance

$50,000.00

2 Brennan - Replace Chiller Unit and Install Univents

$250,000.00

1 Wamsutta - Repair Carpet

$70,000.00

2 Coelho - Repair Parking Lot

$35,000.00

2 Brennan - Replace Cooling Tower

$100,000.00

Wamsutta - Replace Doors at Main Entrance and
1 Gymnasium Entrance

$50,000.00

2 Coelho - Replace Roof

Oil Grear Pump and Hydraulic Piston for Filter
1 Press Feed Pumps
1 Replace Water Tanks on Vactor Truck
Replace Lime Slacker Grit Remover on Lime
1 Slaters #1 and #2

1 Facilities Plan

Baseline Flow Monitoring Plan for Infiltration and
$52,500.00 2 Inflow, Phase 2
$24,000.00 3 Vactor Truck
$26,500.00 3 Mower Slope Cutter

$1,100,000.00

TBD 3 Scissor Lift
$500,000.00
$54,395.00

Rutledge Drive Pump Station Improvements:
$18,000.00 1 Phase 1, Design
Rutledge Drive Pump Station Improvements:
1 Phase 2, Construction
Baseline Flow Monitoring Plan for Infiltration and
2 Inflow, Phase 3

$2,000,000.00

Replace Wastewater Treatment Plant Facility
$475,000.00 1 Control Building Roof: Phase 1, Design

$169,000.00

Replace Wastewater Treatment Plant Facility
$1,625,000.00 1 Control Building Roof: Phase 2, Construction

$688,000.00

Replace Sand Filters at the Wastewater Treatment
TBD 1 Plant: Phase 1, Design

$88,000.00

Replace Sand Filters at the Wastewater Treatment
1 Plant: Phase 2, Construction

$312,500.00

Upgrade Existing EST3 Fire Alarm Panels to
1 EST4 Fire Alarm Panels
Replace Bio-Media and Odor Control Fan a
Headworks and Main Control Building: Phase 1,
1 Design
Replace Bio-Media and Odor Control Fan a
Headworks and Main Control Building: Phase 2,
1 Construction

$435,000.00

Replace Micro-C Chemical Storage Tank: Phase 1,
3 Design and Bidding

$61,525.00

$21,650.00

Replace Micro-C Chemical Storage Tank: Phase 2,
3 Construction

$158,125.00

Replace Standby Emergency Generator at Abbie
2 Lane Pump Station

$72,050.00

Main Relief Interceptor Siphon Rehabilitation:
3 Phase 1, Design

$61,525.00

$89,000.00

Main Relief Interceptor Siphon Rehabilitation:
3 Phase 2, Construction

$143,750.00

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027
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TABLE 1 - CAPITAL PROJECTS SUMMARY
FISCAL YEAR 2023
DEPARTMENT

VEHICLES
WATER
DEPARTMENT
CONSTRUCTION

P

Capital Project

Switchgear Evaluation, Testing, and Maintenance
2 Services

$13,000.00

Replace Standby Emergency Generator at Trinity
2 Circle Pump Station

$22,500.00

Replace J-Trol MOCS2 Level 5 Control System
2 Filter Presses 1 & 2

$365,000.00

3 Replace Sludge Gravity Thickener Sludge Pumps

$59,985.00

3 Replace Hoist Loading Dock

$33,400.00

Ford F350 Pick-Up Truck

$65,000.00

P

Capital Project

Wading River Water Treatment Plant Process
Upgrade: Phase 1B, Design, Engineering and
U Permitting

TBD 1 Residential Meter Replacement Program

Wading River Water Treatment Plant Process
U Upgrade: Phase 1C, Construction

Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan: Annual
TBD 1 Distribution System Rehabilitation Program, Part 3

Replace Lindsey Street Watemain: Phase 1A,
U Design

Replace Ozone System at the West Street
$555,000.00 1 Treatment Plant: Phase 1B, Construction

Replace Lindsey Street Watemain: Phase 1B,
U Construction

Rehabilitate South Dike and East Dike at
Manchester Reservoir: Phase 1A, Design,
$3,600,000.00 1 Engineering, Permitting, and Bidding

P

Capital Project

$20,000.00 1 Residential Meter Replacement Program
Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan: Annual
$2,000,000.00 1 Distribution System Rehabilitation Program, Part 3
Replace Polyaluminum Chloride Bulk Tanks at the
$3,900,000.00 2 West Street Water Treatment Plant
Replace Watermain from Tuner Street to Brown
$420,000.00 2 Street: Phase 1A, Design

Rehabilitate South Dike at Manchester Reservoir;
$780,000.00 1 Phase 1B, Construction

1 Residential Meter Replacement Program

Rehabilitate East Dike at Manchester Reservoir:
$200,000.00 1 Phase 1B, Construction

Rehabilitate Water Sorage Tank on Ides Hill
$700,000.00 2 (3MG): Phase 1A, Design and Engineering

Replace Watermain on Bishop Street: Phase 1A,
$2,000,000.00 1 Design

Rehabilitate Water Storage Tank on Ides Hill
$395,000.00 2 (3MG): Construction, Phase 1B

Replace Traveling Screens at the West Street Raw
2 Water Building

2 Compressor

Replace Watermain on Bishop Street: Phase 1B,
$78,595.00 1 Construction

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

$885,000.00 2 Reservoir Dredging: Phase 1A, Conceptual Design

$6,240,000.00 2 Reservoir Dredging: Phase 1B, Construction
Clean and Line Large Watermain near the Wading
$250,000.00 2 River Water Treatment Plant

$320,000.00

Replace Backwash Tank Butterfly Valves at the
2 West Street Water Treatment Plant

$300,000.00
$1,550,000.00

Ford Pickup Truck

FISCAL YEAR 2027
Estimated Project
Cost

P

Capital Project

$200,000.00 1 Residential Meter Replacement Program
Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan: Annual
$2,000,000.00 1 Distribution System Rehabilitation Program, Part 3
Replace East Bed Sand Filters at the Wading River
$17,925,000.00 1 Water Treatment Plant
Replace Crocker Pond Dam: Phase 1A, Design,
$85,000.00 3 Permitting, and Bidding

Estimated Project
Cost

$200,000.00

$2,000,000.00

$522,500.00

$174,000.00

TBD

$5,360,000.00

$1,150,000.00

Rehabilitate Pre-Treatment Facility at the West
Street Water Treatment Plant: Phase 1A, Design
$40,300.00 2 and Engineering

$29,000.00 1 Front-End Loader

$32,576.00

Rehabilitate Pre-Treatment Facility at the West
Street Water Treatment Plant: Phase 1B,
$128,700.00 2 Construction

$70,000.00

Rehabilitate Water Storage Tank on Ides Hill
2 (5MG): Phase 1B, Constructino

Capital Project

Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan: Annual
$2,000,000.00 1 Distribution System Rehabilitation Program, Part 3

Rehabilitate Manchester Reservoir Dam: Phase 1B,
$82,600.00 2 Construction

Rehabilitate Water Storage Tank on Ides Hill
2 (5MG): Phase 1A, Design and Engineering

P

$200,000.00 1 Residential Meter Replacement Program

Replace High Lift Pumps at Wading River Water
2 Treatment Plant

2 Ford F450 Dump Body Truck
Ford Pickup Truck

Replace Watermain from Tuner Street to Brown
$1,250,000.00 2 Street: Phase 1B, Construction

FISCAL YEAR 2026
Estimated Project
Cost

Rehabilitate Manchester Reservoir Dam: Phase 1A,
$1,980,000.00 2 Seepage Alleviation Analysis and Engineering

2 10-Wheeler Dump Truck

VEHICLES

FISCAL YEAR 2025
Estimated Project
Cost

Replace Ozone System at the West Street
1 Treatment Plant: Phase 1A, Design

Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan: Annual
1 Distribution System Rehabilitation Program, Part 3

EQUIPMENT

FISCAL YEAR 2024
Estimated Project
Cost

$2,175,000.00

$266,000.00
$202,000.00
$72,000.00
$33,000.00
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DEPARTMENT OF BUDGET AND ADMINISTRATION
BUDGET AND ADMINISTRATION

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Repair Sanford Street Parking Garage, Phase 2
2
This capital project entails repairing the remaining sealant joints and various
spalled concrete areas, which are primarily cosmetic and waterproofing in nature
(these were not addressed during the Phase 1 repair project). The parking garage
was constructed in 1983 use. The City invested $475,000.00 to complete the
Phase 1 repair project in 2019, which focused primarily on structural–related
deficiencies. This capital project will complete the much larger Phase 1
investment and keep the municipal garage in good condition to continue to be a
public resource and revenue generator.
2024
$10,000.00+
City/Parking Revolving Account
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time (either free
cash and/or Parking Revolving Account).
10+ Years

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Cisco Switches
1
This capital project entails replacing the Cisco switches on a city–wide basis.
These were last replaced in 2007, which are past their life–expectancy
2024
$76,657.00
City
Municipal funding and state grants are the only available sources known at this
time.
10 Years

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM, FISCAL YEARS 2023–2027
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COUNCIL ON AGING
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Rooftop HVAC Units at the Larson Senior Center
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the 10–Carrier unit (approximately 25 years
old) and the TRANE unit (approximately 19 years old) as well as the variable
frequency drive and controls in order to reduce noise caused by a low–capacity
operation. Excessive noise affects programming and functioning at the Center.
The new units will be cost–efficient, enhance air quality, and reduce noise
pollution.
2023
$400,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This might be
eligible for ARPA funding.
20 Years

New Senior Center Facility: Phase 1, Feasibility Study
Urgent
This capital project entails the preparation of a feasibility study for a new multi–
purpose senior center facility. The Needs Assessment study prepared by UMASS
Boston in 2020 concluded that there is justification for a new senior center. The
Reverend Larson Senior Center needs several costly repairs, parking is
inadequate, and the facility along with staff are unable to meet the needs of a
rapidly growing elderly population. A new facility will be more cost–effective
than continuing to maintain and repair the existing facility. A new facility will
also have built–in, cost–effective, eco–friendly features.
2023
$100,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Replace Rubber Roof
1
This capital project entails replacing the rubber roof on the lower roof section of
the Reverend Larson Senior Center. The roof leaks and if not addressed, it will
cause interior water damage and cause mold.
2023
$40,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Upgrade Roof Drainage/Runoff Drainage System
1
This capital project entails upgrading the facility’s drainage system. There are
several cast iron pipes in the basement that are part of an elaborate drainage
system that includes the roof and parking lot. The system is experiencing slow
leaks that occur during inclement weather.
2023
$100,000.00+
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

New Senior Center Facility: Phase 2, Design and Engineering
Urgent
This capital project entails design and engineering services for a new multi–
purpose senior center facility predicated on the projected number of senior
citizens living in Attleboro by 2030. The Needs Assessment study prepared by
UMASS Boston in 2020 concluded that there is justification for a new senior
center. The Reverend Larson Senior Center needs several costly repairs, parking
is inadequate, and the facility along with staff are unable to meet the needs of a
rapidly growing elderly population. A new facility will be more cost–effective
than continuing to maintain and repair the existing facility. A new facility will
also have built–in, cost–effective, eco–friendly features.
2024
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

New Senior Center Facility: Phase 3, Construction
1
This capital project entails construction of a new multi–purpose senior center
facility. The Needs Assessment study prepared by UMASS Boston in 2020
concluded that there is justification for a new senior center. The Reverend
Larson Senior Center needs several costly repairs, parking is inadequate, and the
facility along with staff are unable to meet the needs of a rapidly growing elderly
population. A new facility will be more cost–effective than continuing to
maintain and repair the existing facility. A new facility will also have built–in,
cost–effective, eco–friendly features. The Council on Aging anticipates that
additional full–time employees will be needed for proper staffing levels. At this
time, it is anticipated that three additional staff (outreach, reception, and
programming) will be needed with an estimated combined annual salary of
$150,000.00.
2025
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite
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VEHICLES

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Transportation Van (New)
Handicap Accessible transportation van to provide senior citizens with medical
transportation services as well as with social and recreational transportation
services. The Needs Assessment study prepared by UMASS Boston in 2020
articulates the need for senior citizen transportation services. It will be beneficial
to the City’s growing senior population.
2025
$200,000.00
City
15 Years
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F IRE D EPARTMENT
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Rescue
Urgent
The capital project entails replacing a front–line ambulance with a new front–line
ambulance with required equipment, tools, and accessories. The following is a
list of the Fire Department’s current fleet of ambulances:
•
Front–line Rescue 1, 2016 Horton (Dodge), 12,185 miles, 992 hours, 1
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 2, 2018 Horton (Dodge), 67,703 miles, 3,629 hours, 3
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 4, 2015 Horton (Ford), 80,423 miles, 6,352 hours, 5
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 3, 2010 Horton (Ford), 115,374 miles, 9,587 hours, 11
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 5, 2006 Horton (Osage), 103,084 miles, 10,778 hours, 16
years old
In order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line
ambulances should not be more than 3 to 5 years old. Reserve ambulances
should not be more than 6 to 8 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. This project
is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire Department fleet and
create a sustainable plan for scheduled ambulance replacement. Specifically, the
goal is to replace one ambulance every year. This will ensure that front–line
ambulances are never more than 3 years old. Reserve ambulances would not be
more than 6 to 8 years old. All new ambulances would be designed and fitted
with Advanced Life Support (ALS) equipment.
2023
$441,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
8 years

Twin Village Station: Major Renovations
Urgent
This capital project entails renovating the Twin Village Fire Station at 796 South
Main Street to improve and extend its useful service life. The fire station is more
than 50 years old and is in need of renovations to provide sufficient space for
male and female employees. The proposed renovations include the renovation of
living quarters, the addition of an apparatus bay, and the addition of modern
office space for staff.
2023
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time. Other sources of
funding will be sought.
50 years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Briggs Corner Station: Major Renovations
Urgent
This capital project entails renovating the Briggs Corner Fire Station at 1276
Park Street to improve and extend its useful service life. The fire station is more
than 50 years old and is in need of renovations to provide sufficient space for
male and female employees. The proposed renovations include the relocation of
living quarters to the 2nd floor, the addition of an apparatus bay, and the addition
of modern office space for staff.
2023
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time. Other sources of
funding will be sought.
50 years

Storage Area for Personal Protective Gear
Urgent
This capital project entails providing dedicated storage area for personal
protective gear (PPE) at all four fire stations. Presently, the stations lack
sufficient storage areas to store the PPE in accordance with the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) standards.
2023
$50,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time. Other sources of
funding will be sought.
25 years

Replace HVAC System at Union Street Fire Station (Headquarters)
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the HVAC systems at the Headquarters Fire
Station. The existing air conditioning system consists of a combination of ducted
air conditioning units, a ductless wall–mounted air conditioning unit, and
multiple window air conditioning units. The second floor living area does not
have central air conditioning and therefore, multiple window units are required
to maintain the space at appropriate temperatures. During extremely hot
weather, the windows units must all operate at their highest settings because the
building’s masonry acts like a heat sink releasing stored thermal energy into the
living space that increases the indoor temperature. Several individual systems are
utilized to maintain the temperature in the fire station resulting in numerous
locations with insufficient cooling capabilities. The capital project cost is an
estimate based on the previous replacement in other fire stations. The HVAC
system will need to be engineered to ensure that the building is maintained at
appropriate temperatures.
2023
$30,450.00
City
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace HVAC System at South Attleboro Fire Station
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the HVAC Systems at the South Attleboro
Fire Station. The existing systems were installed in 1999 and have begun to
experience increased maintenance and repair costs. Due to the age of the boiler,
it has become difficult to obtain parts needed for repairs in a timely manner. The
four air conditioning condensers are approaching the end of their service life and
ought to be replaced as soon as practical. The capital project cost is an estimate
based on the previous replacement of condensers and boilers in other fire
stations. The HVAC system will need to be engineered to ensure that the
building is maintained at appropriate temperatures.
2023
$60,900.00
City
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20 Years

Replace Front Apron at Union Street Fire Station (Headquarters)
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the existing concrete front apron at
Headquarters. The front apron is the sloped driveway that is used by fire
apparatus when backing into the bays at the station. The existing concrete apron
has been repaired numerous times. There are extensive cracks and it is pulling
away from the front of the building. This capital project will require extensive
excavation to remove the existing concrete. Since the station does not have
drive–thru bays, the capital project will need to be phased in stages to keep fire
apparatus available for incident response.
2023
$20,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20 years

Replace Self–Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
Urgent
This capital project entails purchasing forty (40) self–contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA) units. Each riding position on a fire apparatus must have an
NFPA compliant SCBA assigned to that position. The SCBA includes the air
cylinder, harness, regulator, and personal alert safety system (PASS) device. Since
this is critical firefighting safety equipment, it is imperative that all SCBA be
identical to ensure that firefighters can utilize the safety equipment regardless of
the fire apparatus to which they are assigned. Additionally, maintenance and
training on the equipment is more effective when all the SCBA are identical.
Therefore, it is necessary to purchase all the required SCBA at the same as
opposed to “phasing in” the purchase over time. The Fire Department’s current
SCBA is nearly 15 years told. NFPA mandates that air cylinders are to be
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

removed from service once they reach 15 years of service. NFPA allows other
SCBA components, such as the harness, regulator, and PASS device to remain in
service as long as the manufacturer supports the product for certified technicians
to perform maintenance and repairs. Historically, manufacturers do not support
these devices for more than 20 years.
2023
$457,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
15–20 Years

Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 2, Site Engineering and Architectural Design
Urgent
This capital project appears under both the Fire Department and the Police
Department — but is intended to be a single capital project to be undertaken for
both departments. This phase of the capital project entails a number of elements
including architectural design, engineering site design, as well as any potential
environmental assessments, design of any necessary roadway and infrastructure
improvements, real estate acquisition, demolition planning, and other related
project elements.
2023
$200,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
Indefinite

Expand South Attleboro Fire Station Parking Lot
1
The capital project entails expanding the South Attleboro Fire Station parking
lot. The parking lot is full now and with the anticipated additional employees
associated with the new dispatch center working here, there simply will not be
enough parking spaces in the existing parking lot. The Fire Department is
working with the Department of Planning and Development on a new parking
lot layout that could yield approximately an additional ten parking spaces. There
are currently 27 parking spaces, two are handicapped designated, leaving 25
general use spaces for employees and the public. Fire Prevention, Fire
Suppression and Dispatch personnel as well as a forty–seat capacity classroom
necessitate the need for increased parking capability at this location.
2023
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace Breathing Air Cascade System at South Attleboro Fire Station
1
This capital project entails replacing the existing Bauer UN111–25–3E
compressor with air storage located at the South Attleboro Fire Station with a
new 25.2 CFM @ 6000 psi cascade system. This equipment is used to refill the
department’s SCBA bottles with pressurized air that is used during structural
firefighting and other activities that require entry into hazardous atmospheres.
The existing system is now almost 20 years old and is approaching the end of its
useful service life.
2023
$60,900.00
City
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
15–20 years

Replace Steel Entry Doors at various Fire Stations
1
This capital project entails replacing all of the steel entry doors at the
Headquarters Fire Station, Twin Village Fire Station, and the Briggs Corner Fire
Station with modern, energy efficient, code–compliant doors. A total of seven
entry doors need to be replaced. The existing entry doors are in poor condition
and are difficult to open and close. They also lack the required panic hardware
and are not energy efficient.
2023
$15,750.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20 Years

Replace Rescue
1
The capital project entails replacing a front–line ambulance with a new front–line
ambulance with required equipment, tools, and accessories. The following is a
list of the Fire Department’s current fleet of ambulances:
•
Front–line Rescue 1, 2016 Horton (Dodge), 12,185 miles, 992 hours, 1
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 2, 2018 Horton (Dodge), 67,703 miles, 3,629 hours, 3
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 4, 2015 Horton (Ford), 80,423 miles, 6,352 hours, 5
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 3, 2010 Horton (Ford), 115,374 miles, 9,587 hours, 11
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 5, 2006 Horton (Osage), 103,084 miles, 10,778 hours, 16
years old
In order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line
ambulances should not be more than 3 to 5 years old. Reserve ambulances
should not be more than 6 to 8 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. This project
is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire Department fleet and
create a sustainable plan for scheduled ambulance replacement. Specifically, the
goal is to replace one ambulance every year. This will ensure that front–line
ambulances are never more than 3 years old. Reserve ambulances would not be
more than 6 to 8 years old. All new ambulances would be designed and fitted
with Advanced Life Support (ALS) equipment.
2023
$441,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
8 years

Replace Appliances at all Fire Stations
2
This capital project entails replacing all of the kitchen appliances at the four fire
stations with new commercial–quality appliances. Most of the appliances are
over 20 years old. Increased maintenance and repair costs have become
increasingly common. The following is a list of appliances that are needed at
each fire station along with a cost.
HEADQUARTERS FIRE STATION:

6–burner gas range
broiler/oven
microwave oven
dishwasher
refrigerator/freezer (50")

BRIGGS CORNER FIRE STATION:

4–burner gas range
microwave oven
refrigerator/freezer (25")

SOUTH ATTLEBORO FIRE STATION:

6–burner gas range
broiler/oven
microwave oven
dishwasher
refrigerator/freezer (50")

TWIN VILLAGE FIRE STATION:

4-burner gas range
microwave oven
refrigerator/freezer (25")

2023
$43,155.00
City
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 3, Construction
Urgent
This capital project appears under both the Fire Department and the Police
Department — but is intended to be a single capital project to be undertaken for
both departments. This phase of the capital project entails construction and the
implementation of the numerous related elements of the construction phase
including any potential environmental remediation, any necessary roadway and
infrastructure improvements, demolition, and other related project elements.
2024
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
50+ Years

Replace Roof at South Attleboro Fire Station
1
The capital project entails replacing the roof at the South Attleboro Fire Station.
The roof is the original roof and is 20 years old. It is showing signs of wear and
decline. In order to maintain our buildings and assets in good, sound, condition,
we need to begin planning to replace the roof.
2024
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Replace Rescue
2
The capital project entails replacing a front–line ambulance with a new front–line
ambulance with required equipment, tools, and accessories. The following is a
list of the Fire Department’s current fleet of ambulances:
•
Front–line Rescue 1, 2016 Horton (Dodge), 12,185 miles, 992 hours, 1
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 2, 2018 Horton (Dodge), 67,703 miles, 3,629 hours, 3
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 4, 2015 Horton (Ford), 80,423 miles, 6,352 hours, 5
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 3, 2010 Horton (Ford), 115,374 miles, 9,587 hours, 11
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 5, 2006 Horton (Osage), 103,084 miles, 10,778 hours, 16
years old
In order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line
ambulances should not be more than 3 to 5 years old. Reserve ambulances
should not be more than 6 to 8 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATIN:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. This project
is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire Department fleet and
create a sustainable plan for scheduled ambulance replacement. Specifically, the
goal is to replace one ambulance every year. This will ensure that front–line
ambulances are never more than 3 years old. Reserve ambulances would not be
more than 6 to 8 years old. All new ambulances would be designed and fitted
with Advanced Life Support (ALS) equipment.
2024
$441,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
8 years

Replace Fire Engine
2
The capital project entails replacing a front–line fire engine with a new front–line
fire engine with required equipment, tools, and accessories. The following is a list
of the Fire Department’s current fleet of fire engines:
•
Front–line Engine 1, 2019 Pierce, 8,016 miles, 852 hours, 1 years old
•
Front–line Engine 2, 2012 E–One, 18,324 miles, 1,870 hours, 2 years old
•
Front–line Engine 5, 2017 Pierce, 35,824 miles, 3,578 hours, 4 years old
•
Front–line Engine 4, 2006 Pierce, 65,500 miles, 5,261 hours, 9 years old
•
Reserve Engine 6, 1998 Pierce, 99,782 miles, 11,023 hours, 15 years old
•
Reserve Engine 7, 2001 Pierce, 119,065 miles, 7,277 hours, 20 years old
In order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line fire
engines should not be more than 12 to 15 years old. Reserve fire engines should
not be more than 15 to 20 years old. Fire apparatus operate for extended periods
of time while stationary. Therefore, engine–hours is the most accurate
representation of apparatus use. Each hour of use is the equivalent of
approximately 50 miles. Mechanical failures, increased maintenance costs, and
extended out–of–service times adversely impact fire department operational
effectiveness and increase community risk. This project is part of a strategic plan
to reduce the age of the Fire Department fleet and create a sustainable plan for
scheduled fire engine replacement. Specifically, the goal is to replace one fire
engine every three years. This will ensure that front–line fire engines are never
more than 12 years old. Reserve engines would not be more than 15 to 20 years
old. All new fire engines would be designed and fitted with Advanced Life
Support (ALS) equipment in addition to the conventional firefighting supplies.
2024
$735,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20 years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATIN:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace Ladder Truck
2
The capital project entails replacing a front–line ladder truck engine with a new
front–line ladder truck with required equipment, tools, and accessories. The Fire
Department currently has the following ladder trucks in service:
•
Front–line Ladder 1 (Tiller), 2015 Pierce 100–foot, 32,432 miles, 3,250
hours, 6 years old
•
Front–line Ladder 2 (Tiller), 2005 American LaFrance 100–foot, 45,120
miles, 5,228 hours, 16 years old
In order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line
ladder trucks should not be more than 15 to 20 years old. Fire apparatus operate
for extended periods of time while stationary. Therefore, engine–hours is the
most accurate representation of apparatus use. Each hour of use is the equivalent
of approximately 50 miles. Mechanical failures, increased maintenance costs, and
extended out–of–service times adversely impact fire department operational
effectiveness and increase community risk. This project is part of a strategic plan
to reduce the age of the Fire Department fleet and create a sustainable plan for
scheduled ladder truck replacement. Specifically, the goal is to replace one ladder
truck every 10 years. This will ensure that front–line ladder trucks are never
more than 20 years old. All new ladder trucks would be designed and fitted with
Advanced Life Support (ALS) equipment in addition to the conventional
firefighting supplies.
2025
$1,500,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20 years

Replace Rescue
3
The capital project entails replacing a front–line ambulance with a new front–line
ambulance with required equipment, tools, and accessories. The following is a
list of the Fire Department’s current fleet of ambulances:
•
Front–line Rescue 1, 2016 Horton (Dodge), 12,185 miles, 992 hours, 1
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 2, 2018 Horton (Dodge), 67,703 miles, 3,629 hours, 3
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 4, 2015 Horton (Ford), 80,423 miles, 6,352 hours, 5
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 3, 2010 Horton (Ford), 115,374 miles, 9,587 hours, 11
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 5, 2006 Horton (Osage), 103,084 miles, 10,778 hours, 16
years old
In order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line
ambulances should not be more than 3 to 5 years old. Reserve ambulances
should not be more than 6 to 8 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. This project
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PROJECT:
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is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire Department fleet and
create a sustainable plan for scheduled ambulance replacement. Specifically, the
goal is to replace one ambulance every year. This will ensure that front–line
ambulances are never more than 3 years old. Reserve ambulances would not be
more than 6 to 8 years old. All new ambulances would be designed and fitted
with Advanced Life Support (ALS) equipment.
2025
$451,500.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
8 years

Replace Rescue
3
The capital project entails replacing a front–line ambulance with a new front–line
ambulance with required equipment, tools, and accessories. The following is a
list of the Fire Department’s current fleet of ambulances:
•
Front–line Rescue 1, 2016 Horton (Dodge), 12,185 miles, 992 hours, 1
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 2, 2018 Horton (Dodge), 67,703 miles, 3,629 hours, 3
years old
•
Front–line Rescue 4, 2015 Horton (Ford), 80,423 miles, 6,352 hours, 5
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 3, 2010 Horton (Ford), 115,374 miles, 9,587 hours, 11
years old
•
Reserve Rescue 5, 2006 Horton (Osage), 103,084 miles, 10,778 hours, 16
years old
In order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line
ambulances should not be more than 3 to 5 years old. Reserve ambulances
should not be more than 6 to 8 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. This project
is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire Department fleet and
create a sustainable plan for scheduled ambulance replacement. Specifically, the
goal is to replace one ambulance every year. This will ensure that front–line
ambulances are never more than 3 years old. Reserve ambulances would not be
more than 6 to 8 years old. All new ambulances would be designed and fitted
with Advanced Life Support (ALS) equipment.
2026
$462,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
8 years
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FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Command Vehicle (Replacement)
This entails replacing a front–line 4–wheel drive SUV with UHF radio
equipment and accessories for use by the Fire Department’s Command Staff. In
order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line SUVs
should not be more than 5 to 6 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. The
purchase of this vehicle is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire
Department’s fleet and to create a sustainable plan for scheduled replacement of
Command Vehicles. Specifically, the goal is to replace one Command Vehicle
every year. This will ensure that Command Vehicles are never more than six
years old. As Command Vehicles are replaced, they will become staff cars for
department business. This will ensure that our staff cars would not be more
than 7 to 10 years old.
2023
$63,000.00
City
10–12 Years

Command Vehicle (Replacement)
This entails replacing a front–line 4–wheel drive SUV with UHF radio
equipment and accessories for use by the Fire Department’s Command Staff. In
order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line SUVs
should not be more than 5 to 6 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. The
purchase of this vehicle is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire
Department’s fleet and to create a sustainable plan for scheduled replacement of
Command Vehicles. Specifically, the goal is to replace one Command Vehicle
every year. This will ensure that Command Vehicles are never more than six
years old. As Command Vehicles are replaced, they will become staff cars for
department business. This will ensure that our staff cars would not be more
than 7 to 10 years old.
2023
$66,150.00
City
10–12 Years
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VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

Command Vehicle (Replacement)
This entails replacing a front–line 4–wheel drive SUV with UHF radio
equipment and accessories for use by the Fire Department’s Command Staff. In
order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line SUVs
should not be more than 5 to 6 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. The
purchase of this vehicle is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire
Department’s fleet and to create a sustainable plan for scheduled replacement of
Command Vehicles. Specifically, the goal is to replace one Command Vehicle
every year. This will ensure that Command Vehicles are never more than six
years old. As Command Vehicles are replaced, they will become staff cars for
department business. This will ensure that our staff cars would not be more
than 7 to 10 years old.
2024
$69,300.00
City
10–12 Years

Command Vehicle (Replacement)
This entails replacing a front–line 4–wheel drive SUV with UHF radio
equipment and accessories for use by the Fire Department’s Command Staff. In
order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line SUVs
should not be more than 5 to 6 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. The
purchase of this vehicle is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire
Department’s fleet and to create a sustainable plan for scheduled replacement of
Command Vehicles. Specifically, the goal is to replace one Command Vehicle
every year. This will ensure that Command Vehicles are never more than six
years old. As Command Vehicles are replaced, they will become staff cars for
department business. This will ensure that our staff cars would not be more
than 7 to 10 years old.
2025
$72,450.00
City
10–12 Years

Command Vehicle (Replacement)
This project entails replacing a front–line 4–wheel drive SUV with UHF radio
equipment and accessories for use by the Fire Department’s Command Staff. In
order to minimize mechanical failures and out–of–service time, front–line SUVs
should not be more than 5 to 6 years old. Mechanical failures, increased
maintenance costs, and extended out–of–service times adversely impact Fire
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FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Department operational effectiveness and increase community risk. The
purchase of this vehicle is part of a strategic plan to reduce the age of the Fire
Department’s fleet and to create a sustainable plan for scheduled replacement of
Command Vehicles. Specifically, the goal is to replace one Command Vehicle
every year. This will ensure that Command Vehicles are never more than six
years old. As Command Vehicles are replaced, they will become staff cars for
department business. This will ensure that our staff cars would not be more
than 7 to 10 years old.
2026
$75,600.00
City
10–12 Years
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT
VEHICLES

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

SUV (Replacement)
4WD Ford Explorer Base with city seal. It will replace the 2006 Dodge Caravan
(which is no longer in use and has been surplused). The SUV will be used
primarily by the Public Health Nurse so that she may perform her daily duties,
which includes responding to emergencies.
2023
$31,000.00
City
10 Years
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LIBRARY
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace Carpet
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the carpeting throughout the entire building.
The existing carpeting is nearly 30 years old, is worn, stained, and subjected to
multiple significant leaks during bad weather that staff believes has precipitated
mold growth.
2023
$175,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Outdoor Drive–Up Book Drop–Off
2
This capital project entails installing a dual–bin book and media return in the
northeast corner of the municipal lot to give patrons the convenience to return
materials without leaving their car. Parking is often a premium and installing a
drive–up return will help parents with young children, seniors, as well as after–
hour patrons to easily return books and audio/visual materials. This is not an
option with the existing return–slot. Given COVID and new concerns, this book
drop/return will also enable patrons to better practice social distancing by not
needing to leave their vehicles to return materials. The Library is going to
fundraise through the Library Friends to cover of the unit ($15,000.00). The City
will be needed for the installation of the unit as well as for the necessary parking
lot alterations (including a new exit) and relocation of the one or two handicap
parking spaces.
2023
$25,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding and fundraising through the Library Friends are the only
available sources known at this time.
25+ Years

Children’s Room: Phase 1, Re–Design
2
This capital project entails redesigning the Children’s Room for current and
future spatial needs and Library services, including flooring, carpeting, upgrading
technology offerings, and cluster activity areas for individuals and groups in order
to create an interactive learning center. The Children’s Room needs to be
redesigned to encompass how children learn in today’s world and may include
cluster activity areas for groups and individuals. A committee of teachers,
parents, librarians, trustees, and various agencies met for a year and a half
discussing the creation of a child–friendly environment that enhances learning,
literacy, and skill development to pave the way for future learning.
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

2024
$150,000.00
State
State aid has been set aside and MBLC has given permission for funds to be used
for the design phase. The balance of the funds would be obtained through fund–
raising.
Indefinite

Children’s Room: Phase 2, Rehabilitation
2
This capital project entails implementing the design and upgrading the Children’s
Room into an interactive learning environment with improved
tools/devices/manipulatives based on the varied and ways children learn and
their varied skill levels. A committee of teachers, parents, librarians, trustees, and
various agencies met for a year and a half discussing the creation of a child–
friendly environment that enhances learning, literacy, and skill development to
pave the way for future learning.
2024–2025
$625,000.00
State
Friends of the Attleboro Public Library with support from the Library Board of
Trustees have made this capital project a top priority for fundraising and grant
writing.
20 Years

Automated Self–Check–In/Self–Check–Out System
3
This capital project entails purchasing the necessary hardware and software for
an automated self–check–in/self–check–out system for use by library patrons. A
new security gateway, a retagging device with RFID capability, and a renovated
patron services area desk would also be part of this capital project. This system
would bring the Library into the 21st century.
2026
$175,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. Grants are
another potential source of funding.
15 Years
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MAYOR’S OFFICE
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Performance Arts Pavilion
3
This capital project entails the construction of a Performance Arts Pavilion at
Highland Park for civic affairs and events. Features include a semi–covered roof,
a stage, performance lighting, a sound system, and related electrical work.
Patrons would sit on the grass or walk around enjoying the entertainment.
Parking facilities would also be provided as a well non–permanent sanitary
facilities.
2023
$700,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
30+ Years
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DEPARTMENT OF PARK AND FORESTRY
PARK AND FORESTRY

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:

Repair Fencing and Walkway at Wolfenden Fountain
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the wrought iron fencing surrounding the
fountain with aluminum fencing, replacing the concrete walkway that encircle the
fountain with pavers, repairing the stairs, and landscape improvements. These
elements are in disrepair and pose a danger to the patrons of the Park. The
capital project also entails applying an epoxy resin to the fountain bowl to
prevent leaks and water loss during operation. These features are all in a state of
disrepair and pose a danger to Park patrons.
2023
$110,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding and the Wolfenden Trust are the only available sources
known at this time.
15+ Years

Park and Forestry Maintenance Building: Phase 1, Design
Urgent
This capital project entails designing a new 50′x120′ single–story maintenance
building with office space, seven bays (for equipment storage), office space,
lunch room, and restroom facilities, and office space. The existing maintenance
building is well over 30 years old with minimal heat, no office space, and no
restrooms or lunchroom. The building also does not meet the Department’s
needs for vehicle and equipment storage. Staff is forced to store equipment
outdoors in inclement weather on the gravel parking lot, which greatly reduces
the equipment’s useful service life.
2023
$300,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Repair Newell Shelter and Surrounding Park Area
1
This capital project entails repairing/replacing the roof, overlaying the concrete
flooring with pavers, repainting the entire structure, upgrading the landscaping,
as well as renovating the seating areas, the irrigation system, the retaining wall
adjacent to the parking lot, the handicap accessible paths, and the small
performance area. The roof is worn out and the concrete flooring has a number
of cracks and voids.
2024
$500,000.00
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PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

City/Other
Municipal funding and Trust Funds are the only available sources known at this
time.
20+ Years

Compostable Restrooms
1
This capital project entails installing two permanent compostable bathrooms at
Capron Park by the picnic area/playground. Currently, two port–o–johns are the
only available options in the park. Park patrons often express their desire for a
more permanent bathroom facility. Compostable bathrooms offer a permanent
alternative to traditional bathrooms with a much lower cost and they are more
environmentally friendly.
2024
$160,000.00
City/State/Federal/Other
Funding will be sought at all levels.
15+ Years

Ferris Hurricane Stand–On Blower
1
This capital project entails purchasing a Ferris FB3000 Hurricane stand–on
blower. This equipment will provide maximum air flow and power for effective
debris management. Air flow is changeable from operator station, with three
directions. The zero turn setup increases mobility and allows for use in tight
spaces. This blower will replace the Little Wonder walk–behind blowers used for
all and parking lot cleanups.
2024
$16,200.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15+ Years

Walker Mower
1
This capital project entails purchasing a commercial Walker mower Model
#MD21GHS with two deck options (a 52″ collection deck Model #DC52R and
a 60″ side discharge deck Model #DS56). This would replace the 21–year old
Kubota, the second oldest of the Department’s three mowers. The Walker’s
collection system, maneuverability, and versatility provide for a more beneficial
machine as compared to the Kubota.
2024
$24,960.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
10+ Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Park and Forestry Maintenance Building: Phase 2, Construction
1
This capital project entails construction of a new 50′x120′ single story
maintenance building with office space, seven bays (for equipment storage),
office space, lunch room, and restroom facilities, and office space. The existing
maintenance building is well over 30 years old with minimal heat, no office
space, and no restrooms or lunchroom. The building also does not meet the
Department’s needs for vehicle and equipment storage. Staff is forced to store
equipment outdoors in inclement weather on the gravel parking lot, which
greatly reduces the equipment’s useful service life.
2025
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20+ Years

Renovate Park and Forestry Administration Building
1
This capital project entails (a) installation of new windows, (b) installation of new
carpeting, (c) interior painting, and (d) installation of a new roof. The windows
leak and allow cold air to blow into the building. The entire roof is worn and
leaking in certain locations. The flooring is old and stained. The building’s
interior is in poor condition. This historic building was built in 1902.
2026
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20+ Years

Repair Ray Coniff Bandstand
2
This capital project entails repairing/replacing the roof, the rock columns, wood
railings, painting, and lighting upgrades at the Ray Coniff Bandstand, the new
permanent home of the Summer concert. The project also includes the
construction of a lower stage area that provides easier access for performers.
2026
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding and Trust Funds are the only available sources known at this
time.
20+ Years

Restore World War I Veterans Memorial Avenue
2
This capital project entails restoring the existing crushed stone World War I
Veterans Memorial Avenue walkway by installing granite curbing on both side of
the path, a cobblestone apron on both entrances, recoating the walkway surface
with Pennsylvania red crushed stone, installing new lighting at the entrance
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

columns, and replacing the 18 pin oak trees that line the walkway. The existing
crushed stone walkway is constantly wearing away and needs to be replaced
every few years. Most of the existing trees have died or are dying due to age,
gypsy moths, drought, and the two–lined chestnut borer. The benefits of
replacing the walkway with pavers and installing granite curbing will extend the
life–expectancy, improve visual appeal, and enhance handicap accessibility. The
18 pin oak trees represent the 36 service people from Attleboro who gave their
lives in World War I. This memorial avenue was dedicated in 1919 and
represents a significant element of Capron Park.
2027
$65,000.00
City/Other
Municipal funding, Trust Funds, and donations from the Walsh Family are
available sources of funding.
50+ Years

Kubota Mower
3
This capital project entails purchasing a commercial Kubota Model #ZD326 60–
inch mower. This would replace the 15 year old Kubota, the third newest of the
Department’s three mowers.
2027
$17,400.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
10+ Years
CAPRON ZOO

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Main Entrance Building: Phase 1, Site Engineering and Design
Urgent
This capital project entails the design of a new entrance building that includes: (a)
admissions, (b) indoor classrooms and function space, (c) gift shop, (d) a
children’s animal discovery center with an indoor stage area for live animal
presentations, (e) restrooms, (f) offices, (g) a break room, (h) locker room with
showers, (i) work space for keepers and volunteers, (j) housing for program
animals, (k) and storage. The existing building no longer serves the needs of a
zoo with an annual attendance of 120,000 visitors a year. It no longer complies
with ADA requirements and is in serious disrepair. The entire roof needs to be
replaced — it is leaking into the Admissions area and there is evidence of
mildew. The heating system is inconsistent, inefficient, and needs to be replaced.
The siding is in poor condition and there is evidence in several areas that the sill
of the exterior walls has been compromised. The flooring has missing tiles and is
in overall poor condition. The main doors need to be replaced as well as doors
and door locks throughout the building. The sewer line is also in poor condition
and should there be a failure, the restrooms would have to be closed which
means the Zoo would have to be closed. There are numerous days that there are
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

over 1,000 visitors. Revenue is limited due to the current size of the gift shop,
concession stand, and classroom. Associated costs such as operating expenses,
utilities, and maintenance have not yet been determined.
2023
$250,000.00
City/State/Federal/Other
Funding will be sought at all levels of government as well as from other sources
such as Friends of Capron Park Zoo and a capital campaign.
Indefinite

Zoo Master Plan
Urgent
This capital project entails hiring a consultant to work collaboratively with the
Zoo’s various stakeholders and supporters to develop a formal master plan /
strategic plan. This effort is important to form a logical and timely program for
major repairs and replacement of the Zoo’s existing buildings, exhibits, and
infrastructure. It would further identify and establish the short–range and long–
range development of the Zoo to ensure that its exhibits, education programs,
and visitor amenities continue to draw crowds of visitors for the foreseeable
future. The Zoo is a candidate for accreditation in 2022 and it would be very
beneficial during the accreditation process to either have a master plan /
strategic plan in place or be working on it.
2023
$140,000.00
City/State/Federal/Other
Funding sources at all levels will be sought including the Friends of Capron Park
Zoo.
30+ Years

Install Walking Path at Pond
Urgent
This capital project entails constructing an ADA–compliant walking path around
the back of the pond that will connect the perimeter of the pond to the main
portion of the Zoo and pedestrian bridge that crossed the pond. This will allow
patrons to return to the main Zoo when they reach the end of the bridge at the
pond. Visitors using a wheelchair or pushing a stroller no longer will have to turn
around at the end of the bridge. In addition, it will allow the Department to
develop additional exhibits and visitor amenities around the pond.
2023
$24,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15+ Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace Asphalt Paths and Roadways
1
This capital project entails removing and replacing approximately 9,000 square
feet of asphalt paths and roadways. Asphalt in a number of places throughout
the Zoo has deteriorated to the point where trip hazards have developed.
Pathways are among the many items an AZA accreditation inspector examines.
2024
$96,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15+ Years

Replace Rainforest Building Roof
1
This capital project entails replacing the flat roof on the Rainforest Building. The
sub–roof has detached from the concrete roof and this has allowed moisture to
get under the rubber. There is moisture build–up and large air pockets between
the two layers and if not addressed, the roof will begin to leak on the newly
renovated Rainforest Exhibit. The flat roof lends itself perfectly for a possible
“green” roof.
2024
$36,000.00
City/State/Federal/Other
Funding sources at all levels will be sought including Trust Funds.
20+ Years

Replace Concession Stand Building
1
This capital project entails replacing the current concession stand with new,
free–standing, concession building that will serve both the Zoo and Capron Park
in an efficient manner. It would include patios on two sides as well as separate
restrooms for the Zoo and Capron Park. The existing concession stand is too
small, the plumbing is extremely old, and the equipment is insufficient to handle
the number the patrons who visit the Zoo and Capron Park on a daily basis. A
new concession stand will increase sales and create a better visitor experience for
patrons.
2025
$550,000.00
City/Other
Funding sources at all levels will be sought including Trust Funds.
20+ Years

Repair Roof at Sadler Building
2
This capital project entails replacing the insulation in the building’s roof. The
existing insulation is falling away and proving to be less and less sufficient, which
will eventually become a greater issue trying to maintain consistent temperatures
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

for in the animal exhibits. The project will lower heating and cooling costs and
create a better condition for the exhibit animals.
2025
$36,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15+ Years

Replace HVAC System at Sadler Building
2
This capital project entails replacing the building’s HVAC system with 5–zones
so that staff can properly adjust and maintain temperatures and humidity for the
animals. The existing system is inconsistent and has no air returns. The project
will lower heating and cooling costs and create a better condition for the exhibit
animals.
2026
$175,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15+ Years

Repair Exterior Wall at Sadler Building
2
This capital project entails replacing the building’s southern façade — the side
facing Nocturnal Building. This wall is showing significant wear and damage.
The clapboard siding is cracked, warped, and needs to be replaced. The sill and
clapboard siding at ground level are in contact with the soil and showing signs of
rot and insect damage. The two double public doors are rusted, damaged, and
also need to be replaced.
2026
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20+ Years

Main Entrance Building: Phase 2, Construction
2
This capital project entails undertaking the construction phase of this project,
which includes: (a) admissions, (b) indoor classrooms and function space, (c) gift
shop, (d) a children’s animal discovery center with an indoor stage area for live
animal presentations, (e) restrooms, (f) offices, (g) a break room, (h) locker room
with showers, (i) work space for keepers and volunteers, (j) housing for program
animals, (k) and storage. The existing building no longer serves the needs of a
zoo with an annual attendance of 120,000 visitors a year. It no longer complies
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

with ADA requirements and is in serious disrepair. The entire roof needs to be
replaced — it is leaking into the Admissions area and there is evidence of
mildew. The heating system is inconsistent, inefficient, and needs to be replaced.
The siding is in poor condition and there is evidence in several areas that the sill
of the exterior walls has been compromised. The flooring has missing tiles and is
in overall poor condition. The main doors need to be replaced as well as doors
and door locks throughout the building. The sewer line is also in poor condition
and should there be a failure, the restrooms would have to be closed which
means the Zoo would have to be closed. There are numerous days that there are
over 1,000 visitors. Revenue is limited due to the current size of the gift shop,
concession stand, and classroom. Associated costs such as operating expenses,
utilities, and maintenance have not yet been determined.
2026
$2,500,000.00
City/State/Federal/Other
Funding will be sought at all levels of government as well as from other sources
such as Friends of Capron Park Zoo and a capital campaign.
30+ Years

Demolition of Pavilion Building
3
This capital project entails demolishing the Pavilion Building (after the new Main
Entrance Building is constructed). The project will include site work and
landscaping.
2027
TBD
City/State/Federal/Other
Funding will be sought at all levels of government as well as from other sources
such as Friends of Capron Park Zoo and a capital campaign.
Not Applicable

Replace Barn at Kangaroo Exhibit
3
This capital project entails replacing the existing log barn with a new structure
that satisfies acceptable modern zoological standards. The lower third of the log
walls show evidence of various degrees of rot. All of the doors need to be
replaced as does the roof trim. Floor drains and drain lines need to be replaced
to ensure appropriate cleansing and disinfection. In addition, the current layout
of the log barn does not allow separate access for staff, as they have to enter
through one of the animal shift doors.
2027
$84,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
10+ Years
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VEHICLES

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Ford Transit Cargo Van (New)
Transit Cargo Van XL long chassis EL 250 with a high roof (148′′) with power
sliding door. The current zoo pick–up truck with cap is not the proper setup to
transport animals, as there is not enough space and proper climate control. It
would meet AZA standards. The current zoo pick–up truck would be
transferred to the Park Department (to replace an old truck there) for use there.
2023
$49,500.00
City
15 Years

ANIMAL CONTROL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:

IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Construct Sidewalk at Animal Shelter
1
This capital project entails constructing a concrete sidewalk (to match the
existing walkway) around the perimeter of the dog kennel at the Animal Shelter.
The approximate surface area is 4'x200′. The public views the dogs from a grassy
area which is potentially dangerous for visitors during rain and snow conditions.
It is also not handicap accessible.
2023
$18,000.00
City (Animal Shelter Building Fund #2618)/Friends of the Attleboro Animal
Shelter
As of October 2021, there was a balance of $66,946.51 in the Animal Shelter
Building Fund #2618; and an expenditure limit of $20,000.00 was established by
vote of the Municipal Council for fiscal year 2021. In addition, donations from
the Friends of the Attleboro Animal Shelter is another possible source of
funding.
20+ Years

Pave Parking Area at Animal Shelter
1
This capital project entails paving the parking area at the Animal Shelter. The
approximate surface area is 140'x30′x5′′. The current surface of the parking lot is
stone dust, which continually washes away causing undue expense to the City
2024
$22,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20+ Years
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VEHICLES

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Transit Connect Van XL LWB (Replacement)
Ford Transit Connect Van XL LWB with rear symmetrical doors, trailer hitch,
spray–on bed liner, cage separating cab from cargo, and accessories including
strobe light, 2–way radio, city lettering and decal. It will replace Animal
Control–2, the 2007 Ford F150 with 115,000 miles on it. It is beginning to show
wear and requiring repairs more frequently. The Transit Connect is chosen
because of its small wheelbase, low height, and easy maneuverability. Many
other municipalities use this vehicle for animal control with great reviews. The
Transit Connect Van has many advantages over the Ford F150 (e.g., more fuel
efficient and lower to ground, easy to drive in tight spaces, easy access with
sliding door option, and more cargo customization options).
2024
$34,000.00
City
10+ Years
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Downtown Flood Mitigation and Resiliency: Phase 1, Engineering Assessment
1
This capital project entails developing an engineering and environmental
feasibility benefit cost analysis as Phase 1 of a much larger and ambitious
planning and construction project the purpose of which is to analyze nuisance
flood areas along the Ten Mile River in the downtown area and to restore flood
storage through corrective action and implementation of best management
practices. The focus area is heavily urbanized with little undeveloped area in the
downtown. The majority of the flood plain associated with the Ten Mile River in
the downtown has been filled in and developed. Through community outreach
meetings, we will examine other risks such as social implications within the focus
area’s Environmental Justice Community. Hydrologic modeling will examine pre
and post action impacts both upstream and downstream of the focus area. While
the Flood Mitigation Assessment (FMA) grant that will fund Phase 1 does not
propose construction activity, the activities funded by this FMA grant program
will provide the necessary data and engineering to support Phase 2 of the project
which is entails future floodplain restoration that will be funded through a
Building Resiliency in Communities (BRIC) grant. The City will perform its due
diligence to examine cost effective alternatives as we encounter opportunities
prior to performing mitigation actions. This capital project evolved from the
MUNICIPAL VULNERABILITY PREPAREDNESS / PRE–DISASTER HAZARD
MITIGATION PLAN that this department and the multi–departmental
committee/team completed in December 2020 and adopted by the Municipal
Council in January 2021. The FMA, BRIC, and Action Grants are all now
available to the City as a result of preparing the MVP/DHM plan last year. This
project is a first step that will serve to help the City be resilient as it faces and
addresses climate change. FMA grant program provides for up to 75% funding
of this project and the City would provide a 25% cash match or in–kind services.
2023
$249,500.00
City/Federal
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time (either free
cash and/or Parking Revolving Account).
Indefinite

Update COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
2
This capital project entails hiring a professional planning consultant to assist the
Planning Board and Department of Planning and Development to review and
update as necessary the goals and policies and to update the statistical elements
of the COMPREHENSIVE PLAN (based on the 2020 federal census, including but
not limited to demographics composition, housing composition, socio–
economic composition, employment, educational attainment, including trends
and spatial distribution).
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

2023
$125,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
5–10 Years

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Housing Needs Assessment and Implementation Plan
2
This capital project entails, the goal, developing a plan to better understand the
housing conditions and needs of the City and local housing market with
particular focus on how these factors affect the availability, demand, and creation
of market rate and affordable housing. Understanding housing trends,
demographics, trends, and issues will assist the City moving forward to address
its housing needs. The development of a well–supported analysis and rich
database of housing data and market information will serve as the basis of a
housing analysis and strategic plan that will assist in the formulation of housing
priorities, policy options and alternatives, future land use and zoning decisions,
and the allocation of scarce local, state, and federal resources.
2023
$45,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
5 Years

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:

IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Mechanics Pond Dam and Dike Structural Improvements: Phase 2
2
This capital project entails: (a) examining and evaluating the alternative
improvements, structural and otherwise, to the Mechanics Pond dam and dike
based on the analysis being prepared by the City’s environmental engineering
firm and in part on existing state documents, (b) selecting a course of action, and
(c) engineering design and implementation that would be eligible for funding by a
Dam and Seawall grant from the EOEEA. The structures are in deteriorating
condition and rehabilitation would ensure the longevity of the impoundment.
The first step would be to prepare a structural report and needs assessment,
much like the Dodgeville Pond Dam Renovations Project. Though the dike is
privately owned, it is a vital asset to the City for a variety of reasons, including
critical for (upstream) flood control, benefits to natural systems, and recreation
use.
2023
TBD
City/State
Municipal funding as well as a Dam and Seawall Fund Program grant from the
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs are the
only available sources known at this time.
Indefinite
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANANTION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Dodgeville Pond Restoration: Phase 2, Management Plan
2
This capital project entails the implementation of the second phase of the
Dodgeville Pond restoration plan. Phase 1, the preparation of a BASELINE
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, was prepared by ESS Group behalf of the City in 2019.
Phase 2 will entail the preparation of a pond management plan by a professional
environmental engineering consultant that includes evaluating surrounding land
uses and identifying sources of, and remedies for, water pollution and nuisance
aquatic vegetation. Issues associated with the pond include poor water quality,
the presence of nuisance aquatic vegetation, poor aesthetics, and the decline of
recreational opportunities. The management plan will evaluate the pond and
recommend long–term management options and strategies to improve and
maintain the overall quality of the waterbody. It will also identify opportunities
to improve public access to the waterbody and enable passive uses of the pond
for non–motorized boating. A title examination of abutting properties will also
need to be prepared to determine ownership and property/riparian rights. The
staff will work with the City Solicitor to review options for obtaining public
access to the pond. Phase 3 will entail implementation of the recommendations
contained in the management plan.
2023–2024
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants such as from the Division of Ecological
Restoration within the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game.
Indefinite

Pond Invasive Species Management Program
2
This capital project entails the implementation of a recommendation outlined in
reports entitled BASELINE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY for Mechanics Pond,
Dodgeville Pond, and Farmers Pond that were prepared by ESS Group behalf of
the City in 2019. The capital project entails controlling and treating nuisance
aquatic vegetation and invasive species at the Cranberry Ponds, Dodgeville
Pond, and Farmers Pond. Issues associated with the ponds include poor water
quality, the presence of nuisance and invasive aquatic vegetation, poor visual
aesthetics, and the decline of recreational opportunities. The focus will be to
prevent further expansion of non–native purple loosestrife and to promote a
more diverse emergent plant community as well as to remove submersed weed
growth, improve water quality and maintain open water conditions, improve
visual aesthetics, reduce odor and unsightly growth (i.e., algae blooms and
invasive species), and restore the ponds’ habitat to support fish and wildlife.
2023–2024
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants from the Division of Ecological
Restoration.
Indefinite
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:

IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMEN TLIFE

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Redesign, Expand, and Renovate Government Center Parking Lot
2
This capital project entails increasing the parking capacity and associated
renovations of the municipal parking lot behind Government Center, including:
(a) design, engineering, and permitting, (b) increasing parking spaces/capacity, (c)
modifying curb cuts, travel lanes, and sidewalks, (d) upgrading the stormwater
management system, (e) restriping, (f) resurfacing, (g) landscaping, and (h) lighting.
Renovations and increasing the number of parking stalls and creating parking
capacity is needed; and this can be achieved by rethinking/optimizing the
existing parking lot layout through some innovative ideas without the need to
acquire real estate. Staff has developed a conceptual plan. Parking needs at
Government Center often approach, and at times, exceed capacity during the day
and the additional parking stalls and capacity would serve to address this need.
2023
TBD
City/State
State grant funds will be sought for this capital project (i.e., the Commonwealth’s
Gateway Cities Grant Program, MADOT Shared Streets and Places, and the
MassTrails Grant Program). Municipal funding may be requested.
25 Years

Document Storage and Retrieval System, Phase 1
2
This capital project entails purchasing a computer hardware and software for the
purpose of creating a computerized data base storage system. Phase 1 includes all
hardware, related equipment, and start–up for implementation. This system will
eliminate the storage of paper documents and plans of departmental projects as
well as those of the Conservation Commission, Planning Board, and Zoning
Board of Appeals. It will afford departmental staff and the public a far more
efficient and easy method to access records, plans, and reports.
2023
TBD
City
Municipal financing is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Judith H. Robbins Park Access Expansion: Phase 1, Design, Permitting, Bidding,
and Construction Oversight Services
3
This capital project entails hiring a professional engineering consultant to design
and provide other related services related to the expand access to the Judith H.
Robbins Park by way of East Fourth Street, out to County Street. The project is
envisioned to include a decorative pedestrian bridge over the Ten Mile River
connecting East Fourth Street and the surrounding neighborhood to the Judith
H. Robbins Park, sidewalks, landscaping, low–level lighting, a “gateway”
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:

IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

entrance at the intersection of East Fourth Street and County Street. The project
exemplifies and advances the vision of making Downtown Attleboro and the
TOD a walkable–friendly environment, one with public spaces, exposure to the
river, and less reliance on the automobile.
2023
$147,000.00
City/State/Federal
Funding for this capital project will be sought at all levels, including municipal,
state (i.e., the Commonwealth’s Gateway Cities Grant Program, MADOT Shared
Streets and Spaces, and the MassTrails Grant Program), and federal.
Indefinite

Upgrade Parking Area and Canoe Launch at Conservation Commission Open
Space Site Area on Holden Street
3
This capital project entails upgrading the parking area and other related features
at the canoe launch pad located at Holden Street Conservation Area along the
Bungay River. The parking area accommodates approximately eight parking
spaces for visitors. A new sign will also be fabricated and installed.
2023
$12,500.00
City
Funding would come from the Conservation Commission.
Indefinite

Upgrade Access and Create Parking Area at Conservation Commission Open
Space Site Area on Handy Street
3
This capital project entails upgrading the access to the Handy Street
Conservation Area and creating a parking area for approximately eight vehicles.
The improvements are intended to provide a relaxing and interesting retreat for
visitors to these public lands owned/stewarded by the Conservation
Commission and its partners, the Attleboro Land Trust and Massachusetts
Audubon Society.
2023
$12,500.00
City
Funding would come from the Conservation Commission.
Indefinite
Land Management Plan for Conservation Commission Lands
3
This capital project entails preparing a comprehensive evaluation of the
condition and composition of the numerous properties owned/stewarded by the
Conservation Commission, developing a 10–year management plan,
implementing the recommendations contained in the plan, and implementing an
ongoing, sustainable, maintenance plan.
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:

IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:

IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE

2023–2024
$10,000.00
City/Other
Funding would come from the Conservation Commission and possible grant
sources include the Division of Ecological Restoration and the Division of
Conservation Services (the Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and
Environmental Affairs). SRPEDD is also another source of assistance.
5–10 Years

Open Space Land Acquisition – Bungay River Basin
3
This capital project entails the implementation of the next phase of land
acquisition within the Bungay River basin in Attleboro, which encompasses the
river’s floodplain. Acquisition would not only include purchase–acquisition but
also conservation easements and restrictions as well as land–donations. The
subject area is bounded roughly by Bank Street and Holden Street to its south,
Lindsey Street to its east, and North Main Street to its west. The land will be
used in conjunction with a trails system accessible to the public that will traverse
the Bungay River Conservation Area. The City currently owns approximately 300
acres in this area.
2023–2027
TBD
City/State/Other
Municipal funding as well as a Land Acquisitions for Natural Diversity (LAND)
grant from the Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental
Affairs and donations.
Indefinite

Document Storage and Retrieval System, Phase 2
2
This capital project entails implementing Phase 2 of this capital project, which
involves scanning thousands of departmental documents into the storage data
system. This is a very labor–intensive capital project. Scanning the documents in
the system will eliminate the storage of paper (documents, plans, etc.) and will
afford departmental personnel and the public a far more efficient and easy
method to access records, plans, and reports — and create office space. The
system is foreseen to afford web–based access. The estimated annual
maintenance cost for the system is not yet known at this time.
2024
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Office Renovations
2
This capital project entails: (a) renovating the office space by knocking down the
wall between open floor area and the files/cabinet room to create additional
office space for staff, (b) replacing the cubicle furnishings with modern/more
functional units, and (c) creating a work/plan review space with associated
furnishings such as a plan table, light table, and computer. The remaining space
would continue to be used for the front–office administrative staff and common
areas. This capital project will utilize existing floor space more optimally and
provide more room for staff.
2024
$25,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only known source at this time.
20+ Years

Cranberry Pond Network Restoration: Phase 2, Management Plan
3
This capital project entails the implementation of the second phase of the
Cranberry Pond network restoration plan. Phase 1, the preparation of a
BASELINE BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, was prepared by Aquatic Control Technology,
Inc. behalf of the City (may need to be updated). Phase 2 will entail the
preparation of a pond management plan by a professional environmental
engineering consultant that includes evaluating surrounding land uses and
identifying sources of, and remedies for, water pollution and nuisance aquatic
vegetation. Issues associated with the ponds include poor water quality, the
presence of nuisance aquatic vegetation, poor aesthetics, and the decline of
recreational opportunities. The pond also suffers from poor stormwater
infrastructure that has increased sediment loading near outfalls. The management
plan will evaluate the pond system and recommend long–term management
options and strategies to improve and maintain the overall quality of the
waterbodies. It will also identify opportunities to improve public access to the
waterbody and enable passive uses of the pond for non–motorized boating. At
this time, it appears that several abutters to the network of ponds own portions
of the ponds. A title examination of abutting properties was prepared some time
ago to determine ownership and property/riparian rights (this will need to be
updated). The staff will work with the City Solicitor to review options for
obtaining public access to the network of ponds. Phase 3 will entail
implementation of the recommendations contained in the management.
2024–2025
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants from the Division of Ecological Restoration
within the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game.
Indefinite
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Judith H. Robbins Park Expansion: Phase 2, Construction
3
This capital project entails constructing the expansion of the Judith H. Robbins
Park by way of East Fourth Street, out to County Street. The project is
envisioned to include a decorative pedestrian bridge over the Ten Mile River
connecting East Fourth Street and the surrounding neighborhood to the Judith
H. Robbins Park, sidewalks, landscaping, low–level lighting, a “gateway”
entrance at the intersection of East Fourth Street and County Street. The project
exemplifies and advances the vision of making Downtown Attleboro and the
TOD a walkable–friendly environment, one with public spaces, exposure to the
river, and less reliance on the automobile.
2024
$850,000.00
City/State/Federal
Funding for this capital project will be sought at all levels, including municipal,
state (i.e., the Commonwealth’s Gateway Cities Grant Program and the
MassTrails Grant Program), and federal.
25+ Years

Document Storage and Retrieval System, Phase 3
2
This capital project entails implementing Phase 3 of this capital project, which
involves installing a web–based access system and purchasing the necessary
hardware and software items (that have not yet been identified) for municipal
departments to be able to access the data from the storage data system. The
estimated annual maintenance cost for the system is not yet known at this time.
2025
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Lake Como Restoration: Phase 2, Implementation
3
This capital project entails the implementation of the recommendations
contained in the report entitled LAKE COMO RESTORATION STUDY that was
prepared by the Army Corps of Engineers as Phase 1 (prepared jointly with
Attleboro and North Attleborough). The primary recommendation of the study
is to repair the lake’s outlet control structure located adjacent to Washington
Street, as it is in disrepair and no longer controls water levels in the lake. Without
a properly functioning control structure, water continues to discharge from the
lake; and during summer months, it has been observed to dry almost completely
and revert back to a narrow stream channel. The restoration goals include
repairing the outlet control structure, improving water quality, enabling passive
uses of the pond for non–motorized boating, improving visual aesthetics,
reducing odor and unsightly growth (i.e., algae blooms and invasive species), and
restoring the pond habitat to support fish and wildlife.
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

2025
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants from the Division of Ecological Restoration
within the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game.
Indefinite
Dodgeville Pond Dam Rehabilitation: Phase 2A, Design/Engineering,
Permitting, and Bidding, Services
2
This capital project entails hiring a professional engineering firm for
design/engineering, permitting, and bidding services related to the second phase
of the Dodgeville Pond Dam rehabilitation project. Phase 1 (feasibility study),
Phase 1A (design) and Phase 1B (construction of the existing temporary
cofferdam) were funded primarily by a grant from the EOEEA’s Dam and
Seawall Fund Program and a proportion by the City; these phases were closed
out in November 2020. Based on the engineering studies, it was determined that
the temporary cofferdam had a life–expectancy of up to 10 years. As such,
planning for Phase 2A needs to be considered in fiscal year 2027, which entails
the preparation of design and engineering plans for the removal of the
temporary cofferdam, as well as for the permanent dam, and access roadway.
The rehabilitation is necessary to ensure the longevity of the impoundment. and
spillway. Though privately owned, the dam is a vital asset to the City for a variety
of reasons, including (a) critical for (upstream) flood control, (b) infrastructure
protection, (c) benefits to natural systems, (d) recreation use, and (e) power
generation (it is a key component of an envisioned hydropower source that will
help to reduce energy costs).
2026
$220,000.00
City/State
Municipal funding as well as a Dam and Seawall Fund Program grant from the
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs.
Indefinite

Downtown Streetscape Improvement Initiative: Phase 3, Design and
Construction
3
This capital project entails future phases to improve the appearance of the
downtown and making it attractive to residents and visitors through a program
of physical and aesthetic improvements. The project area of Phase 3 consists of
North Main Street (from Hayward Street to Fisk Square), County Street (from
Wall Street to Fisk Square), and Bank Street (from Park Street to Sanford Street).
The program includes the following: (a) decorative streetlights with colorful
banners, base speakers, flags, and planters, (b) new concrete sidewalks with a
wide brick band, (c) new granite curbing, (d) upgraded crosswalks, (e) signage, (f)
trees with tree grates and upward lighting, (g) street furniture such as benches,
bicycle racks, and trash receptacles, and (h) landscaping improvements.
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

2026
TBD
City/State/Federal/Other
Funding for the implementation of this capital project will be sought at all levels.
Indefinite

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Blackinton Pond Park: Phase 1, Design
3
The capital project entails designing a park area in the general vicinity of
Blackinton Park and the North Main Bridge over the Bungay River. The park
could serve as a gateway to the downtown from the City’s northern approach.
Conceptually, the park would include Blackinton Park, approximately five (5)
acres of City–owned land which abut the Bungay River and Blackinton Pond,
the Blackinton Inn, Knobby Crafters, the Peck Cemetery, the Daughters of the
American Revolution house, a portion of the former “Gee Whiz” rail line, and
the World War I Memorial Bridge on North Main Street which spans the Bungay
River. A portion of this area identified as “Blackinton House and Park” is listed
on both the State and National REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. In addition, in
2003, Blackinton Park was identified as a “Heritage Landscape” by the DEM
Heritage Landscape Inventory Pilot Project and was recognized for its unique
combination of natural and cultural resources. Phase 1 of this capital project
entails hiring a landscape architectural consultant to work with the Department
of Planning and Development and the Historical Commission to prepare a
landscape preservation master plan as well as to prepare/submit a grant
application under the Historic Landscape Preservation Grant Program.
2026
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants from the Historic Landscape Preservation
Grant Program.
Indefinite

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Farmers Pond Restoration: Phase 2, Management Plan
3
This capital project entails the implementation of the second phase of the
Farmers Pond restoration plan. Phase 1, the preparation of a BASELINE
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, was prepared by ESS Group behalf of the City in 2019.
Phase 2 will entail the preparation of a pond management plan by a professional
environmental engineering consultant that includes evaluating surrounding land
uses and identifying sources of, and remedies for, water pollution and nuisance
aquatic vegetation. Issues associated with the pond include poor water quality,
the presence of nuisance aquatic vegetation, poor aesthetics, and the decline of
recreational opportunities. The management plan will evaluate the pond and
recommend long–term management options and strategies to improve and
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

maintain the overall quality of the waterbody. It will also identify opportunities
to improve public access to the waterbody and enable passive uses of the pond
for non–motorized boating. A title examination of abutting properties will also
need to be prepared to determine ownership and property/riparian rights. The
staff will work with the City Solicitor to review options for obtaining public
access to the pond. Phase 3 will entail implementation of the recommendations
contained in the management plan (Phase 3 will appear in an upcoming CIP
after Phase 2 is completed).
2026
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants from the Division of Ecological Restoration
within the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game.
Indefinite

Dodgeville Pond Dam Rehabilitation: Phase 2B, Construction and Construction
Oversight Services
2
This capital project entails removal of the temporary cofferdam, as well as
construction of a permanent dam and access roadway — the second and final
phase of the Dodgeville Pond Dam rehabilitation project. Phase 1 (feasibility
study), Phase 1A (design) and Phase 1B (construction of the existing temporary
cofferdam) were funded primarily by a grant from the EOEEA’s Dam and
Seawall Fund Program and a proportion by the City; these phases were closed
out in November 2020. Based on the engineering studies, it was determined that
the temporary cofferdam had a life–expectancy of up to 10 years. As such, the
construction project, or Phase 2B, needs to be considered circa fiscal year 2027.
The rehabilitation is necessary to ensure the longevity of the impoundment. and
spillway. Though privately owned, the dam is a vital asset to the City for a variety
of reasons, including (a) critical for (upstream) flood control, (b) infrastructure
protection, (c) benefits to natural systems, (d) recreation use, and (e) power
generation (it is a key component of an envisioned hydropower source that will
help to reduce energy costs).
2027+
$2,200,000.00
City/State
Municipal funding as well as a Dam and Seawall Fund Program grant from the
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs.
50 Years

Hebronville Pond Restoration: Phase 1, Baseline Biological Survey
3
This capital project entails the preparation of a baseline biological survey for the
pond. This survey will identify issues that hamper the pond’s water quality and
health, restoration goals, as well as outline corrective measures and management
needs. It is endeavored to improve the pond’s water quality, enable passive uses
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of the pond for non–motorized boating, improve visual aesthetics, reduce odor
and unsightly growth, and restore the pond’s habitat to support fish and wildlife.
Phase 2 (management plan) and Phase 3 (implementation of the
recommendations contained in the management plan) will appear in an
upcoming CIP after Phase 1 is completed.
2027
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants from the Division of Ecological Restoration
within the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game.
Indefinite

Chartley Pond Restoration: Phase 1, Baseline Biological Survey
3
This capital project entails the preparation of a baseline biological survey for the
pond. This survey will identify issues that hamper the pond’s water quality and
health, restoration goals, as well as outline corrective measures and management
needs. It is endeavored to improve the pond’s water quality, enable passive uses
of the pond for non–motorized boating, improve visual aesthetics, reduce odor
and unsightly growth, and restore the pond’s habitat to support fish and wildlife.
Phase 2 (management plan) and Phase 3 (implementation of the
recommendations contained in the management plan) will appear in an
upcoming CIP after Phase 1 is completed.
2027
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding along with grants from the Division of Ecological Restoration
within the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game.
Indefinite
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
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EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
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Police Cruiser Cameras and Officer Body Cameras
Urgent
This capital project entails the installation of a cruiser camera in each patrol car
as well as purchasing body worn camera for police officers. This project is
“Urgent” because of the nationally recognized need to protect our police officers
and the public. Police body cameras can serve as a tool to reduce potential
negative liability incidents, all the while protecting police officers. This system is
an all–digital high–definition car video system (video and audio). The twin lens
camera captures 1080p video and 5mp still camera shots. When a patrol car
returns to the Police Station, the data is automatically downloaded from the
dash–cam into a server (same for a Police Officer from his/her body worn
camera). The system also transfers date by way of a wireless transfer system to
the back–end Hub software storage. The data Hub also incorporates redundant
storage. The system records video and audio. There is no annual recurring
expense to update the software and is cloud–storage compatible.
2023
$600,000.00+
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
10 Years

Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 2, Site Engineering and Architectural Design
Urgent
This capital project appears under both the Police Department and the Fire
Department — but is intended to be a single capital project to be undertaken for
both departments. This phase of the capital project entails a number of elements
including architectural design, engineering site design, as well as any potential
environmental assessments, design of any necessary roadway and infrastructure
improvements, real estate acquisition, demolition planning, and other related
project elements.
2023
$200,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
Indefinite

Firearms Training and Police Vehicle Driving Simulator
1
This capital project entails purchasing a firearms training and police vehicle
driving simulator, which is an interactive use of force and tactical judgment
training system. This project is “Urgent” because of the nationally recognized
need to train police officers in the use of force. Police officers need enhance
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training. A firearms and driving simulator is a tool to reduce potential negative
liability incidents and provide superior training. Simulators are a fully
customizable use of force training, scenario-based crisis de-escalation, and
situational awareness training system. Simulators deliver safe and realistic training
options that allow police officers to experience realistic use of force and driver
training. Every officer is expected to walk into an emergency situation and make
the right call; but a high-stress environment naturally constricts their perspective
and limits their ability to reason beyond the moment. Immersive, emotionally
engaging, simulations prepare officers to identify, process, and comprehend
information about how to respond to any situation using cognitive load theory
practices and best practices methodologies. Using a firearms–simulator results in
a superior quality training that cannot be achieved in a classroom. Simulators are
akin to a very advanced firing ranges and the video scenarios offer a depth and
breadth of police skills training. The capital project’s estimated additional annual
operating cost has not yet been determined.
2023
$205,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
10 Years

BolaWrap™ (Less–than–Lethal Force Option)
1
This capital project entails purchasing BolaWrap for the police officers, which is
a non-lethal device that releases a Kevlar cord to detain a person. This project is
a “Priority 1” because of the enormous liability exposure with the use of force
and anti–police orotundity against police officers in the nation; and allegation of
police excessive force continue to make headlines across the country. It allows
police officers to be safely away from the suspect. The Kevlar tether wraps
around a suspect’s legs and then it restrains them so the person can be safely
secured. The device is used in a confrontation before it escalates and requires a
higher level of force. The BolaWrap is designed to minimize the amount of force
needed to control a suspect and take them into custody.
2023
$39,495.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
10 Years

De–Escalation Interactive Training Simulator
1
This capital project entails purchasing a de–escalation interactive training
simulator to reduce use of force. This project is a “Priority 1” because of the
enormous liability exposure, training needs, and anti–police orotundity against
police officers in the nation. The De-Escalation Interactive Training Simulator is
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a virtual reality training simulator designed to allow officers the ability to have
hands-on scenario-based training exercise with detailed debriefing and afteraction reviews. The system provides real life like scenarios for police officers to
experience how to properly de-escalate a situation to prevent the use of force
upon a suspect or uncooperative person. The de-escalation training is interactive
and engaging. It will also help reduce liability exposure for the City.
2023
$95,868.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
8 Years

Replace Roof at the Police Station
1
This capital project entails replacing the roof at the Police Station. The current
building was converted from an Elks Hall into a Police Station 36 years ago. The
original building was built in 1924. This project is a “Priority 1” because of the
roof has deteriorated to the point where it needs to be replaced. There are
numerous leaks in the roof. Buckets are used to collect the rain water as it leaks
through the roof. However, more than a temporary fix to stop the massive
amount of rain water leakage is needed at the time. The roof membrane was
replaced 12 years ago.
2023
$126,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
00 Years

Professional Standards Early Warning System
1
This capital project entails purchasing a professional standards early warning
system (EWS). An early warning system is a management database tool for
Police Departments. It is designed to identify police officers whose behavior is
problematic and to prescribe a form of intervention to correct the behavior. An
EWS is generally part of a larger effort to raise the level of accountability in a
police agency and to communicate to officers that recurring problematic
behavior/misconduct will not be tolerated. The system supports the entry and
tracking of use–of–force incidents, citizens’ complaints, cruiser accidents, vehicle
pursuits, and other warning data that may flag intervention. An IA Early Warning
system is an absolute must for every police department. This system organizes, stores,
analyzes, monitors, and sends an advance alert of an employee with escalating behavior,
that if left unchecked could be at risk to a liability. The single most important benefit of
an early warning system is its ability to alert the command staff in advance regarding an
individual’s behavior that could, if left unchecked, put the City at risk of liability. There

is an estimated additional annual operating expense of $2,500.00.
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2023
$35,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
10 Years

Evidence Storage
1
This capital project entails purchasing an evidence storage container for large
pieces of evidence. The current storage container, obtained over 25 years ago, is
in the rear parking lot next to the police garage has served past its useful
purpose. It is no longer sufficient for the Department’s needs and must be
replaced. The roof has rotted out, leaks, and it is infested with rats. The
container does not have the proper evidence ventilation and there are no lights.
The evidence officer cannot enter the storage unit without a flashlight. A new
evidence trailer needs to be purchased that has electric outlets, ventilation, and
storge shelving.
2023
$20,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15–20 Years

Motorcycle
1
This capital project entails purchasing a Harley Davidson motorcycle. The Police
Department currently has two motorcycles for special operations and traffic
enforcement. They are almost 15 years old and need to be replaced. It is
becoming increasingly more cost–prohibitive to operate because of repeated
mechanical repairs. Motorcycles are essential during special events because of
their maneuverability.
2023
$55,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15 Years

Repoint Police Station Brick Façade
1
This capital project entails repointing the brick façade on the Police Station. The
brick and motor on the building façade has deteriorated from the years of wear
by the harsh weather. The structure has become cracked and porous. Water
seeps through the brick and has penetrated the brick motor and thereby
damaged the walls and ceiling. When the brick mortar cracks, water seep into
areas of the façade and this causes significant damage over time – especially
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PROJECT:
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when the temperature changes, resulting in freeze and thaw cycles that separate
the cracks even more. The lobby, interview room, and front restroom have
suffered from this causation.
2023
$24,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Space Needs at the Police Station: Phase 1, Architectural Design
1
This capital project entails hiring an architectural consultant to prepare design
plans for more usable space on the second the floor of the Police Station. The
current building was converted from an Elks Hall into a police station 36 years
ago. The building was built in 1924. The additional need for space is critical, as
the current operations of the Police Department cannot be supported by the
existing building layout. The additional usable space will increase efficiency and
effectiveness of the Police Department. The department is at maximum office space and
storage space. There is a superior need for more usable space.

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

2023
$19,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Space Needs at the Police Station: Phase 2, Construction
1
This capital project entails demolition and construction work on the second the
floor of the Police Station to create more usable space. The additional need for
space is critical, as the current operations of the Police Department cannot be
supported by the existing building layout. It is not anticipated that this project
will cost an exorbitant amount of money. The additional usable space will increase
efficiency and effectiveness of the Police Department. The department is at maximum
office space and storage space. There is a superior need for more usable space.

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

2023
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. Limited grant
funding may be available.
20+ Years

Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 3, Construction
Urgent
This capital project appears under both the Police Department and the Fire
Department — but is intended to be a single capital project to be undertaken for
both departments. This phase of the capital project entails construction and the
implementation of the numerous related elements of the construction phase
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including any potential environmental remediation, any necessary roadway and
infrastructure improvements, demolition, and other related project elements.
2024
TBD
City/Other
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. The
Department would also pursue any available grant sources.
50+ Years

Convert Police Documents to Digital Storage
2
This capital project entails converting all paper police records into an
electronic/digital format for better and more efficient storage. By law, the Police
Department must retain records forever. Due to insufficient and proper storage
space at the Police Station, the Police Records Room is in a garage (it is not
climate controlled and environmental conditions are slowly deteriorating these
documents). Scanning the documents into an electronic format such as a .pdf
and stored on a computer server will properly protect these important
documents. Moreover, the garage can then be transformed back to its original
use.
2024
$125,368.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Direct Pass–Through Evidence Storage Lockers for Temporary Evidence
2
This capital project entails purchasing a direct pass–through evidence storage
locker for temporary evidence. The proper handling of evidence is critical in
criminal cases. The chain of custody must be exemplary or the evidence will be
suppressed. The Police Department has a temporary evidence room and a
permanent evidence room. When police officers seize evidence from a suspect,
the evidence is placed in the temporary evidence room (which is currently a
modified closet). The evidence officer then tags and catalogues the evidence and
later transfers the evidence to the permanent evidence room. Transferring
evidence is a time–consuming task. The pass–thru evidence storage locker would
be built into the wall of the permanent evidence room. Police officers would
place the evidence in one side and the evidence officer would retrieve the
evidence on the other side. The pass–thru evidence storage locker would save
time and space.
2024
$41,325.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
25 Years
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Replace Front Staircase at the Police Station
2
This capital project entails replacing the front staircase at the Police Station. The
current building was converted from an Elks Hall into a police station 36 years
ago. The building was built in 1924. The current front steps and veranda were
constructed around the existing Elks Hall entrance steps. In an effort to reduce
costs, the old steps were not removed. Now, the steps have deteriorated from
the inside-outside. The steps are impounding and becoming weakened while the
concreate and brick is deteriorating. In the past 10 years, minor repairs have
been funded as a ban-aid to extend the life of the steps. However, the fronts
steps now need to be replaced. Moreover, the steps need to be ADA complaint
and therefore, a handicap ramp needs to be constructed with the new stairs.
2024
$125,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Repave Parking Lot at the Police Station
2
This capital project entails repaving parking lot at the Police Station. The current
building was converted from an Elks Hall into a police station 36 years ago. The
building was built in 1924 and the parking lot was constructed during that. The
asphalt parking lot has been deteriorating over the course of the past 36 years
and needs to be replaced. Cracks and holes have begun to develop.
2024
$116,200.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20+ Years

Citizen Police Report Online Filing System
3
This capital project entails purchasing a Coplogic DeskOfficer Online Reporting
System (DORS). The DORS system allows citizens to file police reports online.
Allowing citizens to complete reports online will reduce the need for police
officers being dispatched and documenting low–priority reports. Moreover,
officers would no longer need to spend valuable time and resources taking no–
suspect and no–lead reports that are primarily filed for insurance purposes.
These types of police reports do not generate criminal intelligence or solid leads,
which may lead to, or produce, potential suspects. However, most often, citizens
need to generate a report for insurance reimbursement purposes — and by
implementing the DORS system and permitting citizens to document low–
priority incidents allows for police officers to be redeployed to other tasks such
as crime prevention patrols. Also, the DORS system is designed to interface
directly with the Department’s current records management system (RMS).
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2024
$25,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace Cell Block Flooring
2
This capital project entails replacing the cell block flooring, which is 30 years old.
The flooring is deteriorated and breaking apart. Prisoners have also maliciously
damaged sections of the flooring.
2025
$59,456.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
30 Years
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PROJECT:
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EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Management Study
3
This capital project entails conducting a professional management study of the
Police Department. The study will provide an independent assessment of the
organizational strengths and weaknesses that will form the basis for the
preparation of a strategic plan for the Department’s future growth and
development. The study would consist of an in–depth and objective analysis of
the Police Department by measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of its
current structure, operations, staffing, administrative responsibilities and
services, and best practices assessment. The study will also serve to
minimize/prevent lawsuits and reduce liability risks by identifying strengths and
deficiencies. Findings and recommendations would also be presented in the
study.
2025
$85,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite
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Replace Pitas Avenue Bridge: Phase 2, Construction
Urgent
This capital project entails removing the existing Pitas Avenue Bridge and
constructing a new one in its place. The bridge has been inspected by MADOT
and has been rated rather low. The structure is a wooden deck bridge that spans
the Seven Mile River.
2023
$1,800,000.00
State/Federal
MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital project.
40 Years

NPDES, Part 2
Urgent
This capital project entails compliance with the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permitting. The Massachusetts Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) permit
became effective spring 2017. The City filed its Notice of Intent in July 2017 and
its implementation plan shortly thereafter. In 1999, Phase II regulations were
adopted by the Federal Government that require operators of municipal separate
storm sewer systems located in urbanized areas with populations fewer than
100,000 people to obtain a NPDES permit for their stormwater discharged. In
Massachusetts, permits are issued jointly by EPA–Region 1 and the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection. The EPA NPDES
permit is valid for a 5–year period. We completed our compliance with NPDES,
Part 1 in April 2008 at a cost of $360,000.00 (and we continue to submit our
Annual Reports). While Planning staff and DPW–HD staff have a good
understanding of what will be required in the next permit phase (such as
continuing to implement various best management practices (BMPs) from
NPDES, Part 1 as well as performing stormwater outfall sampling and
monitoring), there is a tremendous amount to learn as we embark upon the
development of our MS4 plan. In fiscal year 2023, the following activities are to
be undertaken – file assessment report of current street design and parking lot
guidelines that affect the creation of impervious cover, an assessment report of
local regulations relative to allow green roofs, green infrastructure, and
stormwater BMPs, identification of a minimum of five municipally–owned sites
suitable for retrofitting with stormwater BMPs.
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2023
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

PROJECT:

Traffic Signal Improvements at County Square and Rathbun Willard Drive:
Phase 2, Construction
Urgent
This capital project entails construction of a new traffic signal the intersection of
Thacher Street and Rathbun Willard Drive with roadway and sidewalk
improvements within the project limits. This capital improvement needs to be
completed before the planned opening of the new High School in 2022. The
primary intent of these improvements is to provide a signalized intersection at
the intersection of Thacher Street and Rathbun Willard Drive and to coordinate
with the existing traffic signals at County Square to facilitate the efficiency of
vehicular and pedestrian traffic flow through the corridor.
2023
$1,500,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
50 Years
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Peckham Street Culvert: Phase 2, Construction
1
The capital project entails replacing the existing culvert on Peckham Street at
Chartley Brook with a new three–sided box culvert that conforms to current
DEP stream crossing standards.
2023
$600,000.00
State/Federal
MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital project.
50 Years

Farmers Pond Dam Rehabilitation: Phase 1, Design and Permitting
1
This capital project entails the design and environmental permitting for the
rehabilitation improvements to the earthen embankment and spillway of
Simmons Pond Dam. The dam is classified by DCR Dam Safety Regulations as a
small size/significant–hazard potential but it is in poor condition. The dam is
important to managing flooding events in the downtown.
2023
$152,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite
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Simmons Pond Spillway and Dam Improvements: Phase 1, Design and
Permitting
1
This capital project entails the design and environmental permitting for
improvements to the spillway and dam at Simmons Pond that include
appropriate slope geometry, crest elevation, and slope protection to assure
embankment stability and seepage management that complies with
Massachusetts Dam Safety Regulations. The dam is classified by DCR Dam
Safety Regulations as a small size/low–hazard potential but it is in poor
condition. The dam is critical to managing flooding in the downtown.
2023
$118,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Sidewalk Reconstruction and Repair Program
1
This capital project entails undertaking the annual sidewalk reconstruction and
repair program.
2023–2027
$1,000,000.00
Fiscal Year 2023:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2024:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2025:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2026:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2027:
$200,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
30–40 Years

Street Resurfacing Program
1
This capital project entails undertaking the annual street resurfacing program.
2023–2027
$5,500,000.00
Fiscal Year 2023:
$700,000.00
Fiscal Year 2024:
$800,000.00
Fiscal Year 2025: $1,000,000.00
Fiscal Year 2026: $1,500,000.00
Fiscal Year 2027: $1,500,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
30–40 Years
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NPDES, Part 2
Urgent
This capital project entails compliance with the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permitting. The Massachusetts Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) permit
became effective spring 2017. The City filed its Notice of Intent in July 2017 and
its implementation plan shortly thereafter. In 1999, Phase II regulations were
adopted by the Federal Government that require operators of municipal separate
storm sewer systems located in urbanized areas with populations fewer than
100,000 people to obtain a NPDES permit for their stormwater discharged. In
Massachusetts, permits are issued jointly by EPA–Region 1 and the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection. The EPA NPDES
permit is valid for a 5–year period. We completed our compliance with NPDES,
Part 1 in April 2008 at a cost of $360,000.00 (and we continue to submit our
Annual Reports). While Planning staff and DPW–HD staff have a good
understanding of what will be required in the next permit phase (such as
continuing to implement various best management practices (BMPs) from
NPDES, Part 1 as well as performing stormwater outfall sampling and
monitoring), there is a tremendous amount to learn as we embark upon the
development of our MS4 plan. In fiscal years 2024 and 2025, the following
activities are to be undertaken – completion of all requirements of the six
minimum control measures, compliance with TMDL for bacteria pathogens
levels (including enhanced public education and IDDE requirements),
compliance with impaired waters requirements for nitrogen or phosphorus
(includes enhanced public education, post-construction, good housekeeping,
nitrogen and/or phosphorus source report and potential structural BMPs),
completion of all highest priority IDDE field investigations (for “Problem
Outfalls”), and completed public outreach program (two messages to each of
four audiences — residential; business/commercial/institutional, developers and
construction, industrial), and evaluation of, and demonstration of, effectiveness
of messages (and any implemented modifications).
2024–2025
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Traffic Signal Coordination Review and Design: From Attleboro/Norton
Corporate Line to Interstate 95
2
This capital project entails the review and investigation of existing traffic signals
along Route 123, from the Attleboro/Norton corporate line to Interstate 95, and
the design/coordination of a system for current traffic conditions. Many of the
signals along this corridor have been in place for several years. Equipment within
the traffic control boxes, signal heads, and mast arms for many of these signal
systems is deteriorating and becoming more and more costly to fix. Furthermore,
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traffic conditions have changed with the City since the signals were implemented
and therefore, signal timing needs to be adjusted at many of the intersections.
2024
$200,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
Indefinite

Simmons Pond Spillway and Dam Improvements: Phase 2, Construction
2
This capital project entails the construction of the improvements to the spillway
and dam at Simmons Pond that include appropriate slope geometry, crest
elevation, and slope protection to assure embankment stability and seepage
management that complies with Massachusetts Dam Safety Regulations. The
dam is classified by DCR Dam Safety Regulations as a small size/low–hazard
potential but it is in poor condition. The dam is critical to managing flooding in
the downtown.
2024
$210,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
50 Years

Farmers Pond Dam Rehabilitation: Phase 2, Construction
2
This capital project entails construction of a new spillway to improve capacity
and rehabilitation improvements to sections of the earthen embankment with
appropriate slope geometry, crest elevation and slope protection to assure
embankment stability and seepage management that complies with
Massachusetts Dam Safety Regulations.
2024
$480,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
50 Years

Traffic and Pedestrian Improvements on South Main Street (Route 152): Phase
1, Engineering Design
2
This capital project entails engineering design to improve roadways and/or
sidewalks along South Main Street, from Locust Street to the Attleboro/Seekonk
corporate line, in accordance with the state’s “Complete Streets” guidance.
2025
$50,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
Indefinite
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Traffic and Pedestrian Improvements on Park Street (Route 118): Phase 1,
Engineering Design
2
This capital project entails engineering design to improve roadways and/or
sidewalks along Park Street, from Emory Street to the Attleboro/Rehoboth
corporate line, in accordance with the state’s “Complete Streets” guidance.
2025
$50,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
Indefinite

Bank Street Bridge Rehabilitation: Phase 1, Design and Permitting
3
This capital project entails designing a new Bank Street bridge. The bridge has
been inspected by MADOT and has been rated rather low. DPW–HD has
already begun preliminary discussions with engineers about a scope, permitting,
and a construction schedule.
2026
$160,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
Indefinite

Bank Street Bridge Rehabilitation: Phase 2, Construction
3
This capital project entails removing the existing Bank Street Bridge and
constructing a new one in its place. The bridge has been inspected by MADOT
and has been rated rather low. DPW–HD has already begun preliminary
discussions with engineers about a scope, permitting, and a construction
schedule.
2027
$1,500,000.00
City/State
MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital project. Municipal
funding may be required to supplement.
50 Years
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Vactor Truck
Urgent
This capital project entails purchasing a duel axle, 12–cubic yard, vactor truck. It
is heavy–duty equipment to clean catchbasins and drain pipes in order to help
the City comply with NPDES requirements.
2023
$525,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
25 Years

Dump Truck – G2
1
This capital project entails purchasing a Ford F–550 one–ton diesel dump truck
with accessories. This vehicle will replace Garage–2, a 1997 GMC 3500 dump
truck, which has accumulated 71,302 miles of travel and is in deteriorating
condition.
2023
$90,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
20 Years

Sweeper III
1
This capital project entails purchasing an Elgin street sweeper. It will replace
2004 Elgin street sweeper, which currently has 6,779 hours of operation.
2023
$230,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
15–20 Years

Dump Truck – G3
1
This capital project entails purchasing a Ford F550 one–ton diesel dump truck
with accessories. This vehicle will replace Garage–3, a 1997 GMC 3500 dump
truck, which has accumulated 34,245 miles of travel.
2023
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$90,000.00
City/State
Municipal funds and MGL Chapter 90 funds may be used to fund this capital
project.
20 Years

Hot Mix Truck – H22
1
This capital project entails purchasing a new medium duty International Truck
CV515. It will replace Highway–17, which is a 1989 International 7300 6–wheel
dump truck, which has accumulated 28,100 miles of travel.
2023
$84,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years
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PROJECT:
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Implementation of IHCD’s ADA Recommendations
Urgent
This capital project entails implementing the ADA recommendations contained
in the Institute for Human Centered Design’s June 2021 report. The IHCD
surveyed the Recreation Department’s properties throughout the city to assess
the current level of ADA compliance in programs, services, and activities and
made numerous recommendations for change as part of a comprehensive
citywide plan. The IHCD visited all recreational facilities throughout the city and
provided recommendations for each one.
2023–2027+
$600,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Upgrade HVAC System at the Fredrick M. Bartek Recreation Center
Urgent
This capital project entails upgrading the HVAC system at the Fred M. Bartek
Recreation Center. This project has been in the previous CIP on a much smaller
scale. However, with the onset of COVID–19, the project has increased in both
urgency and scope; and it is intended to be part of an expansive project by the
Administration that includes a review of HVAC systems in other municipal
buildings including the Police Station, Fire, and Council on Aging building.
Ventilation concerns have moved to the forefront due to the ongoing COVID–
19 pandemic. The Fred M. Bartek Recreation Center is heated by an outdated
and inadequate steam radiator system. Approximately 50% of the radiators are
not functioning. There is no air conditioning in the building. The gymnasium has
an antiquated air flow system that is inadequate for participants in the recreation
activities run there.
2023
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. ARPA is
another possible funding source.
40 Years

Renovate Willett Field
3
This capital project entails renovations at Willett Field, including
rototilling/leveling the playing surface, adding top soil, seeding as necessary, and
installing an irrigation system and well. Willett Field has many areas of uneven
playing surfaces and is the only recreation facilities that does not have an
irrigation system. The irrigation system is necessary to maintain the field at a
quality level that ensures a safe playing surface for our residents.
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2023
$44,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
25 Years

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

John Deere 1600 Series III Turbo Mower
3
This capital project entails purchasing a John Deer 1600 Series III turbo mower
for mowing, leaf collection, and other maintenance tasks at all city recreational
facilities. It is a commercial grade wide area mower with 2–post folding ROPS
for an 11′ cut (5′ front and two 3′ wings). The new equipment will replace a 2000
John Deere commercial mower, which provided 20 years of service with
maintenance.
2023
$58,835.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15 Years
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Upgrade Baseball Fields at the Poncin–Hewitt Recreational Facility
3
This capital project entails upgrading two infields at the Poncin–Hewitt
Recreational Facility. The project includes excavating 3′′ of the existing infield mix
and grass along the outfield arcs, install ½′′ of sand, install new native infield mix,
laser grade the infields, reinstall sod along the outfield arcs, and install new bases.
The fields must be maintained at a level that ensures the safety of the players. Two
of the four fields were rehabilitated in 2020 when the Department converted them
to pre sized diamonds.
2023
$41,250.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
10 Years

Screener
3
This capital project entails purchasing an EZ Screen 600 ¾–yard vibrating
material screener. This equipment will be used to process loam, topsoil, and
compost when installing new fields and upgrading existing fields. It would
improve the efficiency of the maintenance staff and would be shared with the
Department of Parks and Forestry.
2023
$19,342.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years
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Replace Roofs and Gutters at the Fred M. Bartek Recreation Center
1
This capital project entails replacing the roofs and gutters at the Fred Bartek
Recreation Center. There are four roof sections — the main roof, plus two roofs
at the back of the building, and one at the front of the building. All four roofs
are rubberized with three of the four being flat. The roofs and gutters systems
are well over 30 years old and are in constant repair. Barrels are placed at three
different locations to capture leaking water.
2024
TBD
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
30 Years

Roof Repair of Filter and Guard Buildings at Spatcher Pool
1
This capital project entails replacing the flat roof of both the filter room and the
guard house. The wooden overhangs on both buildings are showing significant
signs of rot leading to the concern that the flat roofs may have similar issues.
Leaks have increased. Leaking has increased over the past few years. The roofs
were not part of the renovation project when the pool was upgraded in 2008.
2024
$40,000.00
City/State
Municipal funding and the state’s Department of Conservation and Recreation
are the only funding sources known at this time.
20 Years

Bleachers
1
This capital project entails purchasing new spectator bleachers and team benches
for recreation facilities. The major portion of this capital project is to replace the
bleachers at Hayward Field’s football and baseball field, as they are old and
deteriorating. This capital project is cited in §9.3.2 of the OPEN SPACE AND
RECREATION PLAN.
2024
$100,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

John Deere 320G Skid Steer Loader
2
This capital project entails purchasing a John Deere 320G Skid Steer Loader
with a standard bucket and fork attachment. This equipment will be used to load
all materials the Department uses in the maintenance of our facilities, excavating,
moving piles of materials, and snow operations. The Department’s current skid
steer loader is over 20 years old, unreliable, pulls to the right, and costly to repair.
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IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

2024
$55,750.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace Playground Structure at Hayward Field
3
This capital project entails replacing the original play structure and fall protection
material at Hayward Field. The Department has been implementing the
recommendations contained in a 2014 audit prepared by a Certified Playground
Inspector (CPI) The Inspector reviewed all apparatus and corresponding fall
areas with respect to applicable safety codes and ADA requirements. To date, all
apparatus at Hayward Field was removed due to safety concerns. The swings and
slide were replaced in spring 2015. The capital project includes is cited in §9.1.2
of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN. This facility is active with children
and families most of the year including families visiting Spatcher Pool, White
Hawk football (when it moved all youth football to Hayward Field) and
Attleboro Youth baseball games
2024
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years
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PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Improve Drainage and Irrigation Systems at Finberg Field #1
3
This capital project entails: (a) installing a drainage system in left field along the
3rd base line at Finberg Field #1 that would be connected to a honey–comb
outlet pipe, (b) reconstructing the infield, and (c) add irrigation lines to the
existing system at Field #2, Field #3, and Cooney. Field #1 has had drainage
issues for a long time along the portion of the field that runs parallel with Bishop
Street. The field floods even during low–intensity rain events and is practically
unusable. Field #1 is only one of the four fields at Finberg that does not
irrigation.
2024
$30,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
25 Years

Install Stationary Exercise Equipment at Recreational Facilities
3
This capital project entails installing stationary exercise equipment at Finberg
Field, South Attleboro Veterans’ Memorial Park, and Poncin–Hewitt
Recreational Facility. Now more than ever are individuals of all ages working to
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improve their lifestyle. The addition of exercise stations at these municipal
recreational facilities will be a great benefit to all and serve as a great investment
in the health of our residents and community. Installing one a year is a
consideration. It is cited in §9.1.2 of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN.
2024
$100,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Renovate and Expand Parking Lot at the Tilda B. Stone Playground
1
This capital project entails renovating and expanding the parking lot at the
playground. The number of existing parking spaces is inadequate for the amount
of cars that park during soccer practices and games. In additional to creating
more parking spaces, the existing dilapidated parking area needs to be
repaired/replaced. Asphalt parking spaces also need to be constructed in the
lower lot at the circular drive.
2025
$125,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Renovate and Expand Parking Lot at Hayward Field and Spatcher Pool
2
This capital project entails repaving the entryways, repaving the parking lots, and
expanding the parking lot at Hayward Field and Spatcher Pool, expanding
parking facilities at Hayward Field by creating spaces on each side of the
entrance road while additional parking can be created at Spatcher Pool by
expanding parking towards North Avenue. This capital project is cited in §9.3.2
of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN. Expanding the parking at both
facilities is needed to accommodate increased use for youth football as well as
swimming at Spatcher Memorial Pool. Existing parking spaces are in disrepair
and inadequate in number to serve the amount of visitors to Hayward Field.
There is a possibility to gain parking spaces at the former Walton–Lonsbury site
across the street after the environmental clean–up is completed.
2025
$125,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years
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Dump Truck – R3
2
This capital project entails purchasing a new Ford F–350 4x4 diesel automatic
dump truck equipped with a dump body and snow plow, tow package, load
cover, running boards, a strobe light, 2–way radio, and the City emblem. This
vehicle will replace Recreation–3, a 2010 Ford F–350 4x4 dump truck that has
54,956 miles on it.
2025
$57,500.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
12 Years

Public Restrooms at Recreational Facilities
3
This capital project entails providing public restrooms at South Attleboro
Veterans Memorial Playground, Tilda B. Stone Playground, and Finberg Field.
The growing number of visitors to the municipal recreation facilities serves as a
rationale to provide adequate sanitary restroom facilities for them — this is
particularly important since the onset of COVI–19.
2025
$300,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
25 Years

Install Pickle Ball Courts at the South Attleboro Veterans’ Memorial Park
3
This capital project entails the installation of two pickle ball courts at South
Attleboro Veterans’ Memorial Park in the area where Liddell Pool is presently
located. The roughly 6,000 square foot area is perfect for pickle ball. The project
would include two concrete courts each measuring approximately 20′x44′,
netting, a 6′ high black fabric fencing encircling the court, player benches, and a
small spectator area. Pickle ball is the fastest growing sport in the United States.
A cross between tennis and ping pong, pickle ball is especially popular with
seniors and youngsters. The first pickle ball court was completed in 2021 at
Nickerson Field and the response has been overwhelmingly positive and demand
has skyrocketed. The Attleboro Recreation Commission strongly supports the
addition of pickle ball courts at municipal recreation facilities.
2025
$80,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years
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Twin Village Pool/Bathhouse/Filter Room: Phase 1, Design
1
This capital project entails hiring a consultant to prepare architectural plans and
construction specifications for a new pool, bathhouse and filter room at the
Twin Village Pool at the Tilda B. Stone playground. This capital project is cited
in §9.1.2 of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN. The City undertook and
completed a comprehensive, system–wide, structural engineering assessment of
the conditions of its public pool and bathhouse facilities. The structural
engineering assessments were prepared by DiLullo Associates, Inc. Their
findings and conclusions are articulated in their audit June 8, 2001. Needless to
say that in the interim 20 years, conditions have only worsened. Though the city
is grandfather, some present conditions are substandard to local and federal
health and building codes.
2026
$50,000.00
City/State
Municipal funding as well as a Gateway Cities Park Program grant or a Parkland
Acquisitions and Renovations for Communities (PARC) grant from the
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs.
Indefinite

Replace Gymnasium Floor at the Fred M. Bartek Recreation Center
3
This capital project entails replacing the gymnasium hardwood floor in the
Lepper–Brousseau Gymnasium at the Fred Bartek Recreation Center. The
existing floor has been sanded and refinished numerous times, most recently in
2010. The contractor at that time noted that the original boards are probably too
thin to sustain anymore sanding. The gymnasium is used from noon to 10:00
p.m. most days throughout the entire year. This capital project is cited in §9.5.2
of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN.
2026
$200,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
40 Years

Install Irrigation Well Connection at the Poncin–Hewitt Recreational Facility
3
This capital project entails connecting test–well #3 to the irrigation system at the
Poncin–Hewitt recreation complex. A pump test of the well performed in 2016
revealed a flow of 100 GPM and this is more than sufficient to run the irrigation
system. Although the water level dropped during the 24–hour test, it was
minimal and still sufficient to run the irrigation system. The capital project
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includes designing the system, electrical work, and installing a pump, filter, and
housing for the well. An irrigation system would reduce the reliance on the
municipal water system; and estimated payback would be approximately two
years. Water bans in recent years have had a negative impact on playing
conditions and the installation of a well would alleviate this situation. This capital
project is cited in §9.2.2 of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN.
2026
$42,500.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Renovate Soccer Field at the Tilda B. Stone Playground, Phase 3
3
This capital project entails renovating the lower soccer field at the Tilda B. Stone
Playground. The project includes: (a) “cultivation” of the entire field for a full
season, (b) in April, replacing the irrigation system (to a depth of at least 18–
inches), topdress, core aerate, injection seeding, fertilize and lime, (c) in May,
fertilize and over seed, (d) in June, fertilize, (e) in August, core aerate, over seed,
and fertilize, (f) in October and November, deep tine/verti drain at depth of 6′′–
11′′ to relieve compaction. The field cannot be maintained to proper standards
due to numerous factors, among them is that the existing irrigation lines are only
2–inches to 3–inches deep which negates the Department’s ability to core aerate,
a key component of a good maintenance plan.
2026
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Dump Truck – R5
3
This capital project entails purchasing a new Ford F550 4x4 diesel automatic
dump truck equipped with chassis dump body with plow, tow package, load
cover, running boards, a strobe light, 2–way radio, and the City emblem. This
vehicle will replace Recreation–5, a 2014 Ford F550 4x4 dump truck with plow
that has 20,421 miles on it.
2026
$80,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15 Years
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Recreation Center at the Hayward Field Complex: Phase 1, Design
3
This capital project entails hiring a consultant to prepare architectural and
construction plans for a Recreation Center at the Hayward Field Complex. In
conjunction with the ballfields, playground, and swimming pool, this facility
would provide residents with the city’s first full–service recreation centers This
would also allow the Recreation Department to offer reasonably priced after–
school summer youth program with the capacity to offer all–day summer
programs for 200+ children (staffed by counselors), after school programs for
children throughout the City, and a community meeting room. This capital
project is cited in §9.5.2 of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN.
2026
$100,000.00
City/State
Municipal funding as well as a Gateway Cities Park Program grant or a Parkland
Acquisitions and Renovations for Communities (PARC) grant from the
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs.
Indefinite

Twin Village Pool/Bathhouse/Filter Room: Phase 2, Construction
1
This capital project entails constructing a new pool, bathhouse and filter room at
the Twin Village Pool at the Tilda B. Stone playground. This capital project is
cited in §9.1.2 of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN. The City undertook
and completed a comprehensive, system–wide, structural engineering assessment
of the conditions of its public pool and bathhouse facilities. The structural
engineering assessments were prepared by DiLullo Associates, Inc. Their
findings and conclusions are articulated in their audit June 8, 2001. Needless to
say that in the interim 20 years, conditions have only worsened. Though the city
is grandfather, some present conditions are substandard to local and federal
health and building codes.
2027
$1,250,000.00
City/State
Municipal funding as well as a Gateway Cities Park Program grant or a Parkland
Acquisitions and Renovations for Communities (PARC) grant from the
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs.
25 Years

Reel Sweeper
3
This capital project entails purchasing a Smithco Sweep Star 60 Quad Finger reel
sweeper. This equipment has both a wide terrain (60′′) and a large capacity
hopper (3 cubic yards) and will be used to maintain turf areas and collection of
goose droppings which continues to plague the city’s recreational fields.
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

2027
$47,190.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Leaf Vacuum
3
This capital project entails purchasing a leaf vacuum, which will be used on a
daily basis to maintain the 100+ acres of under the care of the Recreation
Department. This equipment will greatly improve economies of operation and
allow for more time to work on other projects. The present method of collecting
leaves by using leaf blowers to pile leaves and to load them onto a dump truck
with a skid steer is very inefficient.
2027
$15,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:

IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Recreation Center at the Hayward Field Complex: Phase 2, Construction
3
This capital project entails constructing a Recreation Center at the Hayward
Field Complex. In conjunction with the ballfields, playground, and swimming
pool, this facility would provide residents with the city’s first full–service
recreation centers This would also allow the Recreation Department to offer
reasonably priced after–school summer youth program with the capacity to offer
all–day summer programs for 200+ children (staffed by counselors), after school
programs for children throughout the City, and a community meeting room.
This capital project is cited in §9.5.2 of the OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION
PLAN.
2027
$3,500,000.00
City/State
Municipal funding as well as a Gateway Cities Park Program grant or a Parkland
Acquisitions and Renovations for Communities (PARC) grant from the
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs.
40 Years
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VEHICLES

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Ford F–350 4x4 Pick–Up Truck (Replacement)
Ford F–350 4x4 Automatic Diesel Pick–Up Truck and accessories including
tool boxes, snow plow package, tow package, running boards, strobe light, 2–
way radio, and city lettering and decal. It will replace Recreation–1 (tool truck), a
2010 Ford F–350 4x4 pick–up, which has 102,497 miles on it.
2024
$57,500.00
City (the Department will also research the possibility of purchasing pre–used
surplus government vehicles as an alternative)
15 Years

Ford F–350 4x4 Pick–Up Truck (Replacement)
Ford F–350 4x4 Automatic Diesel Pick–Up Truck and accessories including
tool boxes, snow plow package, tow package, running boards, strobe light, 2–
way radio, and city lettering and decal. It will replace Recreation–4 (tool truck), a
2003 Ford Ranger which has 99,584 miles on it and is in poor condition.
2027
$57,500.00
City (the Department will also research the possibility of purchasing pre–used
surplus government vehicles as an alternative)
15 Years
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
HILL ROBERTS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Original Air Conditioning Units
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing two (2) of the original roof–mounted air
conditioning units at Hill Roberts (now over 40 years old). There are twelve air
conditioning units altogether at the school; and they are over 40 years old. One
unit was recently replaced in 2017.
2023
$140,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Repair and Resurface Parking Lot
Urgent
This capital project entails repairing, resurfacing, and re–striping the parking lot.
The parking lot surface is the original surface from 1975 (now over 45 years old).
The subgrade is also in a state of deterioration.
2023
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15 Years

Repair Building’s Exterior Wood Trim
1
This capital project entails repairing and painting the building’s exterior wood
trim. The building is 45 years old and its exterior wood trim requires
comprehensive repairs at this time to avoid failure of the building’s envelope.
2023
$40,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
25 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Enhance School Entrance Security
1
This capital project entails enhancing security at the school’s entrance by
installing 15–20 new cameras inside and outside of the school.
2025
$35,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Repair Concrete
2
This capital project entails repairing and sealing the building’s structural
concrete. No such maintenance has been performed in 45 years.
2026
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
00 Years
HYMAN FINE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Original Air Conditioning Units
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing two (2) of the original roof–mounted air
conditioning units at Hyman Fine (now over 40 years old). There are twelve air
conditioning units altogether at the school; and they are more than 32 years old.
One unit was recently replaced.
2023
$140,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Repair and Resurface Parking Lot and Ring Road
Urgent
This capital project entails repairing, resurfacing, and re–striping the parking lot
and ring road. The parking lot surface is the original surface from 1975 (now
over 45 years old). The subgrade is also in a state of deterioration.
2023
$100,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
15 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Repair Building’s Exterior Wood Trim
1
This capital project entails repairing and painting the building’s exterior wood
trim. The building is 45 years old and its exterior wood trim requires
comprehensive repairs at this time to avoid failure of the building’s envelope.
2023
$40,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
25 Years

Enhance School Entrance Security
1
This capital project entails adding up to 20 new interior and exterior cameras at
the school with high–capacity DVRs. This will greatly improve school security.
2023
$35,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Repair Concrete
2
This capital project entails repairing and sealing the building’s structural
concrete. No such maintenance has been performed in 45 years.
2024
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

STUDLEY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Repair Parking Lot
1
This capital project entails the repairing, resurfacing, and relining the parking lot.
The subgrade is also beginning to deteriorate. The parking lot was last upgraded
approximately 30 years ago.
2023
$45,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
15 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Repair Interior Areas
1
This capital project entails repairing and repainting significant interior water
damage due to roof leaks.
2024
$55,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
30 Years

Install Fire Suppression System
1
This capital project entails the installation of a wet fire suppression system in the
original part of the building.
2024
$220,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
30 Years
THACHER
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Reconfigure “Front” Parking Lot
Urgent
This capital project entails reconfiguring the “front” parking lot into a viable
parking area and loop road. There are significant safety issues with the current
traffic patterns. Constructing a loop and a parking lot at the front of the school
will improve student, parent, and staff safety.
2023
$40,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
30 Years

Evaluate Concrete Foundation
1
This capital project entails performing an evaluation of the building’s concrete
foundation. There is concern with the structural integrity of the foundation.
2023
$20,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA financial assistance, given its age.
Indefinite
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Skylight System
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the skylight system. The skylight system is
failing due to roof leaks.
2024
$800,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA financial assistance, given its age.
30 Years

Repair Masonry
1
This capital project entails repairing the masonry throughout the building’s
exterior. There is significant degradation.
2025
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA financial assistance, given its age.
30 Years

Replace Roof System
2
This capital project entails replacing the building’s entire roofing system.
2026
$1,600,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA financial assistance, given its age.
30 Years

Repair/Replace Ceramic Floor Tiles
2
This capital project entails repairing/replacing the ceramic floor tiles throughout
the building that are damaged and missing. Also, expansion joints need to be
repaired. The loose tiles pose a safety hazard to the elementary and pre–school
students.
2026
$35,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
30 Years
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WILLETT
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:

Repair Building Façade
Urgent
This capital project entails repairing the building’s façade above the front door
and gymnasium area as a result of water penetration. Façade were last repaired in
1995.
2023
$60,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Install Additional Air Conditioning Units
Urgent
This capital project entails installing additional air conditioning to cool the entire
school (only the Media Center and the Principal’s Office are air conditioned).
2023
$600,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
30 Years

Replace Roof
Urgent
This capital project entails replacing the building’s entire roof that was originally
installed in 1995. The existing tar shingle roof is over 25 years old and has
reached its useful service life.
2023
$900,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
20 Years

Replace Carpet
1
This capital project entails replacing the carpeting that was installed in 1995 with
VCT floor tiles. The existing carpeting is significantly worn.
2023
$100,000.00
City
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EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Repair Concrete Walkways
1
This capital project entails repairing the concrete walkways at the school’s main
entrance and at the secondary walkways. The existing concrete is deteriorating
and poses a trip hazard. The root of the problem is cause by an improper pitch,
which does not allow runoff to properly drain.
2024
$25,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time.
30 Years
BRENNAN
MIDDLE SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Carpet
1
This capital project entails replacing the carpeting that was installed in 1997 with
VCT floor tiles. The existing carpeting is significantly worn.
2023
$70,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Replace Doors at Main Entrance and Gymnasium Entrance
1
This capital project entails replacing the doors at the school’s main entrance and
gymnasium entrance. The existing doors are the original doors that were installed
in 1997. They are compromised and can no longer be repaired.
2025
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Chiller Unit and Install Univents
2
This capital project entails replacing the building’s chiller unit, which was
originally installed in 1997, as well as installing univents. The unit has exceeded
its useful service life.
2027
$250,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA financial assistance, given its age.
10–15 Years

Replace Cooling Tower
2
This capital project entails replacing the building’s cooling tower, which was last
replaced in 2006. The unit is approaching its useful service life of 20 years.
2027
$100,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA financial assistance, given its age.
20 Years

COELHO
MIDDLE SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Repair Parking Lot
2
This capital project entails repairing, resurfacing, and relining the school’s
parking lot. The parking lot was last upgraded in 2003.
2025
$35,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Replace Roof
2
This capital project entails replacing the roof section above the original building,
which was last replaced in 2003.
2027
$2,000,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years
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WAMSUTTA
MIDDLE SCHOOL

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:
FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Carpet
1
This capital project entails replacing the carpeting that was installed in 1997 with
VCT floor tiles. The existing carpeting is significantly worn.
2023
$70,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years

Replace Doors at Main Entrance and Gymnasium Entrance
1
This capital project entails replacing the doors at the school’s main entrance and
gymnasium entrance. The existing doors are the original doors that were installed
in 1997. They are compromised and can no longer be repaired.
2025
$50,000.00
City
Municipal funding is the only available source known at this time. This capital
project is not eligible for MSBA reimbursement.
20 Years
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WASTEWATER DEPARTMENT
PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Oil Gear Pump and Hydraulic Piston for Filter Press Feed Pumps
1
This capital project entails purchasing a spare oil gear pump and hydraulic
piston for filter press feed pumps. The existing pumps have been in operation
for 17 years and the oil gear pumps have become obsolete. The oil gear pumps
are critical in the dewatering operation of sludge and the turnaround time to
repair them is three months. The department cannot be down for more than 48
hours so having a spare pump is crucial. Departmental staff will perform the
installation work.
2023
$52,500.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years

Replace Water Tanks on Vactor Truck
1
This capital project entails replacing the two lower water tanks on the Vactor
truck that is used to clean and unblocking sewer mains. The two existing tanks
are leaking in multiple locations due to corrosion and road debris.
2023
$24,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years

Replace Lime Slaker Grit Remover on Lime Slakers #1 and #2
1
This capital project entails replacing the grit removal assembly on lime slakers
#1 and #2. The lime slakers have been in operation for 17 years and parts for
the grit removal assembly, which is in poor condition and needs replacement,
are no longer available. The lime slakers are critical to the operation of the
Wastewater Treatment Plant. Departmental staff will perform the installation
work.
2023
$26,500.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Facilities Plan
1
This capital project entails hiring a consultant to engineer and develop a
preliminary design of a Wastewater Treatment Plant, collection systems that
includes upgrading the pump station, future sewer expansion, and sludge
disposal of methods. This engineering report as a road map for planning
purposes for the needed upgrades to the POTW. The Wastewater Treatment
Plant has been online since 1980 and in the last 40 years, there has been only
one major upgrade and that was in 2004. The collection system has had only
minor upgrades and repairs over the last century. The sewer system has not
been expanded since 2003. Moreover, the existing PTOW infrastructure will not
allow the Department to meet its new NPDES permit requirements.
2023
$1,100,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years

Upgrade Existing EST3 Fire Alarm Panels to EST4 Fire Alarm Panels
1
This capital project entails replacing the seven EST3 fire alarm panels with
seven EST4 fire alarm panels. The project cost includes programming services.
The existing EST3 fire alarm panels require constant repair, they are no longer
supported by the manufacturer, repair parts are limited, and the software for the
panels can no longer be upgraded.
2023
$72,050.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years

Replace Bio–Media and Odor Control Fan at Headworks and Main Control
Building: Phase 1, Design
1
This capital project entails design, bid services, and construction oversight for
the replacement of the bio–filter media, HDPE mesh, and the odor control fan
at the Headworks and Main Control Building. The bio–filter media unit
controls odors at the Wastewater Treatment Plant and to prevent them from
causing any nuisance in surrounding neighborhoods. It degrades over time and
needs to be replaced every seven years, as scheduled in order to maintain
optimum treatment and management.
2023
$89,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
7 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Bio–Media and Odor Control Fan at Headworks and Main Control
Building: Phase 2, Construction
1
This capital project entails replacing the bio–filter media, odor control fan,
replenishing the plenum stone and HDPE mesh in both bio–filters, performing
smoke test before and after media replacement, as well as repair/replacing of
miscellaneous PVC piping at the Headworks and Main Control Building. The
media unit controls odor; the existing unit needs to be removed and replaced, as
scheduled in order to maintain optimum treatment and management. The bio–
filter media unit controls odors at the Wastewater Treatment Plant and to
prevent them from causing any nuisance in surrounding neighborhoods. It
degrades over time and needs to be replaced every seven years, as scheduled in
order to maintain optimum treatment and management.
2023
$435,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
7 Years

Replace Standby Emergency Generator at Abbie Lane Pumping Station
2
This capital project entails replacing the existing standby emergency generator at
the Abbie Lane pumping station with a new 25kW unit, including a transfer
switch, a propane supply connection, and miscellaneous electrical supplies. The
existing unit is 27 years old and is beyond its useful life–expectancy. The
generator is essential in ensuring that the pumping station continues to perform
in the event of a power loss.
2023
$21,650.00
Other
Retained Earnings
20 Years

Switchgear Evaluation, Testing, and Maintenance Services
2
This capital project entails testing and preventive maintenance on all main 480–
volt switchgear and infrared thermographic inspection of all motor control
centers. The switchgear is 17 years old and in need of preventive maintenance at
this time to ensure continued service. This maintenance is also required by
DEP.
2023
$13,000.00
Other
Retained Earnings
5 Years
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PROJECT:
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IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace Standby Emergency Generator at Trinity Circle Pumping Station
2
This capital project entails replacing the existing standby emergency generator at
the Trinity Circle pumping station with a new 30kW unit, including a transfer
switch, a propane supply connection, and miscellaneous electrical supplies. The
existing unit is 27 years old and is beyond its useful life–expectancy. The
generator is essential in ensuring that the pumping station to perform in the
event of a power loss. Departmental staff will perform the installation work.
2023
$22,500.00
Other
Retained Earnings
20 Years

Replace J–Trol™ MOCS2 Level 5 Control System Filter Presses 1 & 2
2
This capital project entails replacing the following electrical components in the
control system for both filters presses: (a) AB CompactLogix PLC with AB
Panel/View 7+15′′ color HMI, (b) NEMA4X 30$ss enclosures, (c) separate high
voltage and control voltage panels, (d) control presses open/close electric
hydraulic pump, (e) automatic drip dry tray with dual drives, (f) automatic plate
shifter with bump, (g) high pressure cloth washer, (h) automatic feed cycle
control for air or electric pump, (i) automatic manifold valve actuation with
LS’s, (j) automatically ends the filtration cycle, (k) hydraulic pressure/feed cycle
safety interlock, (l) light curtains, and (m) dry contact or Ethernet status and
permissive. The existing control systems have been in operation for 17 years
and replacement parts are not available The Department cannot process sludge
if there is a systems fail.
2023
$365,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
10 Years

Replace Gravity Thickener Sludge Pumps
3
This capital project entails purchasing and installing all four Netzcsh gravity
thickener sludge transfer pumps with new models. The existing pumps are 17
years old and are beyond their useful life–expectancy. Replacement parts are no
longer available for the main gearbox. These pumps are vital to the solids
processing operation at the Wastewater Treatment Plant.
2023
$59,985.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years
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Replace Hoist Loading Dock
3
This capital project entails replacing the existing Yale hoist that is used on a
daily basis to off–load equipment onto the loading dock at the Wastewater
Treatment Plant and to move equipment in and out of the Main Control
Building. The existing was installed in 1979. Replacement parts are no longer
available.
2023
$33,400.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20 Years

Baseline Flow Monitoring Plan for Infiltration and Inflow, Phase 2
2
This capital project entails monitoring flows in small basins, performing
investigations to identify sources/corrective actions, and prioritizing areas for
Phase 3 to establish goals for inflow/infiltration reduction. The Department
continues to experience high volumes of inflow and infiltration (I&I), which
reduce the capacity of the Wastewater Treatment Plant and effluent quality. Any
I&I that is removed as a result of this flow monitoring program would reduce the
cost to pump wastewater at the Wastewater Treatment Plant and increase its
capacity of treatment efficiency. This program is recommended in the DEP’s
required Sewer System Evaluation Survey (SSES) as a first step in the reduction
of I&I.
2024
TBD
Other
User Rate
20 Years

Vactor Truck
2
This capital project entails purchasing a new Vactor 2100i with a single engine
dual stage fan with hydrostatic drive vacuum system on a heavy duty 10–yard
debris truck chassis and a 1,000–gallon capacity fresh water tank. This truck is
used by the collection crew on a daily basis to upkeep the sewer collection
system (e.g., maintenance of sewer lines, pump stations, as well as Wastewater
Treatment Plant tanks and process lines). It will replace a 2006 Vactor that has
37,739 miles on it (5,065 hours). Since 2013, the Department has performed
over $32,000.00 of repair work and anticipate $47,800.00 of additional repairs.
This does not even include wear items such as tires, brakes, lights, and
oil/fluids. It is in poor condition with a trade–in value of approximately
$30,000.00. Even with major repairs, it has a short life–expectancy.
2024
$500,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20 Years
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Mower Slope Cutter
3
This capital project entails purchasing a Harper ATM72CL riding slope mower
with a 72–inch cutting deck (with a diesel engine and hydrostatic drive system
with dual drive wheels). This equipment is used to maintain the grass on the
capped sludge landfills and at the Wastewater Treatment Plant, as required by
DEP. The current piece of equipment is approximately 21 years and is no
longer repairable.
2024
$54,395.00
Other
Retained Earnings
10 Years

Scissor Lift
3
This capital project entails purchasing a scissor lift with the following features
— 24–volt electric scissor lift with 25–feet working height, drivable at full
height, zero turn, 3–foot extension deck, 30% grade–ability, horn, and forklift
pockets. This equipment will give the maintenance and electrical personnel the
ability to work on equipment located in various buildings throughout the
facility. Currently, there is no safe way to access most of the electrical and
piping in the Main Control Building and garages at the Wastewater Treatment
Plant.
2025
$18,000.00
Other
Retained Earnings
20 Years

Rutledge Drive Pump Station Improvements: Phase 1, Design
1
This capital project entails design, bidding services, and construction oversight
services associated with the needed improvements to the pump station. The
new equipment will be energy efficient. The largest remote pumping station in
the city, it has been online since 1980 and has never received any major
upgrades. It has exceeded its useful life–expectancy.
2026
$475,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite
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Rutledge Drive Pump Station Improvements: Phase 2, Construction
1
This capital project entails the construction/upgrades needed to improve the
pump station, including the following: (a) replacing two 15–HP pumps, two 6–
inch check valves, two 8–inch gate valves, and in in–line grinder in the wet well
influent channel, (b) HVAC improvements include replacing the existing fans,
temperature controls, dehumidifier, and a portion of the duct work, (c) replacing
the sump pump, (d) replacing the existing generator, addition of variable
frequency drive, addition of a gas detection system in the wet well, (e) replacing
the existing roof with a new membrane roof; minor structural improvements are
anticipated but no significant renovations — hatch relocations, addition of a
monorail, and replacing the stairs are included in the cost), (f) replacing the
existing bubbler system wither either a level or pressure sensor system, and (g)
miscellaneous electrical improvements.. The new equipment will be energy
efficient. The new equipment will be energy efficient. The largest remote
pumping station in the city, it has been online since 1980 and has never received
any major upgrades. It has exceeded its useful life–expectancy
2026
$1,625,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20 Years

Baseline Flow Monitoring Plan for Infiltration and Inflow, Phase 3
2
This capital project entails performing target rehabilitation in the highest ranked
areas identified in Phase 2, measuring progress of inflow/infiltration reduction
goals, and make adjustments to program, as needed. The Department continues
to experience high volumes of inflow and infiltration (I&I), which reduce the
capacity of the Wastewater Treatment Plant and effluent quality. Any I&I that is
removed as a result of this flow monitoring program would reduce the cost to pump
wastewater at the Wastewater Treatment Plant and increase its capacity of
treatment efficiency. This program is recommended in the DEP’s required
Sewer System Evaluation Survey (SSES) as a first step in the reduction of I&I.
2026
TBD
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20+ Years

Replace Wastewater Treatment Plant Facility Control Building Roof: Phase 1,
Design
1
This capital project entails design, bidding services, and construction oversight
services associated with the replacement of the Wastewater Treatment Plant
Facility Control Building’s roof, resealing all of the windows and doors, as well
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as miscellaneous plumbing improvements. The existing roof leaks at numerous
locations and causing water damage inside the building.
2027
$169,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Replace Wastewater Treatment Plant Facility Control Building Roof: Phase 2,
Construction
1
This capital project entails replacing the roof at the Wastewater Treatment Plant
Facility Control Building’s, resealing all of the windows and doors, as well as
miscellaneous plumbing improvements. The existing roof leaks at numerous
locations and causing water damage inside the building.
2027
$688,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20 Years

Replace Sand Filters at the Wastewater Treatment Plant: Phase 1, Design
1
This capital project entails design, bidding, and construction oversight services
associated with the replacement of the rapid sand filter media at the Wastewater
Treatment Plant, including the underdrain (e.g., plates, angles, spacers, and
Micarta facing) in three filters. The existing sand filters have been online since
2005. The Department has been making repairs for a decade and can no longer
keep up with breaks. Moreover, the Department cannot satisfy NPDES permit
requirements without functional sand filters. The new equipment will be energy
efficient.
2027
$88,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Replace Sand Filters at the Wastewater Treatment Plant: Phase 2, Construction
1
This capital project entails the design services associated with the replacement
of the rapid sand filter media at the Wastewater Treatment Plant, including the
underdrain (e.g., plates, angles, spacers, and Micarta facing) in three filters. The
existing sand filters have been online since 2005. The Department has been
making repairs for a decade and can no longer keep up with breaks. Moreover,
the Department cannot satisfy NPDES permit requirements without functional
sand filters. The new equipment will be energy efficient.
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2027
$312,500.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Main Relief Interceptor Siphon Rehabilitation: Phase 1, Design
3
This capital project entails design, bidding, and construction oversight
associated with the rehabilitation of the main relief interceptor siphon, including
an evaluation of existing corrosion issues as well as bypass pumping
requirements. Rehabilitating the siphon will help to stop corrosion, which in
turn will significantly increase the service life of this vital component of our
collection system infrastructure.
2027
$61,525.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite
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IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Main Relief Interceptor Siphon Rehabilitation: Phase 2, Construction
3
This capital project entails construction/rehabilitation of the main relief
interceptor siphon, as recommended in Phase 1. Rehabilitating the siphon will
help to stop corrosion, which in turn will significantly increase the service life of
this vital component of our collection system infrastructure.
2027
$143,750.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
25 Years

Replace Micro–C Chemical Storage Tank: Phase 1, Design
3
This capital project entails design, bidding, and construction oversight services
relative to the replacement of the Micro–C chemical storage tank. The project
includes replacing the 4,000–gallon tank that was purchased eight years ago with
a new, double–wall, ultraviolet protected 6,600–gallon tank, a concrete pad and
platform, miscellaneous piping, and associated electrical work. The larger
capacity of the new tank will avoid splitting deliveries between the current
storage tank and several other small bulk containers. Purchasing larger
quantities of the chemicals will also reduce the unit cost per gallon.
2027
$61,525.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite
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Replace Micro–C Chemical Storage Tank: Phase 2, Construction
3
This capital project entails replacing the Micro–C chemical storage tank. The
project includes replacing the 4,000–gallon tank that was purchased eight years
ago with a new, double–wall, ultraviolet protected 6,600–gallon tank, a concrete
pad and platform, miscellaneous piping, and associated electrical work. The
larger capacity of the new tank will avoid splitting deliveries between the current
storage tank and several other small bulk containers. Purchasing larger
quantities of the chemicals will also reduce the unit cost per gallon.
2027
$158,125.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
25 Years

VEHICLES

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Ford F350 Pick–Up Truck (Replacement)
Ford F350 Super Duty SRW (X3B) XL 4WD Super Cab 8′ Box Pick–Up Truck
includes utility body, 5,000–watt inverter and equipped with emergency lighting,
running boards, strobe light, 2–way radio, and city lettering and decal. The
vehicle will be used by the collections crew for daily maintenance work on
sewer lines, pump stations, and for hauling the jet rodder, CCTV camera, and
utility trailer. It will replace a 2008 Ford F350 that has 122,754 miles and in fair
to poor condition. Even with major repairs, it has a short life–expectancy.
2023
$65,000.00
User Rate or Retained Earnings
10–12 Years
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Wading River Water Treatment Plant Process Upgrade: Phase 1B, Design,
Engineering and Permitting
Urgent
This capital project entails hiring a professional engineering consultant to
provide design, engineering, and permitting, services relative to upgrading the
treatment process at the Wading River Treatment Plant for the removal of
PFAS and trihalomethane forming compounds. Phase 1A (Pilot) must be
completed before this phase begins. The Wading River is a large contributor to
the levels of trihalomethane in the water distribution system. In addition to
trihalomethane formational potential in the source water at the Plant, new
regulation sampling has shown elevated PFAS levels at the Plant. A fiscal
impact cannot be estimated until both Phase 1A (Pilot) and Phase 1B (Design)
are completed. However, the upgrades will result in additional annual costs for
chemicals, electricity, waste removal, heating fuel, and building maintenance
costs.
2023
TBD
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Wading River Water Treatment Plant Process Upgrade: Phase 1C, Construction
Urgent
This capital project entails the construction phase relative to upgrading the
treatment process at the Wading River Treatment Plant for the removal of
PFAS and trihalomethane forming compounds. Phase 1A (Pilot) must be
completed before this phase begins. The Wading River is a large contributor to
the levels of trihalomethane in the water distribution system. In addition to
trihalomethane formational potential in the source water at the Plant, new
regulation sampling has shown elevated PFAS levels at the Plant. A fiscal
impact cannot be estimated until both Phase 1A (Pilot) and Phase 1B (Design)
are completed. However, the upgrades will result in additional annual costs for
chemicals, electricity, waste removal, heating fuel, and building maintenance
costs.
2023
TBD
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20 Years

Replace Lindsey Street Watermain: Phase 1A, Design
1
This capital project, as part of the Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan, and
Annual Distribution Rehabilitation Program – Part 3, entails design, permitting,
bidding, and construction oversight and resident engineering services relative to
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the replacement of approximately 10,800 linear feet of watermain on Lindsey
Street. The watermain on Lindsey Street experiences frequent breaks, resulting
in interruption in domestic water usage, fire suppression, traffic detours, for
both the public and emergency vehicles/municipal departments.
2023
$555,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Replace Lindsey Street Watermain: Phase 1B, Construction
1
This capital project, as part of the Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan, and
Annual
Distribution
Rehabilitation
Program
–
Part
3,
entails
construction/replacement of approximately 10,800 linear feet of watermain on
Lindsey Street. The watermain on Lindsey Street experiences frequent breaks,
resulting in interruption in domestic water usage, fire suppression, traffic
detours, for both the public and emergency vehicles/municipal departments.
2023
$3,600,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
100 Years

Replace Ozone System at the West Street Treatment Plant: Phase 1A, Design
1
This capital project entails engineering design services for the replacement of
the ozone system at the West Street Treatment Plant, including both generators,
all pumps, feed lines, and associated equipment. The ozone equipment is the
original equipment from when the Plant was constructed in 1995. Repairs are
becoming costly. The new system will reduce energy costs.
2023
$780,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Residential Meter Replacement Program
1
This capital project entails continuing to replace old and obsolete residential
water meters with radio–read meter technology. The new meters and
technology improve the accuracy and efficiency of the water and sewer billing
functions. A fully upgraded system will increase revenue and make the reading
and billing functions of the Water Department more efficient. As of September
2021, 85% of residential water meters were upgraded.
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2023–2027
$1,000,000.00 (estimated bi–annually)
Fiscal Year 2023:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2024:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2025:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2026:
$200,000.00
Fiscal Year 2027:
$200,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years

Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan: Annual Distribution System
Rehabilitation Program, Part 3
1
This capital project entails replacing the old watermain infrastructure throughout
the City. Regular replacement the old watermain infrastructure will reduce main
failures, leakage, water quality issues, as well as provide economic benefits by
reducing operational costs associated with chemical and energy usage. In
addition, the replacement of watermains that are otherwise inadequately sized to
provide fire protection for example will serve to improve public safety.
2023–2027
$10,000,000.00
Fiscal Year 2023:
$2,000,000.00
Fiscal Year 2024:
$2,000,000.00
Fiscal Year 2025:
$2,000,000.00
Fiscal Year 2026:
$2,000,000.00
Fiscal Year 2027:
$2,000,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
50+ Years

Replace Traveling Screens at the West Street Raw Water Building
2
This capital project entails replacing the two traveling screens at the West Street
Raw Water Building. The existing screens are the original ones from 1995 and
they are nearing the end of their useful life.
2023
$78,595.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
25 Years

Replace Ozone System at the West Street Treatment Plant: Phase 1B,
Construction
1
This capital project entails the replacement of the ozone system at the West
Street Treatment Plant, including both generators, all pumps, feed lines, and
associated equipment. The ozone equipment is the original equipment from
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when the Plant was constructed in 1995. Repairs are becoming costly. The new
system will reduce energy costs.
2024
$3,900,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20+ Years

Rehabilitate South Dike and East Dike at Manchester Reservoir: Phase 1A,
Design, Engineering, Permitting, and Bidding
1
This capital project entails the design, engineering, permitting, and bid services
for the rehabilitation of South Dike at Manchester Reservoir and East Dike at
Manchester Reservoir. Inspections reveal that both dikes need to be rehabilitated
(Department of Conservation and Recreation – Office of Dam Safety).
2024
$420,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Rehabilitate South Dike at Manchester Reservoir: Phase 1B, Construction
1
This capital project entails rehabilitating the reservoir’s south dike and consists
of removing vegetation and topsoil, grading to appropriate slope, layering with
dense grade gravel, covering with large riprap chinked with smaller stones,
finishing with topsoil, and seeding with grass mix. Crest improvements will
include removal of vegetation, installing fill, and grading to a consistent elevation
with seed and mulch, as well as the installation of granite survey boundary
markers near the abutments labeled with elevations and the date of the
rehabilitation. Inspections reveal that both the east dike and south dike need to
be rehabilitated (Department of Conservation and Recreation – Office of Dam
Safety).
2024
$1,250,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
50+ Years

Rehabilitate East Dike at Manchester Reservoir: Phase 1B, Construction
1
This capital project entails rehabilitating the reservoir’s east dike and consists of
removing vegetation and topsoil, grading to appropriate slope, layering with
dense grade gravel, covering with large riprap chinked with smaller stones,
finishing with topsoil, and seeding with grass mix. Crest improvements will
include removal of vegetation, installing fill, and grading to a consistent elevation
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with seed and mulch, as well as the installation of granite survey boundary
markers near the abutments labeled with elevations and the date of the
rehabilitation. Inspections reveal that both the east dike and south dike need to
be rehabilitated (Office of Dam Safety and Department of Conservation and
Recreation).
2024
$700,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
50+ Years

Replace Watermain on Bishop Street: Phase 1A, Design
1
This capital project, as part of the Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan, and
Annual Distribution Rehabilitation Program – Part 3, entails design, permitting,
bidding, and construction oversight and resident engineering services relative to
the replacement of approximately 5,100 linear feet of watermain on Bishop
Street. The watermain on Bishop Street experiences frequent breaks, resulting in
interruption in domestic water usage, fire suppression, traffic detours, for both
the public and emergency vehicles/municipal departments.
2024
$395,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Replace Watermain on Bishop Street: Phase 1B, Construction
1
This capital project, as part of the Three–Cycle Municipal Water System Plan, and
Annual Distribution Rehabilitation Program – Part 3, entails the
construction/replacement of approximately 5,100 linear feet of watermain on
Bishop Street. The watermain on Bishop Street experiences frequent breaks,
resulting in interruption in domestic water usage, fire suppression, traffic
detours, for both the public and emergency vehicles/municipal departments.
2024
$1,980,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Replace High Lift Pumps at the Wading River Water Treatment Plant
2
This capital project entails replacing the two remaining high lift pumps and
motors at the Wading River Water Treatment Plant (the third high lift pump
was replaced in fiscal year 2020). One of the existing motors is the original
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equipment from 1990s and the other one dates back to the 1970s. Departmental
staff will perform the installation work.
2024
$82,600.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20 Years

Replace Backwash Tank Butterfly Valves at the West Street Water Treatment
Plant
2
This capital project entails replacing two 30–inch butterfly valves in order to
isolate the recirculation tanks from the filters. The existing valves are the
original ones from 1995. They are corroded and not working properly.
2024
$40,300.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
25 Years

Rehabilitate Water Storage Tank on Ides Hill: Phase 1A, Design and
Engineering
2
This capital project entails design and engineering services for the rehabilitation
of the 5,000,000–gallon water tank on Ides Hill. The rehabilitation will include
wire brushing and patching the exterior, pressure washing the exterior,
repainting the ladder, pressure washing and sealing the exterior concrete
foundation, removing sediment from the tank’s interior, as well as blasting and
painting the tank’s interior. This tank was last rehabilitated more than 15 years
ago.
2024
$300,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Rehabilitate Water Storage Tank on Ides Hill: Phase 1B, Construction
2
This capital project entails rehabilitating the 5,000,000–gallon water tank on
Ides Hill. The rehabilitation will include wire brushing and patching the exterior,
pressure washing the exterior, repainting the ladder, pressure washing and
sealing the exterior concrete foundation, removing sediment from the tank’s
interior, as well as blasting and painting the tank’s interior. This tank was last
rehabilitated more than 15 years ago.
2024
$1,550,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Replace Polyaluminum Chloride Bulk Tanks at the West Street Water
Treatment Plant
2
This capital project entails replacing the polyaluminum chloride bulk tanks at
the West Street Water Treatment. The tanks are the original ones that date back
to the Plant’s construction in the mid–1990s. These tanks are essential to the
operation of the facility.
2025
$128,700.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
25 Years

Replace Watermain from Turner Street to Brown Street: Phase 1A, Design
2
This capital project, entails design, permitting, bidding, and construction
oversight and resident engineering services for the replacement of the existing
10–inch watermain with a 16–inch watermain from Turner Street at the
Attleboro/Cumberland corporate line to Brown Street. This capital project
would increase the volume of water to be pumped from the proposed
Pawtucket interconnection booster station during emergencies.
2025
$885,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Replace Watermain from Turner Street to Brown Street: Phase 1B,
Construction
2
This capital project, entails the construction/replacement of the existing 10–
inch watermain with a 16–inch watermain from Turner Street at the
Attleboro/Cumberland corporate line to Brown Street. This capital project
would increase the volume of water to be pumped from the proposed
Pawtucket interconnection booster station during emergencies.
2025
$6,240,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Rehabilitate Water Storage Tank on Ides Hill: Phase 1A, Design and
Engineering
2
This capital project entails design and engineering services for the rehabilitation
of the 3,000,000–gallon water tank on Ides Hill. The rehabilitation will include
wire brushing and patching the exterior, pressure washing the exterior,
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

repainting the ladder, pressure washing and sealing the exterior concrete
foundation, removing sediment from the tank’s interior, as well as blasting and
painting the tank’s interior. This tank was last rehabilitated more than 10 years
ago.
2025
$250,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Rehabilitate Water Storage Tank on Ides Hill: Phase 1B, Construction
2
This capital project entails rehabilitating the 3,000,000–gallon water tank on
Ides Hill. The rehabilitation will include wire brushing and patching the exterior,
pressure washing the exterior, repainting the ladder, pressure washing and
sealing the exterior concrete foundation, removing sediment from the tank’s
interior, as well as blasting and painting the tank’s interior. This tank was last
rehabilitated more than 10 years ago.
2025
$1,150,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years

Rehabilitate Manchester Reservoir Dam: Phase 1A, Seepage Alleviation Analysis
and Engineering
2
This capital project entails engineering design services for the preparation of a
seepage analysis, including dewatering and toe drain work, in order to eliminate
any leaks. The engineering services will also include assistance with permitting,
bidding, as well as general project management and resident engineering during
construction. The dam has been seeping for some time. Eliminating seepage
would increase the storage volume of Manchester Reservoir.
2025
$70,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Rehabilitate Manchester Reservoir Dam: Phase 1B, Construction
2
This capital project entails eradicating the seepage issues hampering the dam.
Rehabilitation will include dewatering, installation of toes drains, and related
miscellaneous work. The dam has been seeping for some time. Eliminating
seepage would increase the storage volume of Manchester.
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

2025
$320,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
50+ Years

PROJECT:

Rehabilitate Pre–Treatment Facility at the West Street Water Treatment Plant:
Phase 1A, Design and Engineering
2
This capital project entails engineering design services for the rehabilitation of
the pre–treatment facility at the West Street Water Treatment Plant, including
concrete structures, valve replacement, flights, sludge removal equipment, and
motors. Rehabilitation of the facility is necessary to property pre–treat drinking
water before the filtration process. The bulk of the Pre–Treatment Facility is
operating with the original equipment from 1995 and is nearing its useful life–
expectancy. In addition, emerging changes in regulations for both drinking
water and wastewater will require a modification to the treatment processes.
2025
$2,175,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

Rehabilitate Pre–Treatment Facility at the West Street Water Treatment Plant:
Phase 1B, Construction
2
This capital project entails rehabilitation of the pre–treatment facility at the
West Street Water Treatment Plant, including concrete structures, valve
replacement, flights, sludge removal equipment, and motors. Rehabilitation of
the facility is necessary to property pre–treat drinking water before the filtration
process. The bulk of the Pre–Treatment Facility is operating with the original
equipment from 1995 and is nearing its useful life–expectancy. In addition,
emerging changes in regulations for both drinking water and wastewater will
require a modification to the treatment processes.
2026
$17,925,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20+ Years

Reservoir Dredging: Phase 1A, Conceptual Design
2
This capital project entails the preparation of an engineering study to dredge
Hoppin Hill Reservoir, Orr’s Pond, and Blake’s Pond. Existing conditions will
be documented and evaluated at each reservoir, de–watering and sediment
removal methods will be evaluated, and a permitting plan for each dredge
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FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

project will be developed. Dredging will improve water quality and increase
storage capacity.
2026
$85,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Reservoir Dredging: Phase 1B, Permitting
2
This capital project entails engineering services to assist with the preparation,
filing, and obtaining the necessary permit applications with local, state, and
federal authorities relative to the dredging of Hoppin Hill Reservoir, Orr’s
Pond, and Blake’s Pond. Dredging will improve water quality and increase
storage capacity.
2026
TBD
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
5 Years

Clean and Line Large Watermain near the Wading River Water Treatment Plant
2
This capital project entails: (a) cleaning and lining watermains on North Main
Street, Kelley Boulevard, Bungay Road, Mount Vernon Avenue, Mansfield
Road, Lindsey Street (from the city line, north), and Balcom Street, (b) replace
ten aged fire hydrants, (c) replace 20 old line gate valves, and (d) and (re)paving.
construction/replacement of approximately 10,800 linear feet of watermain on
Lindsey Street. The existing watermains date back to the 1920s and are
constructed of unlined cast iron. Although watermains are structurally sound,
cleaning and lining them will not only improve water quality for customers in
Mansfield, North Attleborough, and other areas north of the city but also
reduce the volume of disinfectant used a the Plant. While no additional annual
costs are anticipated, the Water Department in fact may realize a reduction in
chemical feed as well as a reduction in water usage when flushing to maintain
water quality. The relining and cleaning capital project cost is approximately
25% less than replacing the watermains.
2026
$5,360,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
50+ Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Replace East Bed Sand Filters at the Wading River Water Treatment Plant
1
This capital project entails replacing the east bed sand filters at the Wading
River Water Treatment Plant. This will involve removing 2–inches of filter sand
every two years until a foot of sand is removed by 2026 at which time the sand
filter will need to be replaced to its original design level/depth. The filter beds
were fully rehabilitated and placed in service in the summer of 2016.
2027
$522,500.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
12 Years

Replace Crocker Pond Dam: Phase 1A, Design
3
This capital project entails design, permitting, bidding, and resident engineering
services associated with the replacement of the Crocker Pond dam. Inspection
of the low–hazard dam by the Department of Conservation and Recreation –
Office of Dam Safety revealed that it needs to be replaced.
2027
$174,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
Indefinite

Replace Crocker Pond Dam: Phase 1B, Construction
3
This capital project entails the replacement of the Crocker Pond dam — and
would include removing existing structures, constructing temporary facilities,
reconstructing the embankment, installing overtopping protection, upgrading
the spillway and outlet works, installing sediment and erosion controls along
with related mitigations, and installing water controls. Inspection of the low–
hazard dam by the Department of Conservation and Recreation – Office of
Dam Safety revealed that it needs to be replaced.
2027
TBD
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
100 Years
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EQUIPMENT

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Compressor
2
This capital project entails purchasing a new Doosan towable air compressor
with a double hose reel, extended tow–bor, in–line oiler, electric brakes, and
two adaptaflex air hoses. The compressor that the department currently uses
was purchased in 1992 and has exceeded its useful life–expectancy.
2023
$29,000.00
Other
Retained Earnings
15 Years

Front–End Loader
1
This capital project entails purchasing a John Deere 624LII, 3.5 cubic yard
bucket, front axle differential, manual lock, front–end loader with full cover
front fenders with a rear platform. It would replace the existing 1984 Cat 950B
front–end loader, which currently has 8,700 hours of use. It is 37 years old and
is nearing its useful life–expectancy.
2024
$266,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
20 Years

10–Wheel Dump Truck
2
This capital project entails purchasing an International HV507 SFA, 6x4, 10–
wheel heavy–duty dump truck with plow frame, electric automatic load cover,
4500 RDS–P automatic transmission, 6–8 cubic yard dump, Cummings diesel
engine, 16,000–pound front axle with 12R22.5 tires, 40,000–pound rear axle,
with front plow and spreader. A 10–wheeler dump truck is a heavy–duty vehicle
that is more versatile for larger watermain breaks than the 6—wheel dump
truck. It currently borrows a 10–wheel dump truck from another department.
2024
$202,000.00
Other
User Rate or Retained Earnings
15 Years
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PROJECT:
PRIORITY:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
PROJECT COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
EXPLANATION:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Ford F450 Dump Body Truck
2
This capital project entails purchasing a Ford F450 Dump Body Truck with 4–
wheel drive and accessories including strobe light, 2–way radio, city lettering, and
decal. This vehicle is on the road all week and is essential to the watershed
maintenance program and at times for snow and ice removal operations. It will
replace a 2010 Ford F450 that has 73,000 miles on it with extensive cabin rot
and dump body rot and wear.
2024
$72,000.00
Other
User Rate
15 Years

VEHICLES

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

VEHICLE:
DESCRIPTION:

FISCAL YEAR:
VEHICLE COST:
PROPOSED FINANCING:
IMPROVEMENT LIFE:

Ford Pick–Up Truck (Replacement)
Ford Ranger Super Cab Pick–Up Truck with accessories including strobe light,
2–way radio, city lettering, and decal. This vehicle is on the road all week and is
essential to the meter reading program and at times for meter and service
inspections. It will replace a 2010 Ford Ranger that has 130,000 miles on it with
extensive bed and cabin rot.
2023
$32,576.00 (cost to be shared with the Wastewater Department, 60%/40%)
User Rate
15 Years

Ford Pick–Up Truck (Replacement)
Ford Ranger Crew Cab Pick–Up Truck with accessories including strobe light,
2–way radio, city lettering, and decal. This vehicle is shared by the
Superintendent and the Assistant as well as by other staff when fleet vehicles are
being serviced or repaired. It will replace a 2008 Ford Taurus that has 45,000
miles on it with extensive body and mount rot.
2024
$33,000.00
User Rate
15 Years
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL PROJECTS STATUS REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF BUDGET
AND ADMINISTRATION

COUNCIL ON AGING
FIRE DEPARTMENT

Estimated Project
Cost

Capital Project

DEPARTMENT

LIBRARY

MAYOR'S
OFFICE

Funds Expended to
Date

US Route 1/1A Corridor Traffic Study

$100,000.00

Repair/Replace Brick at Larson Senior Center

—

City

—

—

Replace Positive Pressure Ventilation Fans
Roof Replacement

—

Grant

—

—

—

Replace Command Car
Replace Computers
Replace Fire Engine
Replace Thermal Imaging Cameras
Replace Hurst Cutter and Spreader
Replace Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 1, Feasibility Study (see
Police Department Status Report)

INSPECTION
DEPARTMENT

Funds
Appropriated

Massachusetts Gaming
Commission Grant
Fund
$100,000.00

Headquaters
Briggs Fire Station

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Funding Source

Solid Waste Recycling Center Upgrade, Phase 4

$33,612.00

Cost of Completed
Project

—

Status

Ongoing
$4,885.00 Completed June 2021
$20,120.00 Delivered September 2021

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$518,002.00
—
$29,949.10
—
—
—
—

Completion Expected February 2022
Delivery Expected April 2022
Completion Expected Spring 2022
Awaiting Delivery
In Progress
In Progress
In Progress

$200,000.00

$0.00

—

In Progress

$66,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Spring 2023

—
$64,205.74
—
$670,000.00
$32,000.00
$27,000.00
$400,000.00

City
City
City
City
City
City
City

—
$64,205.74
—
$675,000.00
$36,675.00
$25,885.00
$500,000.00

$200,000.00

City

$0.00
—

Ford Transit Cargo Van

$66,000.00 Solid Waste User Rate
City
—

—

—

$20,000.00 Delivered July 2021

Upgrade Computer Equipment
Replace Computer Server
Ford Explorer Hybrid

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

$12,612.76 Completed February 2021
$29,737.00 Completion Expected February 2022
$51,138.11 Awaiting Delivery

Library Renovations
Installation of ADA Compliant Mechanical Door Openers for
Public Restrooms

$6,900,000.00
$19,000.00

City
City
City
City
CDBG

$6,900,000.00

$5,370,606.00

—

Completion Expected March 2022

$19,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Summer 2022

Replace HVAC Units (2) at Government Center
Installation of Energy Management Systems at Government
Center (i.e., new thermostats / infrastructure controls)
LED Lighting Retrofits:
Twin Village Fire Station
Briggs Corner Fire Station
Fred Briggs Pool
Poncin-Hewitt Recreational Complex
Finberg Field
Wastewater Treatment Plant
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State
Green Communities
Grant
$244,370.00 Completed June 2021
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL PROJECTS STATUS REPORT
Capital Project

DEPARTMENT
MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

DEPARTMENT OF PARK &
FORESTRY

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
& DEVELOPMENT

Remote Back-Up Storage
Public Safety Network: Phase 1, Study

Estimated Project
Cost

—
$18,150.00

Funding Source

City
City

Funds
Appropriated

Funds Expended to
Date

—
$18,150.00

—

—

—

$0.00

Cost of Completed
Project

Status

$151,000.00 Completed December 2021
—
Completion Expected December 2022

P&F - Chip Truck w/ Grapple Arm (F2)

—

Municipal Council Vote
#13; 1.14.20; Acct
#16501000-587071

Digital X-Ray Machine

—

Ruth Hatch Trust Fund
Acct #8470-321100

—

—

$26,195.00 Purchased July 2021

Fencing Around Pond

—

City

—

—

$45,278.00 Completion Expected Spring 2022

Mobark Chipper
Ford F350 Pickup
Ford F150 Pickup
Ford F150 Pickup Super Cab

—
—
—
—

Municipal Council Vote
#7; 6.15.21; Acct
#16501000-585040
City
City
City

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

$45,278.00
$53,379.00
$36,091.50
$35,505.00

FY 2023-2027 Capital Improvements Program

—

City (In-House)

—

—

$0.00 Completed January 2022

Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations Amendments

—

—

—

$0.00 Completed September 2019

Mechanics Pond Dam and Dike Structural Analysis: Phase 1

$23,300.00

2021-2028 Open Space and Recreation Plan

$10,630.00

City (In-House)
EOEEA Dam and
Seawall Grant
City / Conservation
Commission

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System II General
Permit (NPDES II)
Stormwater Management Program Plan, Illicit Discharge,
Detection and Elimination (IDDE) Program Manual, and
Sanitary Sewer Overflow (SSO) database

—

City

—

EPA Notice of Intent Application Preparation and Filing Local
Stormwater Management Ordinance Update / Planning Board
and Conservation Commission Stormwater Regulations Update
Creation and Submission of Illicit Discharge, Detection and and
Elimination (IDDE) Plan / Investigation and Surveys to Collect
Requisite Information on Stormwater Infrastructre / Dry
Weather Screening of Outfalls / Inspections and
Recommendations for Existing Stormwater BMPs

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

$265,264.00 Delivered February 2021

Awatiing Delivery
Delivery Expected Summer 2022
Delivery Expected Summer 2022
Delivery Expected Summer 2022

$23,300.00

$19,230.00

—

Completion Expected Spriing 2022

$10,630.00

$8,002.29

—

Completion Expected Summer 2022

—

$33,240.00 Completed September 2019

Completed April 2019
$18,500.00

City

$18,500.00

—

City

—

$16,650.00

—

—

Completion Expected June 2022

$45,224.00 Completed May 2021
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Capital Project

DEPARTMENT

POLICE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS
HIGHWAY DIVISION

CONSTRUCTION

Estimated Project
Cost

Funding Source

Funds
Appropriated

Funds Expended to
Date

Cost of Completed
Project

Status

Creation and Submission of Illicit Discharge, Detection and and
Elimination (IDDE) Plan / Investigation and Surveys to Collect
Requisite Information on Stormwater Infrastructre / Dry
Weather Screening of Outfalls / Inspections and
Recommendations for Existing Stormwater BMPs

$192,340.00

City

$192,340.00

$184,388.00

—

Completion Expected June 2022

Creation and Submission of Illicit Discharge, Detection and and
Elimination (IDDE) Plan / Investigation and Surveys to Collect
Requisite Information on Stormwater Infrastructre / Dry
Weather Screening of Outfalls / Inspections and
Recommendations for Existing Stormwater BMPs

$156,500.00

City

$156,500.00

$5,019.00

—

Completion Expected June 2022

Replace Computer Server

—

City

—

Dispatch Dictaphone Recorders

$25,000.00

City

$25,000.00

$0.00

—

In Progress

(Re)Engineer and Upgrade Evidence Processing Room

$12,000.00

City

$12,000.00

$0.00

—

In Progress

Automated Fingerprint System (AFIS)

$43,257.00

City

$43,257.00

$0.00

—

In Progress

Joint Public Safety Complex: Phase 1, Feasibility Study (see Fire
Department Status Report)

$200,000.00

City

$200,000.00

$0.00

—

In Progress

Resurface Maple Street (O'Neil Boulevard to Park Street)

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$173,441.00 Completed September 2021

Resurface Mendon Road (Washington Street to Brown Street)

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$206,600.00 Completed September 2021

Resurface Slater Street (to Wilmarth Street)

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$203,575.00 Completed September 2021

Resurface Phillips Street

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$259,546.00 Completed September 2021

Sidewalk on Dean Street (southerly side, North Main Street to
Perrin Street)

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$186,400.00 Completed May 2021

Sidewalk on Park Street (easterly side, Tappan Street to Emory
Street

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$130,868.00 Completed September 2021

Sidewalk on May Street (westerly side, from Newport Avenue to
Washington Street)

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$166,595.00 Completed November 2021

Rathbun Willard Drive and Thachter Street Intersection: Traffic
Signal Engeineering and Sidewalk

—

Chapter 90 / City

—

—

$136,000.00 Completion Expected January 2022

Pitas Avenue Bridge Replacement: Engineering and Temporary
Bridge Improvements

—

Chapter 90

—

—

$176,340.00 Completion Expected February 2022

Peckham Street Culvert Replacement: Engineering

—

Municipal Assistance
Grant (2)

—

—

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

—

$15,508.00 Completed February 2021

$77,776.00 Completion March Spring 2022
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL PROJECTS STATUS REPORT
Estimated Project
Cost

Funding Source

Funds
Appropriated

Funds Expended to
Date

Replace Loader (H-29)

—

City

—

—

$218,000.00 Delivery Expected April 2022

Replace Trackless MT7 Sidewalk Machine (Tractor #4)

—

City

—

—

$161,125.00 Delivery Expected April 2022

Replace Hot Mix Truck (H-18)

—

City

—

—

$76,039.00 Delivery Expected June 2022

Replace Hot Mix Truck (H-21)

—

City

—

—

$79,077.00 Delivery Expected June 2022

Replace Pickup Truck (H-1)

—

City

—

—

$67,412.00 Delivery Expected June 2022

Replace Pickup Truck (H-28)

—

City

—

—

$67,412.00 Delivery Expected June 2022

Heavy-Duty Vehicle Scanner and Diagnostic Tool

—

City

—

—

$18,326.00 Delivery Expected June 2022

Fred Briggs Pool - Replacement of Zero Entry

—

City

—

—

$24,606.00 Completed May 2021

Fred Bartek Center - Replacement Lower Handicap Ramp

—

Donations (W. Walsh
and DiMarzio
Construction)

—

—

Nickerson Field - Installation of Pickle Ball Courts

—

City / Revolving Fund

—

—

Ousley Field - Conversion to Soccer Fields

City / Revolving Fund /
Donation (Germain
$57,847.91
Plumbing)

$57,847.91

$0.00

—

Completion Expected April 2022

$35,950.00

City

$35,950.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected April 2022

$69,700.00

City

$69,700.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Spring 2022

$17,500.00

City

$17,500.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Spring 2022

$17,500.00

City

$17,500.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Spring 2022

$41,991.00

City

$41,991.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Spring 2022

South Attleboro Veterans Memorial Playground - Rehabilitate
and Remediate Softball Fields

$75,700.00

City

$75,700.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Summer 2022

Fred Briggs Pool - Replacement of Pumps

$32,340.00

City

$32,340.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Summer 2022

Finberg Field - Installation of Pickle Ball Courts

$88,000.00

City

$88,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Fall 2022

Hayward Field, Walsh Field, Ousley Field - Upgrade Field
Lighting

$33,000.00

City

$33,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Fall 2022

Capital Project

DEPARTMENT

EQUIPMENT
AND
VEHICLES

Cost of Completed
Project

Status

RECREATION DEPARTMENT

CONSTRUCTION

South Attleboro Veterans Memorial Playground - Replacement
of Asphalt Walkway around Lees Pond
Poncin Hewitt Recreational Complex
Conley Playground
Replace Basketball Courts
Playground Ashplat Surfaces - Clean, Fill, and Seal
City-wide Basketball Court Ashplat Surfaces - Clean, Fill, and
Seal
South Attleboro Veterans Memorial Playground
Poncin Hewitt Recreational Complex
Outdoor Facility Improvements

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

$9,735.00 Completed April 2021
$18,640.00 Completed July 2021
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL PROJECTS STATUS REPORT
Capital Project

DEPARTMENT

Estimated Project
Cost

Funding Source

Funds
Appropriated

Funds Expended to
Date
—

Cost of Completed
Project

Status

EQUIPMENT

Ford F350 Pickup Truck

—

City

—

AND

Ford F350 Dump Truck

$66,126.66

City

$66,126.66

$0.00

—

Delivery Expected Spring 2022

John Deere 1570 Terrain Cut Mower with PECO Collection
System

$35,184.00

City

$35,184.00

$0.00

—

Delivery Expected Spring 2022

Scissor Lift

$10,639.00

City

$10,639.00

$0.00

—

Delivery Expected Spring 2022

Toro Sand Pro 3040 Infield Groomer and Edger

$26,792.00

City

$26,792.00

$0.00

—

Delivery Expected Summer 2022

John Deere 3038E Compact Utility Tractor and Attachments

$34,627.00

City

$34,627.00

$0.00

—

Delivery Expected Summer 2022

—

City

—

VEHICLES

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

$42,709.20 Delivered October 2021

New High School
Feasibility Study

Construction

$258,718,180.00

City / MSBA

$258,718,180.00

$1,061,814.00

$169,095,755.66

$1,061,814.00 Completed Summer 2018

—

(NOTE: the "Funds Expended to Date"
figure of $169,095,755.66 is as of January
2021 and does not include the cost of
issuance) Completeion Expected June 2022

Wamsutta Middle School - Replace Roof

—

City

—

—

$2,000,000.00 Completed Summer 2021

Wamsutta Middle School - Interior Building Water Damage
Repairs

—

City

—

—

$75,000.00 Completed Summer 2021

Wamsutta Middle School - Replace Cooling Tower

$90,000.00 Performance Contract

$90,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Wamsutta Middle School - Replace Chiller Unit/Univents

$250,000.00 Performance Contract

$250,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Coelho Middle School Water Bottle Filler Installation

—

—

Coelho Middle School - Replace Carpeting with VCT Tiles

$40,000.00

City

$40,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Coelho Middle School - Replace Floor Tiles and Repair Base

$60,000.00

City

$60,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Summer 2022

Donation (BCSB)

—

$15,000.00 Completed Spring 2021

Coelho Middle School - Energy Management System
Replacement

Utility Incentive / On$250,000.00
Billing Program

$250,000.00

Brennan Middle School - Interior Building Water Damage
Repairs

—

City

—

—

$75,000.00 Completed Summer 2021

Brennan Middle School - Replace Roof

—

City

—

—

$2,000,000.00 Completed Summer 2021

Brennan Middle School Energy Management System
Replacement

—

Utility Incentive / OnBilling Program

—

—

$250,000.00 Completed October 2021

Thacher Elemenary School - Repair and Resurface Parking Lot

$60,000.00

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

City

$60,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL PROJECTS STATUS REPORT
Capital Project

DEPARTMENT

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

WASTEWATER DEPARTMENT

CONSTRUCTION
AND
PROGRAMMATIC

Thacher Elementary School - Replace Cooling Tower

Estimated Project
Cost

Funding Source

Funds
Appropriated

Funds Expended to
Date

Cost of Completed
Project

Status

$90,000.00 Performance Contract

$90,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Thacher Elementary School - Replace Chiller Unit/Univents

$300,000.00 Performance Contract

$300,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Thacher Elemenary School - Energy Management System
Replacement

$250,000.00 Performance Contract

$250,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Hill Roberts Elemenary School - Replace Gymnaisum Floor

$140,000.00

$140,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Studley Elemenary School - Replace Central Air Handler

$110,000.00 Performance Contract

$110,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Studley Elemenary School - Install Additional Air Conditioning
Units

$200,000.00 Performance Contract

$200,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected 2022

Phase 1A: Design, Bidding, & Construction Oversight Services
Phase 1B: Construction
Rebuild Sludge Gravity Thickener #1 and #2 (Fund 3225)

—
—

User Fee
User Fee

—
—

—
—

Phase 1A: Design, Bidding, and Construction Oversight Services
Phase 1B: Construction
Replace 19 Variable Frequency Drive (VFDs) (Fund 3225)

—
—

User Rate
User Rate

—
—

—
—

$87,800.00 Completed November 2020
$453,105.55 Completed November 2020

Phase 1A: Design, Bidding, and Construction Oversight Services
Phase 1B: Construction

—
—

User Rate
User Rate

—
—

—
—

$159,552.95 Completed December 2020
$256,459.00 Completed November 2020

Sludge Landfill Siting, Phase 4

—

Retained Earnings

—

$0.00

$75,000.00 Completed March 2021

Paint Lime Silo (Fund 3229)

—

Retained Earnings

—

$0.00

$31,000.00 Completed August 2021

Upgrade Existing SCADA System (Fund 3224)
Replace Gate Valves at Wastewater Treatment Plant Lift Pumps
(Fund 3227)

$935,000.00

User Rate

$935,000.00

$45,393.86

—

Completion Expected Spring 2022

$64,600.00
$302,000.00

User Rate
User Rate

$64,600.00
$282,487.00

$23,955.43
$0.00

—
—

Completion Expected Spring 2022
Completion Expected Spring 2022

$65,000.00

Retained Earnings

$65,000.00

$54,230.53

—

Completion Expected Spring 2022

$250,000.00

User Rate

$250,000.00

$15,200.00

—

Completion Expected Fall 2022

$2,980,000.00

User Rate

Phase 1A: Landfill Cap Design, Bidding, and Construction
Oversight Services
Phase 1B: Landfill Cap Construction

$225,000.00
$2,535,000.00

User Rate
User Rate

$225,000.00
$2,535,000.00

$11,000.00
$0.00

—
—

Completion Expected Summer 2022
Completion Expected Summer 2022

Phase 1A: Demolition Design, Bidding, and Construction
Oversight Services
Phase 1B: Demolition / Construction

TBD
TBD

User Rate
User Rate

TBD
TBD

$0.00
$0.00

—
—

TBD
TBD

City

Replace Lime Silo Boot (Fund 3225)

Phase 1A: Design, Bidding, & Construction Oversight Services
Phase 1B: Construction
Replace Blended Sludge Pumps (Fund 3228)
Base Line Flow / Monitoring I&I Study (Fund 3226)
Existing Phase 2 Sludge Landfill Cap and Demolition of Old
Treatment Plant, Part 1 (Fund 3219)

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

$34,913.88 Completed Fall 2020
$33,684.00 Completed Fall 2020
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL PROJECTS STATUS REPORT
Estimated Project
Cost

Funding Source

Funds
Appropriated

Funds Expended to
Date

Transit Van T-350 (Fund 3223)

—

User Rate

—

—

$37,950.87 Delivered May 2020

Ford F350 Pick-Up Truck (Fund 3223)

—

User Rate

—

—

$48,238.37 Delivered September 2019

Transit Van T-150 (Fund 3223)

—

User Rate

—

—

$27,799.62 Delivered March 2020

Replacement Vehicle Lift at Wastewater Treatment Plant Garage

—

User Rate

—

—

$11,429.00 Completed Summer 2020

Capital Project

DEPARTMENT
EQUIPMENT
AND
VEHICLES

WATER DEPARTMENT

PROGRAMMATIC

Status

Attleboro/Pawtucket Water Interconnection Treatment Plant
Phase 1A: Design
Phase 1B: Construction

$400,000.00
$1,400,000.00

User Rate
User Rate

$400,000.00
$1,400,000.00

$389,038.46
$0.00

—
—

Completion Expected February 2022
Completion Expected Summer 2022

Clean & Line Lonsdale Avenue and Park Place Watermain

$189,400.00

User Rate

$189,400.00

$130,750.00

—

Completion Expected February 2022

Upgrade Existing SCADA Security and Computer
Replace Filter Effluent Valves and Controllers at the West Street
Water Treatment Plant

$118,700.00

Retained Earnings

$118,700.00

$55,801.65

$78,700.00

Retained Earnings

$78,700.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected March 2022

Phase 1A: Design

$117,000.00

Retained Earnings

$127,275.00

$108,812.82

—

Completion Expected March 2022

Phase 1B: Construction

$936,000.00

User Rate

$936,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Fall 2022

$168,400.00
$2,659,107.08

User Rate
User Rate

$168,400.00
$2,659,107.08

$52,538.38
$982,956.75

—
—

Completion Expected Spring 2022
Completion Expected Spring 2022

$73,220.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected Spring 2022

CONSTRUCTION
AND

Cost of Completed
Project

Completion Expected February 2022

Deanville Road Watermain Replacement

Read Street Watermain Replacement (8,800')
Phase 1B, Construction Oversight and Resident Engineering
Services
Phase 1B, Construction
Replace High Lift Pump at the West Street Water Treatment
Plant
Steere Street Watermain Replacement (5,200')
Phase 1A, Construction Oversight and Resident Engineering
Services
Phase 1B, Construction

Retained Earnings

$195,000.00
$1,460,000.00

User Rate
User Rate

$195,000.00
$1,460,000.00

$172,880.28
$807,735.30

—
—

Completion Expected Fall 2022
Completion Expected Fall 2022

$445,000.00

User Rate

$505,000.00

$17,800.00

—

Ongoing Through 2023

$49,200.00

Retained Earnings

$49,200.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected January 2023

Unidirectional Flushing Program

$141,000.00

Retained Earnings

$141,000.00

$0.00

—

Completion Expected June 2023

PFAS Design and Engineering Services

$217,000.00

Retained Earnings

$217,000.00

$0.00

—

Water Meter Replacement (approximately 1,100)
Repair Roy Avenue Street Watermain: Permitting, Bidding, and
Construction Oversight Services / Construction

—

Retained Earnings

—

$500,000.00

$191,989.83

—

Ford F350 Pickup with Plow

—

Retained Earnings

—

—

$64,574.00 Delivered Fall 2020

Ford F350 Pickup with Service Body and Fuel Tank Setup

—

Retained Earnings

—

—

$65,827.00 Delivered Summer 2021

Ford Ranger Pickup

—

Retained Earnings

—

—

$29,972.00 Delivered Summer 2021

Wading River Pilot Pilot Study
Large Meter Sizing and Survey Study

VEHICLES

$73,220.00

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

User Rate

$500,000.00

—

Completion Expected Summer 2023
Ongoing; Current Phase of Work
$236,604.51 Completed
In Progress
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TABLE 2 - CAPITAL PROJECTS STATUS REPORT
Estimated Project
Cost

Funding Source

Funds
Appropriated

Funds Expended to
Date

Ford Ranger Pickup with Installation of Meter Reading
Equipment

—

Retained Earnings

—

—

$31,572.00 Delivered Summer 2021

Ford Ranger Pickup

—

Retained Earnings

—

—

$29,972.00 Delivered Fall 2021

Ford Ranger Pickup (to be shared with Wastewater Department)

$33,320.00

Retained Earnings

$33,320.00

$0.00

—

Delivery Expected Summer 2022

Ford T250 Transit Van (to be shared with Wastewater
Department)

$37,400.00

Retained Earnings

$37,400.00

$0.00

—

Delivery Expected Summer 2022

Capital Project

DEPARTMENT

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

Cost of Completed
Project

Status
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TABLE 3 - DEPARTMENTAL VEHICLE/TRUCK INVENTORY
VEHICLE

MILES

HOURS

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

AGE

TYPE

FIRE DEPARTMENT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Battalion 1
Car 10
Car 5
Car 4
Car 3
Car 7
Car 2
Car 1
Car 8
Comm 1
EM 1
EMS 1
Engine 7
Engine 6
Engine 4
Engine 5
Engine 2
Engine 1
Ladder 1
Ladder 2
Prevention 1
Preventtion 2
Rescue 1
Rescue 2
Rescue 3
Rescue 4
Rescue 5

66,000
121,250
120,500
125,600
122,500
11,600
39,000
58,000
400
21,000
44,300
18,300
119,065
99,782
65,500
35,824
18,324
8,016
32,432
45,120
85,400
108,000
12,185
67,703
115,374
80,423
103,084

7,277
11,023
5,261
3,578
1,870
852
3,250
5,228

992
3,629
9,587
6,352
10,778

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

2013
2001
2003
2005
2010
2016
2017
2019
2019
2017
2013
2017
2001
2006
2012
2017
2019
2021
2015
2005
2012
2006
2020
2018
2010
2016
2015

Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Pierce
Pierce
E-One
Pierce
Pierce
Pierce
Pierce
American LaFrance
Ford
Ford
Dodge
Dodge
Ford
Ford
Ford

Explorer
F350
Crown Victoria
Crown Victoria
Crown Victoria
F450
Explorer
Explorer
F350
Explorer
Focus
Explorer
Pumper
Pumper
Arrow
Pumper
Pumper
Pumper
Ladder
Ladder
Explorer
Expedition
Horton
Horton
Horton
Horton
Osage

8
20
18
16
11
5
4
2
2
4
8
4
20
15
9
4
2
1
6
16
9
15
1
3
11
5
6

Commander
Pickup Truck
Staff Car
Staff Car
Staff Car
Pickup Truck
Assistant Chief
Chief
Pickup Truck
Fire Alarm Superintendent
Staff Car
EMS Chief Office
Fire Engine
Fire Engine
Fire Engine
Fire Engine
Fire Engine
Fire Engine
Ladder Truck
Ladder Truck
Fire Prevention Chief Officer
Fire Inspector
Ambulance
Ambulance
Ambulance
Ambulance
Ambulance
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VEHICLE

MILES

HOURS

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

AGE

TYPE

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
28
29
30
31

.
.
.
.

86,564
151,288
67,962
55,149

2007
2009
2011
2018

Jeep
Ford
Ford
Ford

Liberty
F150
Ranger
F250

14
12
10
3

Jeep
Pickup Truck
Pickup Truck
Pickup Truck

Taurus
Crown Victoria
F150
F250
Explorer

11
10
9
7
1

Car
Car
Pickup Truck
Pickup Truck
Pickup Truck

18
18
18
14
14
13
12
10
7
7
6
5
1

1-Ton Dump/Chip Truck

INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
32
33
34
35
36

.
.
.
.
.

Inspection 4
Inspection 3
Inspection 1
Inspection 2
Car 1

165,000
180,000
53,196
73,790
1,500

2010
2011
2012
2014
2021

Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford

DEPARTMENT OF PARK & FORESTRY
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Forestry 2
Car 3
Forestry 1
Zoo P/U
Animal Control 2

Park 1
ZooMobile
Forestry 4
Park 2
Animal Control 1

PF 5
Forestry 3
Chip 1

65,301
94,639
99,924
30,236
121,460
77,398
52,757
13,360
31,999
44,693
20,236
22,084
364

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

2003
2003
2003
2007
2007
2008
2009
2011
2014
2014
2015
2016
2021

Ford
GMC
GMC
Ford
Ford
Ford
Dodge
International
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Freightliner

F450
Sierra
Sierra
F150
F150
F350
Caliber
7400
F550
F350
F550
F550
114SD

½-Ton Pickup (Superintendent)

½-Ton Pickup (Foreman)
Zoo Pickup/ Transport Truck
Jr. Animal Control Officer
3/4-Ton Pickup (Foreman)
Zoo Education/ Event Vehicle
70-foot Bucket truck
1-Ton Dump Truck
Sr. Animal Control Officer
Stake Body Dump Truck
1-Ton Dump Truck
40' Knuckle Boo/Chip Truck
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VEHICLE

MILES

HOURS

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

AGE

TYPE

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
50 .

13,414

2014

Ford

Escape

7

Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor
Explorer Interceptor

8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Car

POLICE DEPARTMENT
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

97,345
103,332
107,198
108,543
111,202
112,882
112,844
120,149
109,187
84,047
56,140
62,140
75,171
75,407
79,678
138,718
44,603
45,806
52,524
105,236
5,965
7,638
8,469
9,031
11,608
11,909
13,201
39,078

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2018
2018
2018
2018
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
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VEHICLE

MILES

HOURS

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

AGE

TYPE

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

H-18
H-21
H-22
H-40
H-15
H-41
H-34
H-3
H-10
H-44
H-5
H-13
H-23
H-27
H-24
H-14
H-20
H-11
H-7
H-4
H-8
H-9
H-33
H-6
H-28
H-1
H-29
H-35
H-26
H-2
H-30

151,370
21,165
28,100
32,385
71,890
77,681
28,982
18,496
15,144
20,325
18,305
5,377
3,905
4,221
4,922
89,225
50,191
52,245
234,171
22,061
15,009
17,025
10,980
35,251
87,902
99,950
12,525
N/A

4,360

36,720
64,996
N/A

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

1988
1989
1989
1990
1998
2004
2011
2011
2013
2015
2016
2018
2020
2020
2020
1993
1995
1995
2000
2007
2013
2013
2011
2009
2007
2007
1996
2012
2012
2014
2000

International
International
International
Mack
Ford
Sterling
Ford
International
International
Ford
Ford
International
Ford
Ford
International
Ford
Ford
Ford
Freightliner
International
International
International
Ford
Ford
GMC
GMC
John Deere
John Deere
Ford
Ford
John Deere

Dump
Dump
Dump
RD688SX
F800
LI8500
Dump
7300
7300 SBA
F550
F550 Dump
Dump
F-550 Dump
F-550 Dump
7300
F800
F800
F800
Sander
4300 Truck
7300 SBA
7300 SBA
F550
F550 Rack
Sierra
Sierra
624G Loader
624K Loader
F550
F350
710D Loader

33
32
32
31
23
17
10
10
8
6
5
3
1
1
1
28
26
26
21
14
8
8
10
12
14
14
25
21
9
7
21

Large Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Ten Wheel Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Small Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Small Dump Truck
Small Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Small Dump Truck
Small Dump Truck
Large Dump Truck
Sander Truck
Sander Truck
Sander Truck
Sander Truck
Sander Truck
Sander Truck
Sander Truck
Rack-Body Truck
Rack-Body Truck
Pick-up Truck
Pick-up Truck
Loader
Loader
Flat-bed Truck
Utility Body Pickup
Backhoe
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VEHICLE
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Backhoe 1
Backhoe 3
Trackless 1
Trackless 2
Trackless 3
G-2
G-3
G-1
Sweeper 2
Sweeper 1
Sweeper 3
Skid Steer 1
Skid Steer 2
H-36B
H-36B
JET 1
B-1
H-16
Mini 1
Sidewalk 1
S-1

MILES

HOURS
3,200
400
851
490
295

71,302
34,245
33,435
6,777
1,030
6,779
1,384
535
750
83
107,998
16,432
365
40
5,947

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

2014
2020
2005
2012
2015
1997
1997
2014
2005
2018
2020
2014
2018
2007
2020
1993
2011
2014
2018
2019
2020

JCB
John Deere
Trackless
Trackless
Trackless
GMC
GMC
Ford
Elgin
Elgin
Elgin
JCB
John Deere
Inger Rand
Doosan
Harben
Ford
International
John Deere
Ventrac
Ford

Backhoe
710L Backhoe
MT-5
MT-Constr
MT
Sierra
Dump
F350
Pelican
Pelican Sweeper
Pelican Sweeper
Skid Steer
Skid Steer
Compressor
Compressor
Sewer Cleaner
F-550 Bucket Truck
Dump
50G Mini-Excavator
2100C SSV Sidewalk
Explorer (Hybrid)

AGE

TYPE
7
1
16
9
6
24
24
7
16
3
1
7
3
14
1
28
10
7
3
2
1

Backhoe
Backhoe
Utility Machine
Utility Machine
Utility Machine
Utility/Service Truck
Small Dump Truck/Welder
Utility Body Pickup
Street Sweeper
Street Sweeper
Street Sweeper
Skid Steer
Skid Steer
Tow Behind Compressor
Tow Behind Compressor
Jet Rotter
Bucket Truck
Catch Basin Cleaner
Mini Excavator
Utility Machine
Admin. Vehicle

18
11
11
7
3
1
<1
0

Ranger
Dump
Pickup
Dump
Dump / Rack Body
Pickup
Pickup
Dump (on order)

RECREATION DEPARTMENT
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Recreation 7
Recreation 3
Recreation 1
Recreation 5
Recreation 6
Recreation 4
Recreation S1
Recreation 2

99,854
59,342
102,497
20,421
9,276
6,365
500
0

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

2003
2010
2010
2014
2018
2020
2022
2022

Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford

Ranger
F350
F350
F550
F550
F150
F350
F350
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VEHICLE

MILES

HOURS

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

AGE

TYPE

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1990
1995
2006
2011
2013
2013
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

99,410
108,319
44,164
54,618
51,174
15,960
16,220
16,235
17,088
29,934

GMC
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Toyota
Toyota
Toyota
Toyota
Toyota

Sierra
Ecoline
E250
E250
E250
Sienna
Sienna
Sienna
Sienna
Sienna

31
26
15
10
8
8
1
1
1
1
1

Utility Trailer
Maintenance Vehicle
Maintenance Vehicle
Maintenance Vehicle
Maintenance Vehicle
School Bus
Van/School Bus
Van/School Bus
Van/School Bus
Van/School Bus
Van/School Bus

Eco-Van
Legacy

14
4

Van
Car

655D
938G
CV713
E150
F450
Impala
F350
E350
310SJ

27
22
16
15
13
13
6
11
10

VETERANS DEPARTMENT
150 .
151 .

86,890
28,368

2007
2017

Ford
Subaru

WASTWATER DEPARTMENT
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

PC-9
PC-7
PC-3
PC-15
PC-6
PC-1
PC-2
PC-10
PC-13

4,310
17,128
33,084
64,253
48,339
70,806
39,150
69,746

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

1,335

1994
1999
2005
2006
2008
2008
2015
2010
2011

Ford
CAT
MACK
Ford
Ford
Chevy
Ford
Ford
John Deere
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VEHICLE
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

PC-8
PC-4
PC-14
PC-5
IW-2
IW-1
WC-3
WC-4
WC-5
WC-6

MILES

HOURS
2,555

4,561
5,064
6,023
23,306
1,378
37,739
122,754
88,017
80,323

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

2017
2018
2019
2019
2013
2020
2006
2008
2011
2014

CAT
MACK
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
International
Ford
Ford
Ford

950M
T350
F350PU
T350
T350
Vactor
F350PU
F350
F350PU

AGE

TYPE
4
3
2
2
8
1
15
13
10
7

WATER DEPARTMENT
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Car-2
W-1
W-2
W-3
W-4
W-5
W-6
W-7
W-8
W-9
W-10
W-11
W-12
W-13
W-14
W-15
CT18
KU19
JD16

43,000
1,000
44,000
146,000
126,000
125,000
73,000
109,000
6,500
173,000
36,000
135,000
2,000
2,000
130,000
8,700
4,100
650

Capital Improvements Program, Fiscal Years 2023-2027

2008
2021
2015
2016
2012
2007
2010
2012
2018
2020
2008
2021
2008
2021
2021
2010
1984
2006
2019

Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Sterling
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Cat
Komatsu
John Deere

Taurus
F350
F350
F350
F550
F150
F450
F250
F550
F350
Dump
Ranger
E250
Ranger
Ranger
Ranger
950
WB150-AW2

13
<1
6
5
9
14
11
9
3
1
13
<1
13
<1
<1
11
37
15
2

Superintendent
General Foreman
Maintenance Foreman
Operations 1
Distribution Foreman
Operations 2
Watershed
Distribution Crew
Distribution Coldpatch
Maintenance
Distribution
Backflow (on order)
Meter Repair
Meter Foreman
Meter 1
Meter 2
Distribution Loader
Plant Backhoe
Distribution Backhoe
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